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Chapter 1

INTRODUCTION

1-1. ANALYSIS AND RECONCILIATION BUSINESS UNIT (ARBU).  The purpose of these
operating procedures is to provide accounting technicians within the ARBU of the Field Operating Activities
(FOA) guidance on the reconciliation of financial transactions.  A brief overview is given on documents and
listings most frequently used.  It provides a basic background on the purpose of the documentation, listings,
and/or reports.  A brief explanation of procedures for reconciling is also included.  Where applicable, a
sample document or listing is included at the end of the chapters.  These procedures were designed to be used
in conjunction with other functional user manuals provided to ARBU personnel, i.e., Standard Automated
Voucher Examination System (SAVES) Functional Users Manual, Accounting and Inventory Management
System (AIMS) Functional Users Manual, and Standard Financial System (STANFINS) Functional Users
Manual.

1-2. GENERAL.  The ARBU is divided into two divisions.  The Analysis and Reconciliation (A&R)
Division is responsible for reconciling commissary accounting transactions for the Eastern Region, Midwest
Region and Western/Pacific Region stores.  The A&R Division analyzes and reconciles inventory and
associated accounting records to ensure proper stewardship of funds and assets for resale accountability. 
This is accomplished primarily through analyzing documentation received from the Accounts Control Section
(ACS)/stores and from system generated reports.  The Redemption Division is responsible for processing
Vendor Credit Memorandum (VCM) credit card collections into SAVES and STANFINS.  The Redemption
Division also provides accountability for coupons accepted at commissaries worldwide, and is responsible for
accounting, controlling, reporting results, developing and recommending policies and procedures, and
reconciling the store coupon transmittals to the SF 1080 bills (AVK 965) produced by STANFINS. 
Additionally, the Marketing Business Unit (MBU) has accounting responsibilities for consigned inventory,
Performance Based Agreements (PBA) and other miscellaneous income collections.  NOTE:  Currently
DeCA has three regions in CONUS.  For accounting purpose the STANFINS is still broken out by six
regions for CONUS stores.

1-3. RESPONSIBILITIES.

a. The accounting technicians in the ARBU are responsible for:

(1) Analyzing and reconciling accounting transaction data between the DeCA business
systems, the inventory management system, and the official accounting system.  This includes reconciling the
Store Block Control Journal (SBCJ) to the AIMS Voucher Register and General Control (VRGC) and the
AIMS VRGC to the STANFINS Current Status of Inventory Account.

(2) Reviewing, reconciling, and correcting transactions in the AIMS system daily.

(3) Reviewing the daily Stock Fund History Analysis Listings (AVK 037) and initiating
appropriate actions.

(4) Analyzing Cash Sales Reconciliation Report (AVK 618/619) and initiating
appropriate corrective actions.

(5) Providing receipt and correction input into SAVES and researching SAVES data
input.
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(6) Processing vendor checks received for revenues earned from the Shelf Display
Agreements, Front-End Merchandising Program, and the Sale of Front-End Scanner Data for deposit in local
bank to Defense Finance and Accounting Service, Columbus (DFAS-CO).

(7) Processing Vendor Credit Memorandum Credit Card payment when the sales
representative elects the VCM payment option of "VCMCC - ARBU" on the DeCA Form 70-10.

(8) Providing operational accountability of the commissary merchandise coupon
redemption program.

b. The DeCA/MBU personnel are responsible for processing payments received for revenues
earned from the PBA program for deposit in local bank to DFAS-CO.
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Chapter 2

INCOMING MAIL

2-1. GENERAL

a. Incoming mail is opened, and sent directly to ARBU from the MBU mailroom.

b. Upon receipt of the mail in ARBU, the mail is sorted according to region.  It is then
distributed to the sections of ARBU that are responsible for a specific region.

c. Each section of ARBU divides the mail by store and distributes to the responsible
accounting technicians.

2-2. TYPES OF MAIL

a. SBCJ, DeCA Form 70-12 - Log is used at the ACS/commissary/Central Distribution Center
(CDC) to record all financial transactions for the month in block number sequence.  It records sales, receipts,
and adjustments by department, i.e.  grocery, meat, etc.

b. Report of Deposit, DD Form 707 - Prepared daily by the ACS/commissary to account for
funds being deposited.

c. Financial Corrections Form, DeCA Forms 70-88 - Prepared by the ACS/commissary to
support corrections.

d. Commissary Charge Account Request, DeCA Form 70-8 - is used to establish or update
charge sale account information, i.e., APC, customer account number, etc.

e. SAVES Rejected Transaction Form - is used at the region to record the correct information
necessary to clear the rejected transactions from the SAVES daily cycle.

f. Vendor Checks - Revenues earned for the sale of Front-End Scanner Data, Shelf Display
Agreements, PBA payments, the Front-End Merchandising Payments, and other income.

g. Tobacco Sales Certification - Prepared by the ACS/commissary for tobacco products sold in
DeCA commissaries at CONUS locations.

h. Tobacco Reconciliation Worksheet - Prepared by the Northern Area, Southern Area,
Midwest Region, and the Western/Pacific Region personnel quarterly.

i. Commissary/Contractor Transmittal, DeCA Form 70-3, - Prepared by the commissaries for
all coupons shipped to the Coupon Clearing house (CCH).

2-3. PROCEDURES.  Accounting technicians are responsible for taking appropriate action upon receipt
of any mail applicable to ARBU.  They are also responsible for filing mail by commissary in block number
sequence or as appropriate.
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Chapter 3

STORE BLOCK CONTROL JOURNAL

3-1. GENERAL.  SBCJ, DeCA Form 70-12 or an approved automated SBCJ, is a log of all blocks, in
block number sequence, transmitted from the ACS to the ARBU.  The SBCJ uses block numbers to record
the movement of accountable documents between the commissary/CDC/Overseas Processing Point (OPP),
identified by DoDAAC, the ACS and ARBU.  The SBCJ will reflect all financial transactions for that
business month.  All commissary/CDC/OPP not under ACS, will enter all financial transactions for a
business day on the SBCJ and DIBS within 24 hours of receipt/sale and forward to ARBU.  Commissaries
under ACS, will enter all financial transactions for a business day on the SBCJ within 24 hours of receipt/sale
and forwarded to ACS.  The ACS personnel will enter all financial transactions received from the
commissaries under ACS into DIBS within 24 hours of receipt at the ACS.  For rollup deliveries, the goal is
currently five days because of the need to reconcile with the distributor.

3-2. SUBMISSION.

a. The open SBCJ will be submitted weekly to the ARBU.

b. After month-end, the ACS will fax the SBCJ for the previous month (including recap pages)
within seven workdays of the next month to the ARBU.  The original signed SBCJ will be mailed to ARBU. 
On the last page of the month-end SBCJ, the signature block of the commissary/CDC officer will be typed or
stamped on the lower right-hand corner below the last entry.  ARBU will reconcile the SBCJ to VRGC and
STANFINS.

c. Upon receipt of the SBCJ at the ARBU, the transmittal document will be verified with the
generated listings.  ACS/Commissary/CDC/OPP will respond to requests from the ARBU for additional
information within 24 hours.

3-3. CONSTRUCTION OF BLOCK NUMBERS.  The block number is a 3-digit alpha/numeric
combination.  It identifies a specific group of documents, helps control the movement of documents, and is
entered on the source documents.  DIBS will automatically assigns block numbers.  When necessary, ARBU
personnel will manually assign a block number.  The instructions for creating a block number is as follows:

a. The first position is the month transaction code.  The month transaction code is an alpha
code that identifies the month of the transaction.  The alpha month codes to be used are:

OCT - B FEB - F JUN - K
NOV - C MAR - G JUL - L
DEC - D APR - H AUG - M
JAN - E MAY - J SEP - N

b. The second position is the department designation.  This position is used to designate
whether items are grocery, meat, or produce department items and within those departments whether a
transaction is a Voluntary Price Reduction (VPR) (DIC 52T/92T), Merchandise Coupons (DIC 52Q), Vet
Samples (DIC 82E), and Salvage/Markdowns (DIC 82E) (OCONUS stores only).  The alpha/numeric
characters to be used for each department are:
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COMMISSARY/CDC/OPP ASSIGNED ARBU ASSIGNED

GROCERY - G, H, J, K, U, V, 1, 2, W, X, Y A
D - for Pre-Inventory Adjustments

7 - Grocery VPR
8 - Grocery Merchandise Coupons
9 - Vet Samples, Price Markdowns

MEAT - M, N, L, R B
E - for Pre-Inventory Adjustments

3 - Meat VPR
4 - Meat Vet Samples

PRODUCE - P, Q, S, T C
F - for Pre-Inventory Adjustments

5 - Produce VPR
6 - Produce Vet Samples

(1) When a A, B, or C is used in the second position of the block number, it indicates
that the correction was processed at ARBU and the dollar amount of the transaction does not change. 

(2) When a D, E, or F is used in the second  position of the block number, it indicates
that the correction was processed at ARBU, the dollar amount of the transaction is changed, and the
transaction has occurred prior to the current inventory period.

(3) The second position of the block number will not include the letters' I, Z, O (alpha),
or zero.

c. The third position is a sequence character which is alpha/numeric and begins with  "A" and
runs through "Z" and then "0" through "9" thus providing 36 sequential numbers for each department code.

d. Examples of block control numbers possible for each department per month are as follows: 
"B" (OCT) is used in the first position as the month transaction code for example purpose only.  The second
position identifies the department and the third position is sequential.

GROCERY: BGA THRU BG9 = 36
BHA THRU BH9 = 36
BJA THRU BJ9 = 36
BKA THRU BK9 = 36
BUA THRU BU9 = 36
BVA THRU BV9 = 36
B1A THRU B19 = 36
B2A THRU B29 = 36
BWA THRU BW9 = 36
BXA THRU BX9 = 36
BYA THRU BY9 = 36
B7A THRU B79 = 36 (VPR)
B8A THRU B89 = 36 (COUPON)
B9A THRU B99 = 36 (VET SAMPLES)
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TOTAL: 504 TRANSACTIONS

MEAT: BMA THRU BM9 = 36
BNA THRU BN9 = 36
BLA THRU BL9 = 36
BRA THRU BR9 = 36
B3A THRU B39 = 36 (VPR)
B4A THRU B49 = 36 (VET SAMPLES)

TOTAL: 216 TRANSACTIONS

PRODUCE: BPA THRU BP9 = 36
BQA THRU BQ9 = 36
BSA THRU BS9 = 36
BTA THRU BT9 = 36
B5A THRU B59 = 36
B6A THRU B69 = 36 (VET SAMPLES)

TOTAL: 216 TRANSACTIONS

3-4. PROCEDURES.  Upon a receipt of a copy of the weekly SBCJ, the accounting technician will:

a. Compare the weekly SBCJ to the AIMS VRGC to ensure that all blocks logged in for the
week have processed into SAVES and AIMS.

b. The block numbers, DICs and dollar amounts reflected on the SBCJ should be compared to
the block numbers, DICs and dollar amounts which processed on the AIMS VRGC to ensure that all blocks
annotated on the SBCJ have correctly processed through AIMS.  Also the date the block processed in AIMS
should be annotated on the SBCJ, next to the block number.

c. Annotate on the SBCJ any blocks that did not process to the AIMS or any that processed
incorrectly.  Research annotated transactions.

d. Check the DIBS Summary Audit Log (SAL) and the AIMS DUPLICATE Listing to find out
what caused the block or part of the block to suspend.  Annotate on the SBCJ when correction has processed
on the AIMS VRGC.

e. Contact the ACS/commissary/CDC/OPP on any blocks that appear on the AIMS VRGC
that do not appear on the SBCJ and any blocks that appear on the SBCJ but no evidence can be found if it
ever processed to SAVES/AIMS.

f. Compare the weekly SBCJ to the VRGC to ensure all input blocks processed to the VRGC
file.  Research discrepancies and take appropriate corrective action.

g. Follow procedures for reconciling the SBCJ to the VRGC (See Chapter 13).
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Chapter 4

REPORT OF DEPOSIT - DD FORM 707

4-1. GENERAL.  Report of Deposit, DD Form 707, Figure 4-1 or automated DD Form 707, is prepared
or generated to report funds deposited from each business day by the store to account for funds being
deposited.  The form reflects daily and cumulative totals for the accounting month.  The procedures on how
the Debit/Credit Card, Food Stamps, or Electronic Benefits Transfer (EBT) transactions are recorded on the
DD Form 707 are in DeCAD 70-6, Chapter 5, Report of Deposits.  The procedures on how dishonored
checks are recorded on the DD Form 707 are in DeCAD 70-6, Chapter 8, Dishonored Checks.

4-2. SUBMISSION.  A copy of the DD Form 707 along with a copy of the validated Deposit Ticket, SF
215, Figure 4-2, will be sent to ARBU from the commissary/ACS/CDC/OPP daily.

4-3. PROCEDURES.

a. The ARBU personnel use the DD Form 707 to check amounts on AIMS VRGC to ensure
correct amounts (by department total) processed into AIMS.  The memo entries (variance, surcharge, food
stamps, etc) should be verified on the VRGC Report.  Most DD Form 707's do not show a block number so
the block dates must be used to match the DD Form 707 with the corresponding AIMS report.

b. When there is a difference between what the DD Form 707 has and the AIMS VRGC shows
processed, the ARBU personnel will check the SF 215 to see what amount was actually deposited and/or call
the ACS/commissary/CDC/OPP to verify the correct amounts.

(1) If the ACS/commissary/CDC/OPP verifies that what was processed to AIMS is
correct, they will submit a corrected copy of the DD Form 707 to the ARBU and DFAS-CO.  The ARBU
personnel will annotate that the DD Form 707 is incorrect and that a corrected copy is forthcoming.  Place the
incorrect DD Form 707 in suspense until the corrected copy is received.

(2) If the DD Form 707 is correct and AIMS report is incorrect, the
ACS/commissary/CDC/OPP will submit a correction form in order for the ARBU personnel to reverse the
incorrect cash sale (NIR) and input the correct cash sale amount.

c. The DD Form 707 is also utilized in reconciling the STANFINS AVK-963 (Cash Sales
Reconciliation Report), Figure 4-3.

4-4. FILE RETENTION.  Destroy after reconciled with AVK-963.
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Report of Deposits, DD Form 707
Figure 4-1
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Deposit Ticket, SF 215
Figure 4-2
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Cash Sales Reconciliation Report, Avk 963
Figure 4-3
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Chapter 5

CORRECTION OF REJECTED SAVES TRANSACTIONS

5-1. GENERAL.  ACS/commissary/CDC/OPP enter receipts (31A), vendor credit memos (52T), and
collections for vendor credit memos transactions into DIBS.  The transaction is validated before being
accepted by SAVES.  If the transaction cannot be validated for updating the SAVES database, it is posted to
the SAVES Error Suspense File.

5-2. REJECTED SAVES RECORDS FROM DAILY CYCLE, Figure 5-1, is a list of transactions
rejected from the SAVES daily cycle.  It is the responsibility of ARBU personnel to work the Error Suspense
File and to clear rejected transactions daily.  Region/ACS personnel are responsible for providing ARBU with
information necessary to clear rejected transactions daily.

5-3. PROCEDURES.

a. Upon receipt of a SAVES Rejected Transaction Form, DeCA Form 70-64, Figure 5-2, from
the Region, the ARBU accounting technician responsible for the commissary/CDC/OPP will:

(1) Use the SAVES Rejected Transaction Form (DeCA Form 70-64) and the AIMS
FINANCIAL Query in conjunction with the suspended transactions in the SAVES database to make
corrections.  Since the suspended transactions can cover several cycles, the accounting technician should have
copies of all listings that have not cleared.

(2) When a block control transaction is created by SAVES for the AIMS, the
transaction count is for the number of detailed transactions being forwarded for the block.  The dollar value
used is what the commissary/CDC entered for the block.  Anytime that a transaction is rejected from a block,
the control transaction in the AIMS will have to be corrected.

(3) If the SAVES Rejected Transaction Form (DeCA Form 70-64) indicates that the
transaction should be corrected, the correction will be made through the SAVES screen.

(4) If the Saves Rejected Transaction Form indicates that the transaction should be
deleted, the deletion will be made through the SAVES screen, using SAVES - main menu option #14 (A&R's
menu).  Decrease the block control dollar value in AIMS.

(5) When an update is made to an AIMS block control, the accounting technician will
check the next AIMS cycle FINANCIAL Query to verify that the update was processed.

b. On a daily basis, the accounting technician will verify that the corrections processed through
the SAVES data entry screen for the previous cycle has processed correctly.

(1) When the correction is verified, the accounting technician will sign and return one copy
of the SAVES Rejected Transaction Form to the Region/ACS.

(2) A copy of DeCAF 70-64 will be filed with the correction form for the
commissary/CDC/OPP.
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Rejected SAVES Records from Daily Cycle
Figure 5-1
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SAVES Rejected Transaction Form, DeCA Form 70-64
Figure 5-2
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Chapter 6

PROCESSING FINANCIAL CORRECTION FORMS

6-1. GENERAL.  The ARBU personnel process financial corrections and reversals.  It is submitted to
the ARBU from the ACS/commissary/CDC/OPP requesting corrections to receipts, VCM's, and other
financial corrections input erroneously into DIBS and transmitted to the ARBU.  The procedures on how the
prior period adjustments (prior inventory transactions) processes are in chapter 7, paragraph 7-9 (Processing
Prior Period Adjustments/Prior Inventory Transactions).

6-2. FINANCIAL TRANSACTION CORRECTIONS FORM.  DeCA Form 70-88, is used when the
correction is for a receipt (31A/L1A), Figure 6-1, or vendor credit memorandum  (52T/N2T), Figure 6-2, or
other types of financial corrections ( i.e., cash sales recorded incorrectly on DD 707), Figure 6-3.  Upon
receipt of the DeCA Form 70-88, the ARBU technicians will:

a. SAVES correction:

(1) Query the receipt in the SAVES Bills Register to find database the receipt is in.

(2) If the receipt is still in the Receipt File, delete receipt from SAVES file.  Reverse
(L1A) the receipt out as it went in originally and input receipt (31A) with correct information from correction
form.

(3) If receipt is in the Ready to Reconcile File, the Ready For DOV (Disbursing Officer
Voucher) File, or the Awaiting Payment File, an invoice has been input into Saves that matched the receipt's
PIIN (Procurement Instrument Identification Number) and Call numbers.  Contact lead voucher examiner in
Commercial Accounts at the DFAS-CO to delete the invoice from this database.  After the invoice is deleted,
the receipt will move back to Receipt File where the accounting technician can delete it.  The accounting
technician should follow the instructions in (2) above.  Invoice will not be reinput by Commercial Accounts at
the DFAS-CO until receipt is corrected by ARBU.

(4) If the invoice matching the receipt has already been paid and the correction to the
receipt is an increase, key receipt into the "Supervisor Supplemental Receipt" screen.  Notify Commercial
Accounts at the DFAS-CO about the supplemental receipt.  If the invoice matching the receipt has been paid
and the correction to the receipt is a decrease, an overpayment has occurred.  Notify Commercial Accounts at
the DFAS-CO.  Follow instructions for duplicate payments and overpayments.

(5) If original data is no longer in system (over 180 days), treat correction like an
original receipt for the difference between the correct amount and original amount.  If the difference is a
credit, follow the procedures discussed in (4).

(6) File Retention.  Destroy after 6 years and 3 months.  (Example:  COFF (Cut Off)
Sep 30, 1994; TRF RHA (Transfer Record Holding Area) Oct 95; Destroy Jan 2000)

b. Correction for other than receipts/Vendor credit memorandum (AIMS transaction):

(1) The correction other than receipt and vendor credit memorandum will be processed
in AIMS.
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(2) Verify the original transaction in the STANFINS (AVK618/619) and AIMS to
ensure the original transaction has recorded in STANFINS/AIMS.

(3) Process the adjustment into AIMS, use “FINANCIAL DATA ENTRY” in the
Appendix C, AIMS Functional Procedures, this directive.  For example (Figure 6-3, this chapter), the
adjustment of ($90.00) will be processed into AIMS using DIC N1R for ($90.00).

(4) File Retention.  Destroy after 6 years and 3 months.  (Example:  COFF Sep 30,
1994; TRF RHA Oct 95; Destroy Jan 2000)
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Financial Transaction Correction, DeCA Form 70-88 (Receipt Correction)
Figure 6-1
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Financial Transaction Correction, DeCA Form 70-88 (VCM Correction)
Figure 6-2
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Financial Transaction Correction, DeCA Form 70-88 (Other Correction)
Figure 6-3
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Chapter 7

ACCOUNTABILITY INVENTORY

7-1. GENERAL.  Accountability inventory is taken to measure the fiscal performance of each
commissary department and CDC.  This inventory determines the dollar value of merchandise and
subsistence physically on-hand and reestablishes the accountability of the region director and the
responsibility of the commissary officer.  The book inventory is adjusted to the value of the physical
inventory according to the monetary value of the formal inventory totals.

7-2. ANNUAL INVENTORY DATE.  Accountability inventory will be taken during the designated
period each fiscal year.  The region directors will provide the inventory schedule for each commissary and
CDC in their region to ARBU and a copy to DeCA RMA.  At least 30 days in advance of the actual inventory
cutoff date the planned inventory date will be confirmed by fax message to DeCA HQ and ARBU.

7-3. CUT-OFF PROCEDURES.  The cutoff date for the “BEFORE” inventory VRGC will be the
inventory Date of the accountable inventory.  Ensure that all blocks are correctly posted on the SBCJ as
"BEFORE" or "AFTER" inventory.  All blocks transmitted one week before the inventory date and blocks
prepared as part of cutoff procedures will be marked "BEFORE INVENTORY."  Blocks prepared after the
inventory cutoff date will be marked "AFTER INVENTORY" during the inventory month.

7-4. ACCOUNTING VARIANCE.  To permit practical operation of the grocery, meat, produce, and
central distribution center accounts, an operational variance for each department is allowed based on the total
sales/issues (transfers) between accountable inventories (Ref Chapter 11, DeCA Directive 40-1):

- Grocery Department 1.0 percent gain or loss

- Meat Department 0.3 of 1 percent gain, no loss

- Produce Department 1.0 percent gain, no loss

- Central Distribution Center 0.2 of 1 percent gain or loss

7-5. OVERALL PROCEDURES.  ARBU has the responsibility of reconciling SBCJ, VRGC, and
STANFINS within 30 days after receiving accountability inventory results.  The following procedures will be
followed to ensure the accuracy of financial records:

a. Ensure that all "BEFORE INVENTORY" blocks are posted to the SBCJ and processed in
AIMS/STANFINS.

b. Ensure that the "BEFORE INVENTORY" SBCJ is submitted by the
ACS/commissary/CDC/OPP within seven working days of the date of the inventory.  Express mail is
authorized.

c. Ensure that all "BEFORE INVENTORY" blocks or corrections for the inventory are
processed to the VRGC within 10 days after the inventory cut off date.
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d. The Cash Sales Reconciliation Report (AVK 963) will be worked in conjunction with the
DD Form 707 (Report of Deposit) and AIMS FINANCIAL QUERY before the inventory date during the
inventory period to ensure that sales have processed correctly.

e. All VRGCs for months prior to the month in which the inventory is taken must be closed.

f. MEMO ENTRY.  The effects on inventory transactions that cannot be practically entered in
the accounting system within a reasonable time after the inventory date will be reflected in a memorandum
entry (memo entry) on the SBCJ and forwarded to the ARBU by memorandum.  The ACS/Commissary/CDC
will prepare a memorandum stating the amount of the memo entry using the Memo Entry Summary
worksheet shown at Figure 7-1.  The memorandum and the Memo Entry Summary Worksheet attached will
be forwarded to the ARBU NLT five workdays after the date of the inventory.  The memo entry must be
posted on the "BEFORE INVENTORY" SBCJ with a block number.  This must be entered into AIMS
using A, B, or C in the second position of the block number.  The memo entry will be reversed in the
“AFTER INVENTORY” SBCJ.  To prevent errors, the memo entry reversal should be processed soon after
the memo entry is processed in AIMS.  The memorandum entry will include:

(1) Vendor Price Reductions.  The dollar impact on the inventory caused by promotions
currently in progress for which no reimbursement has been received as of inventory cut off date (item
movement X VPR per item = dollar impact).  To input a DIC 52T as a memo entry into AIMS, use store's
DODAAC, Julian inventory date, and serial # (i.e. 0001) for document number.

(2) Fat and Bones.  The dollar value of the fat and bones (DIC 52Q) turned into the
Defense Reutilization and Marketing Office (DRMO) by the meat department as of inventory cut off date. 
To input a DIC 52Q as a memo entry into AIMS, use store's DODAAC, Julian inventory date, and serial #
(i.e. 001) for document number.

(3) Rollups.  The dollar value of rollups (DIC 31A) as of the inventory cut off date.  To
input a DIC 31A as a memo entry into AIMS, use stores' DODAAC, Julian inventory date, and serial # (i.e.,
0001) for document number.  If the inventory is scheduled during the middle of Frequent Delivery System
(FDS) and Direct Store Delivery (DSD) rollup periods, e.g., January 7, the commissary must take the
following actions:

(a) The ACS personnel will assemble roll-up dollar amounts for receipts from January
1 through last receipt before inventory cut off date.

(b) The ACS personnel will compute the receipt total for January 1-7, prepare a memo
showing receipt totals, and forward to ARBU for entry into AIMS.

(4) Tobacco Products.  If the inventory date falls within the reporting period, the
ACS/Commissary/CDC personnel will record the dollar value of sales since the last receipt entry on the
Memo Entry Summary worksheet.

(5) Merchandise Owned By Others.  If the inventory date falls within the reporting
period, the ACS/Commissary/CDC will record the sales since the last receipt entry on the memo entry
worksheet.

(6) Returned Checks.  The dollar values of any returned checks deducted from sales but
have not been redeemed or entered into the business system (and forwarded for collection) will be recorded on
the memo entry summary worksheet by ACS/Commissary/CDC.
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g. INVENTORY CERTIFICATION.

(1) Inventories Conducted by In-House (DeCA) personnel.  For inventories
conducted by In-House (DeCA) personnel, the dollar value of the inventory will be reported to the ACS not
later than three work days after the date of the inventory.  The ACS will report the dollar value of the
inventory to ARBU within two working days after receipt of the inventory documents from the store.  The
dollar value of the inventory will be reported on the In-House Dollar Value Inventory Certificate, DeCA Form
40-105 (Figure 7-2), which must be signed by a representative of the inventory team who conducted the
inventory in that store and department.

(2) Inventories Conducted by Contractor.  For inventories conducted by a
contractor, the dollar value of the inventory will be reported to the ARBU according to the Performance Work
Statement.  Normally, the requirement would be not later than 3 workdays after the date of the inventory. 
The dollar value of the inventory will be reported on the Dollar Value Inventory Certification, DeCA Form
40-106 (Figure 7-3), which must be signed by a representative of the inventory team who conducted the
inventory in that store and department.

(3) After receipt of Physical Inventory figures for in-house or contract inventory,
ARBU personnel will input inventory figures in AIMS within 2 working days.

(4) ARBU personnel will verify the inventory figures on the VRGC to ensure that the
inventory amounts processed to the "BEFORE INVENTORY" VRGC are correct. 

h. ARBU personnel will identify all corrections required to "BEFORE INVENTORY"
blocks within 10 days after receipt of the contractor certification of inventory or in house inventory
certificate.

i. After all "BEFORE INVENTORY" blocks have been entered, corrections made, and the
inventory amounts are posted, the VRGC Inventory Final will be run giving the gain or loss figures on the
consolidated page.

j. After the VRGC Inventory Final has been run, the ARBU personnel will verify each memo
entry reversal entered into AIMS/STANFINS.  The reversal will be shown on the AFTER INVENTORY
VRGC.

7-6. INVENTORY GAIN OR LOSS.  The ARBU technicians will input the gain or loss (DIC 81B or
82B) into AIMS to adjust the book inventory to the physical inventory, using the date after the inventory date
for the block date.

7-7. CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF GAIN / LOSS, DeCA Form 70-23, Figure 7-4.  This
form shows the dollar value of allowable gain/loss and compares the allowable gain/loss with the actual
gain/loss to determine account status.  The instructions for completing this form are shown at the end of this
chapter.

a. The ARBU will prepare DeCA Form 70-23, for each region using the certified inventory
statement sent by the inventory contractor/commissary officer.  The DeCA Form 70-23 will be provided to
the following within 30 calendar days after receiving inventory results:
 

 Director, Plans and Policy Directorate (PL)
 Property Accountability Business Unit (PABU)
 Director, Resource Management, ATTN:  RMA
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 A copy will also be furnished to the respective region director.
 

b. The ARBU will prepare weekly updates of DeCA Form 70-23 and provide copies to the
offices listed above and the respective region directors to inform them of their commissaries’ accounts status.
 Upon receipt of the updated DeCA Form 70-23, each region will inform commissary officers of the account
status of each department as reported on the DeCA Form 70-23.

7-8. PRIOR PERIOD BOOK INVENTORY ADJUSTMENTS.  To reduce prior period book
inventory adjustments, the adjustments will be governed by the following:

a. Adjustments to the book inventory will be made based on store/ACS requests and adequate
supporting documentation up to 120 days after DeCA Form 70-22 (Commissary Accountability Variance
statement) has been completed and sent to the responsible officer for review and comment.
 

b. Up to 120 days after DeCA Form 70-22 has been completed and sent to the responsible
officer for review and comment, adjustments under $10,000 may be considered with the region director’s
approval and recommendation.  Under this circumstance, after the region director has approved and
recommended the adjustment be made, the request will be sent to ARBU.  ARBU will send an information
copy to DeCA/RMA for review.  Barring an unfavorable recommendation by DeCA/RMA, the request is
approved.
 

c. Up to 120 days after DeCA Form 70-22 has been completed and sent to the responsible
officer for review and comment, adjustments over $10,000 must be submitted to DeCA’s Chief Financial
Officer for approval.
 
 7-9. PROCESSING PRIOR PERIOD ADJUSTMENTS/PRIOR INVENTORY TRANSACTIONS.
 

a. All corrections for prior period inventory transactions, including corrections of errors and
adjustments, Must be processed by ARBU personnel.  The ARBU personnel will continue to process the
detail transactions for prior inventory transactions through AIMS and into STANFINS in order to clear
outstanding transactions and conditions on the STANFINS AXL file, Cash Sales Reconciliation Report,
Charge Sales, etc.  The ARBU must use "Region Blocks" (D, E, or F in the second position) to process prior
inventory transactions.

b. Upon receipt of the Financial Correction Form (DeCA Form 70-88) for the prior inventory
transaction from the ACS/Commissary/Region, the ARBU technicians will determine if the original
transaction is for current inventory year or prior inventory year:

(1) If it is determined that the original transaction was a prior inventory
transaction but is in the Current Inventory Year, the ARBU technicians will input DIC 81B/82B into
AIMS.  For example, this is FY 98, the current inventory year transaction will be the original transaction
processed between October 1, 1997 through the date of the fiscal year 1998 inventory.

(a) Assume that a Local Receipt (DIC 31A) transaction in the amount of $10,000 for
the prior to inventory period (current inventory year) was not processed into AIMS/STANFINS until now. 
This transaction increases (debit) the inventory account (General Ledger Account Code (GLAC) 1521.3#). 
Since this is a current inventory year transaction, the ARBU technicians will process a DIC 82B in AIMS
to reverse the impact on the Inventory Account.
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(b) Assume that a Cash Sale transaction (DIC 51R) in the amount of $5,000 for the
prior to inventory period (current inventory year) was not processed into AIMS/STANFINS until now.  This
Cash Sale transaction decreases (credits) the inventory account GLAC (1521.3#).  Since this is a current
inventory year transaction, the ARBU technicians will process a DIC 81B in AIMS to reverse the impact on
the inventory account.

(c) At the end of the month, the ARBU technicians will prepare a JV for the net value
of DIC 81B/82B for the current inventory year transactions.  The JV will be used as the backup document for
the adjustment to the inventory account on the gain/loss statement.  Do not send the JV to DFAS-CO for
action.  The JV will be filed with the DeCA Form 70-65.

(2) If it is determined that the original transaction was a prior inventory transaction but
is not in the Current Inventory Year, the ARBU technicians will do a Journal Voucher to reverse the impact
on the inventory account in STANFINS.  For example, this is FY 98, the prior inventory transaction not in
current inventory year will be the original transaction processed prior to October 1, 1997.

(a) Assume that a Local Purchase Receipt (DIC 31A) transaction in the amount of
$30,000 for the prior to inventory period was not processed until now.  A receipt transaction increases
(Debits) the inventory account GLAC (1521.3#), and a Journal Voucher must be processed in STANFINS to
reverse the impact on the inventory account, i.e., to Debit GLAC 7400.00 (Prior Period Adjustments) and to
Credit GLAC 1521.3# (Inventory for Agency Operations).

(b) Assume that a Cash Sale transaction (DIC 51R) in the amount of $15,000 for the
prior to inventory period (current fiscal year) was not processed into AIMS/STANFINS until now.  This Cash
Sale transaction decreases (credits) the inventory account GLAC (1521.3#), and a Journal Voucher must be
processed in STANFINS to reverse the impact on the inventory account, i.e., to Debit GLAC 1521.3# and to
Credit GLAC 7400.00.

7-10. FILING AND RETENTION REQUIREMENTS:

a. Financial records for a formal accountability inventory will be filed in a separate folder in
ARBU for audit purposes.  Attach the documents to a folder as follows:

(1) Dollar Value Inventory Certification (from Contractor or commissary).

(2) "BEFORE INVENTORY" SBCJ.

(3) Memorandum for memo entry (ies) provided by the commissary/CDC.

(4) Inventory VRGC

b. File Retention - Destroy after two years.  (Example:  COFF Sep 30, 1994; Destroy Oct
1996)
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF GAIN / LOSS
DeCA FORM 70-23

COMMISSARY REGION.  Enter appropriate region name and "X" beside "ACCOUNTABILITY".

FOR PERIOD.  FROM (Enter the date after the last accountability inventory) TO (Enter the date as of date
of the report).

COMMISSARY.  Enter commissary or CDC name (use proper installation designation, e.g., Fort Carter
Commissary.

TOLERANCE.  For each department/activity, enter the "allowable percent of variance" from paragraph 7-4
this chapter.

Column a.  PHYSICAL INVENTORY.  For each department/activity, enter the dollar value of
"PHYSICAL INVENTORY" from the Inventory VRGC/Inventory certification documents.

Column b.  BOOK INVENTORY.  For each department/activity, enter the dollar value of "BOOK
INVENTORY" from the Before Inventory VRGC.

Column c.  GAIN/LOSS.  For each department/activity, subtract "Physical Inventory" value from "Book
Inventory" value and enter the result as Gain or Loss.  "Book Inventory" value greater than "Physical
Inventory" value = Loss; "Book Inventory" value less than "Physical Inventory" value = Gain.

Column d.  ADJUSTMENT.  For each department/activity, enter the dollar value of pre-inventory correction
transactions processed after "Before" inventory VRGC has been closed.

Column e.  NET GAIN/LOSS.  For each department/activity, add/subtract column d (ADJ) from column c
(GAIN/LOSS) and enter the amount in this column.

Column f.  SALES.  For each department/activity, compute the total dollar value of "SALES" amounts (the
date after the last accountability inventory through the date of current physical inventory) and enter the
amount in this column.

Column g.  TOLERANCE.  For each department/activity, multiply the dollar value noted in the "SALES"
column f by the "ALLOWABLE VARIANCE" and enter in this column.  See paragraph 7-4 this chapter.

Column h.  PERCENT OF TOLERANCE.  For each department/activity, divide the dollar value of "NET
GAIN/LOSS", column e, by the amount in the "SALES" column and enter that percent, shown as gain or
loss, in this column.

Column i.  TOTAL PERCENT TOLERANCE.  For activity, divide the total dollar values of "NET
GAIN/LOSS" for all departments (grocery, meat, and produce) by the total dollar values of "SALES" for
all departments (grocery, meat, and produce) and enter the percent in this column.
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Memo Entry Summary
Figure 7-1
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In House Dollar Value Inventory Certificate, DeCA Form 40-105
Figure 7-2
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Dollar Value Inventory Certification, DeCA Form 40-106
Figure 7-3
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Consolidated Statement of Gain/Loss, DeCA Form 70-23
Figure 7-4
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Consolidated Statement of Gain/Loss, DeCA Form 70-23 (Continued)
Figure 7-4a
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Consolidated Statement of Gain/Loss, DeCA Form 70-23 (Continued)
Figure 7-4b
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Chapter 8

RECONCILIATION OF FINANCIAL TRANSACTIONS

8-1. GENERAL.  This chapter provides the methods and procedures to be used to reconcile the SBCJ to
the VRGC, as well as postings and inputs to STANFINS with the inventory balances in the General Ledger
Account (GLA) 1521.3*.  ARBU personnel are responsible for reconciling the SBCJ with the VRGC and the
Monthly Status of Inventory Account (AVK 619) at the end of each accounting period.  The reconciliation
will insure that all blocks on the SBCJ have been posted to the VRGC and reflected in STANFINS GLA
1521.3*, by store, by department (grocery, meat, and produce) with matching dollar values.

8-2. REQUIREMENTS.  The ARBU has the responsibility of reconciling the SBCJ to the VRGC and
STANFINS within 30 days after the end of each month.  The SBCJs submitted weekly by the
ACS/commissary/CDC/OPP to the ARBU are to be reconciled to the VRGC on a weekly basis.  Weekly
reconciliations allow errors to be caught earlier so the necessary corrections can be done in a timely manner. 
The Monthly Status of Inventory Account (AVK-619) will be used to reconcile with the monthly VRGC by
department, block number, and dollar value.

8-3. PROCEDURES FOR RECONCILING SBCJ TO VRGC:

a. The SBCJ/VRGC/STANFINS Reconciliation Worksheet, DeCA Form 70-65, Figure 8-1,
or an approved automated worksheet is used to reconcile the SBCJ to the VRGC and to STANFINS.  The
instructions for completing this worksheet are shown at the end of this chapter.

b. Compare the ending inventory-SBCJ (Line A) amounts on the DeCA Form 70-65 to the
closing book inventory-VRGC (Line B) amounts on the DeCA Form 70-65.  If they agree, the reconciliation
has been completed.  Repeat the procedure for each department.

c. If the VRGC ending inventory balance does not agree with the SBCJ ending inventory, you
must find the reason for the out-of-balance condition.  Identify blocks not on the VRGC or that need a
correction in order to reconcile and balance to the SBCJ.  Request any information or blocks needed to add to
or to correct the VRGC from the store(s).  The following is a list of the most likely reasons for an out-of-
balance condition:

(1) Blocks on SBCJ that are not on the VRGC:  Look at the SBCJ and supporting
documents to find out when it processed.  If the block on the SBCJ failed to transmit or is suspended on an
error listing, it should be input or corrected as necessary.  If it is an invalid block on the SBCJ, annotate the
total amount as credit on the DeCA Form 70-65 (SBCJ ADJ, Line C.1.) to bring the total into balance.  The
ARBU technician will notify the ACS, and the ACS personnel must correct their SBCJ by deleting the block
and then forward a corrected SBCJ to the ARBU.

(2) Blocks on the VRGC that are not on the SBCJ: Verify the block by checking
AIMS Queries & Listings and contacting the commissary/ACS/CDC/OPP.  If it is a legitimate block, add the
total amount to the DeCA Form 70-65 (SBCJ ADJ, Line C.1.) to bring total into balance with the VRGC. 
The accounting technician will notify the store, and store personnel must correct their SBCJ by adding the
block and forward a corrected SBCJ to the ARBU.
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(3) The block amount on the SBCJ is different from the block amount on the
VRGC:  When you find a discrepancy with a block, annotate it on the SBCJ.  If the block is annotated and
there is no indication that a correction has been done, add/subtract the difference on the DeCA Form 70-65 as
follows:

(a) If the SBCJ was posted incorrectly by the ACS, annotate the dollar amount of the
correction to be made on the DeCA Form 70-65 (SBCJ ADJ, Line C.1.) to balance with the VRGC.  Request
the ACS submit a corrected SBCJ. 

(b) If the SBCJ amount is correct and the block was processed incorrectly on the VRGC,
a correction will have to be processed through the AIMS cycle.  Annotate the total amount of the correction to
be made on the DeCA Form 70-65 (VRGC ADJ, Line C.2.).  This will bring the SBCJ balance with the VRGC.

d. During an accountable inventory monthly differences may be caused by the prior month
corrections in the current month net change:  subtract the total amount of the prior month corrections from the
VRGC ADJ, Line C.2.  on the DeCA Form 70-65 to balance with the VRGC.  Prior month corrections should
be adjusted on the left side of the SBCJ, and not included in the net change figure.

8-4. PROCEDURES FOR CLOSING VRGC MONTHLY.  The VRGC will be closed monthly.  The
Duplicate listing must be cleared prior to running a monthly VRGC.  The following procedures will be used
for correcting any suspended blocks after a monthly VRGC is closed:

a. Obtain the following products:

(1) VRGC Monthly Final

(2) AVK 618/619 - Current/Monthly Status of Inventory Account

b. If a block control transaction does not have an edit error, but has a suspended detail
transaction, and it has been determined that the control card was posted correctly, the following actions will
be taken:

(1) Correct the suspended detail transaction and after the correction, this detail
transaction will process to AIMS/STANFINS.

(2) Verify the transaction processed to the AVK- 618/619.

c. If an initial input comes with a block month that is already closed, the detailed transaction
will process to STANFINS and the control card will not post to the VRGC.  It will be listed on AIMS Listing
Blocks previously closed.  Request the commissary/ACS/CDC/OPP to submit a corrected SBCJ.  For the
input to current month use a notation in the control card description field referencing the previous month
block.

d. Any corrective action that must be input will use the current month block number.  For input
to the current month use a notation in the control card description field referencing the previous month block.

8-5. PROCEDURES FOR RECONCILING VRGC TO STANFINS:
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a. The SBCJ/VRGC/STANFINS Worksheet, Figure 8-1, described above, is also used to
reconcile the VRGC to STANFINS.

b. Upon receiving the Monthly Status of Inventory Account, AVK 619, Figure 8-2, at the end
of each month, ARBU technicians will insure that the previous months "Balance Current Month" figure on
the AVK-619 is the same as current month "Prior Month Balance" figure on the AVK-619 for each
department.  For each department, post the "Balance Current Month" figure from the AVK-619 to the "
BAL CURR MONTH" on the DeCA Form 70-65 (Line E.). 

c. For each department, the Adjusted SBCJ/VRGC figure (Line D) on the DeCA Form 70-65
should equal the VRGC ending inventory figure for each department.  Compare the current month "Balance
Current Month" figure from the AVK-619 and the VRGC ending inventory figure for each department.  If
they agree, the reconciliation has been completed.

d. If the VRGC ending inventory figures do not agree with the net "Balance Current Month"
figures on the AVK-619, the ARBU personnel will:

(1) For each department, compare each block number and the amount in the
Increase/Decrease columns on the AVK-619 with each block number and the amount on the VRGC and
perform the following reconciliation:

(a) Obtain a copy of AVK 618 (Figure 8-3) after STANFINS month-end cutoff (for
example, if the month-end cutoff was on April 30 then you should obtain a copy of AVK 618 by May 12).

(b) On the AVK 618, mark with an asterisk (*) for the blocks in the VRGC that have
not been processed to AVK-619 then:

1. Run an adding machine tape for the increase/decrease columns (for the current block
number) shown on the AVK 618 that are marked with an asterisk.  Separate tape will be used for the D, E,
and F blocks.

2. Attach the tape to the AVK 618.

3. The net value of increase/decrease on the tape for the current block number  will be
posted to Line F.1.  (Block not processed) on the DeCA Form 70-65.

4. All current month D, E, and F blocks shown on the AVK 619 will be reversed.  The
reversal net value of the D, E, and F blocks will be posted to Line F.2.  (D,E,F Blocks) on the DeCA Form
70-65.  If the net amount of D,E, and F blocks is in the decrease column, the Line F.2.  should have a plus
figure.  If the net amount of D,E, and F blocks is in the increase column, the Line F.2.  should have a minus
figure.

5. Any previous months Journal Voucher (JV) for D, E, and F blocks, which have not
been processed by DFAS-CO will be posted to Line F.3.(JVs not Processed) on the DeCA Form 70-65. 
Attach a copy JV to AVK 619.

(c) Research to find out why the block numbers on the VRGC have not posted to
STANFINS (compare AIMS Financial Queries & Listings) and take corrective action in order for the
suspended transactions to pass to STANFINS.
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(d) If the difference is caused by an error, the net value of increase/decrease will be
posted to the DeCA Form 70-65.  Check error listings to find the transactions(s) and take proper corrective
action in order for the suspended transactions to pass to STANFINS.  Check the corrections on next month's
AVK- 619.

(e) Verify all previous months’ blocks, that are not on the AVK 619 to ensure that they
show up on the current months AVK 619.  If not, the net value of the increase/decrease will be posted to Line
F.1.  (Blocks not Processed) on the DeCA Form 70-65.

e. A JV will be prepared for the net value of the D, E, and F blocks, use the figures shown in
F.2.  on the DeCA Form 70-65:

(1) If the dollar value in line F.2.  is a negative figure, the JV will be a "Debit"  to
GLAC 7400 and a "Credit" to GLAC 1521.3*.  Instructions for preparing the JV, see chapter 7
(Accountability Inventory), paragraph 7-9, this directive.

(2) If the dollar value in line F.2.  is a positive figure, the JV will be a "Debit" to
GLAC 1521.3* and a "Credit" to GLAC 7400.00.  Instructions for preparing the JV, see chapter 7
(Accountability Inventory), paragraph 7-9, this directive.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR COMPLETING THE SBCJ/VRGC/STANFINS RECONCILIATION
WORKSHEET

The SBCJ/VRGC/STANFINS Worksheet is used for reconciling the SBCJ to VRGC and STANFINS by
grocery, meat, and produce departments.

A. END INV-SBCJ.  Enter the total dollar value of ending inventory from the SBCJ
RECAPS.

B. END INV-VRGC.  Enter the dollar value of closing inventory from the VRGC.

C. DIFF.  Compare the "END INV-SBCJ" amounts (Line A) to the "END INV-VRGC"
amounts (Line B) of the worksheet.  If difference is zero, SBCJ and VRGC are balanced.  If this field is not a
zero figure, see paragraph 8-3c.  (1-3) and 8-3d for out of balance condition.

1. SBCJ ADJ.  Enter the total dollar value adjustments needed to bring the total into
balance with the VRGC.

2. VRGC ADJ.  Enter the total dollar value adjustments needed to bring the total into
balance with the SBCJ.

D. ADJUSTED SBCJ/VRGC.  Add/subtract net SBCJ adjustment (Line C.1) from END
INV-SBCJ (Line A) to determine the adjusted SBCJ balances.  Add/subtract net VRGC adjustment (Line
C.2) from END INV-VRGC (Line B) to determine the adjusted VRGC balances.  Compare the adjusted
SBCJ balances to the adjusted VRGC balances.  If the adjusted SBCJ balances and the adjusted VRGC
balances are the same, enter the balances in this column.  If the adjusted SBCJ balances and the adjusted
VRGC balances are not agree, see paragraph 8-3c(1-3) and 8-3d for out of balance condition.

E. BAL CURR MONTH (AVK 619).  Enter the "Balance Current Month" figure from AVK
619 in this field.

F. ADJUSTMENT(S) TO BE PROCESSED IN STANFINS:  Information to be posted to
F.1-3.  below will be retrieved from annotations on the AVK-619 during the reconciliation process (See
paragraph 8-4d, chapter 8, Procedures for reconciling VRGC to STANFINS).

1. BLOCK(s) NOT PROCESSED.  For each department, enter the total dollar value
of block(s) not processed into STANFINS (include previous month and current month blocks) previously
annotated on the AVK-619.

2. D, E, & F BLOCKS.  Enter the net amount (increase/decrease) of D, E, or F blocks
previously annotated on the AVK-619.  If the net amount of D, E and F blocks is in the decrease column, the
Line F.2.  should have a minus figure.  If the net amount of D, E and F blocks is in the increase column, the
Line F.2.  should have a minus figure.

3. JVs (Journal Voucher) NOT PROCESSED.  For each department, enter the total
value of JV(s) previously annotated on the AVK-619.

G. TOTAL ADJ.  Add/subtract of line F1.  through F3 and enter the net value in this column.
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H. ADJ AVK-619.  Take the Bal Curr Month (Line E) figure, plus/minus the Total Adj (Line
G) figure, enter the net amount in this column.  At this point, the ADJ AVK-619 (Line H) figure should be
equal to the ADJ SBCJ/VRGC (Line D) figure.
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SBCJ/VRGC/STANFINS Reconciliation Worksheet, DeCA Form 70-65
Figure 8-1
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Monthly Status of Inventory Account, AVK 619
Figure 8-2
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Monthly Status of Inventory Account, AVK 619 (Continued)
Figure 8-2
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Monthly Status of Inventory Account, AVK 619 (Continued)
Figure 8-2
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Monthly Status of Inventory Account, AVK 619 (Continued)
Figure 8-2
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Monthly Status of Inventory Account, AVK 619 (Continued)
Figure 8-2
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Monthly Status of Inventory Account, AVK 619 (Continued)
Figure 8-2
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Monthly Status of Inventory Account, AVK 619 (Continued)
Figure 8-2
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Current Status of Inventory Account, AVK 618
Figure 8-3
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Current Status of Inventory Account, AVK 618 (Continued)
Figure 8-3
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Current Status of Inventory Account, AVK 618 (Continued)
Figure 8-3
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Current Status of Inventory Account, AVK 618 (Continued)
Figure 8-3
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Current Status of Inventory Account, AVK 618 (Continued)
Figure 8-3
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Chapter 9

MISCELLANEOUS INCOME COLLECTIONS

9-1. GENERAL.  Miscellaneous income includes all income credited to the Surcharge Collection
Appropriation and not otherwise categorized.  This chapter provides guidelines for accepting and processing
vendor checks for the Shelf Display Agreements, the Sale of Front-end Scanner Data, and the Front-end
Merchandising Program at the ARBU, and the Performance Based Agreement Program (PBA) at the DeCA
Marketing Business Unit (DeCA MBU).

9-2. SHELF DISPLAY AGREEMENTS.  Shelf Display Agreement is an agreement in which
participating manufacturers agree to pay DeCA for services provided as determined by the shelf display space
of their products in the commissary.  DeCA MBU negotiates agreements with the manufacturers on an
individual basis.  An accounts receivable/revenue earned is established by DFAS-CO from information
provided by the HQ DeCA RM.  Payments to DeCA will be made as stated in the agreement.  Checks
received from the vendors will be processed by the ARBU.  Collections will be posted by DFAS-CO against
the accounts receivable.

a. Upon receipt of a check from the HQ DeCA/RM via transmittal, ARBU personnel will take
the following actions:

(1) Log the check into the Checks Received logbook.  The log can be maintained in a
Ledger book and should list:  (a) The date the check was received at ARBU, (b) The name of the vendor
sending the check, (c) The check number and the amount of the check, (d) The reason the check was sent, (e)
The action taken with the check.

(2) The check will be deposited on the same day received before depository cutoff time.
 Where same day deposit is not cost effective, next day deposit of checks must be achieved.

(3) Prepare a Deposit Ticket (SF 215s), Figure 9-1, for the total amount of checks and
take the SF 215 and checks to the local bank.  After the bank verifies the funds, the bank will return the
validated confirmed copy of the deposit ticket (SF 215) to the ARBU.  Instructions for preparation of the SF
215 are shown at the end of this chapter.

(4) Prepare a Cash Collection Voucher (DD Form 1131s), Figure 9-2, for the checks
deposited.  The SF 215 and the DD 1131, amounts must agree.  The Deposit Ticket Number must be
recorded on a Cash Collection Voucher (DD Form 1131).  Instructions for preparation of the DD Form 1131
are shown at the end of this chapter.

(5) Mail or fax the confirmed Deposit Ticket and original copy of the DD Form 1131 to
the following address:

Defense Finance & Accounting Office, Columbus Center
ATTN:  DFAS-CO-FPS
P. O. Box 182204
Columbus, OH  43218-2204

(6) A photocopy of the DD Form 1131 and the SF 215 will be sent to the following
addresses:
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Defense Commissary Agency
1300 E Avenue
ATTN:  DeCA/RMAS
Fort Lee, VA  23801

b. The appropriation 97X8164.6400 460 C917 033181, DSSN and the document number (See
paragraph below) must be shown on the DD Form 1131.

c. Construction of a document number (14 positions alphanumeric code) as follows:

1-2 position:  Fiscal Year (i.e., 98, 99)
3-14 position:  CGC917004600 ("constant")

Example:  Document Number for FY 97 is 98CGC917004600

Document Number for FY 98 is 99CGC917004600

9-3. SALE OF FRONT-END SCANNER DATA.  DeCA sells subscriptions to interested parties for
access to the front-end scanner data available through the POS-M system.  Subscribers who execute the
appropriate paperwork will be granted license agreements which will dictate the specific terms of the fee for
data exchange.  Revenues earned are generally a fixed amount per month, but could vary somewhat in the
event of agency problems with the timelines of quality of the data.  These anomalies, and any discounts
associated therewith, are addressed within the term of the respective license agreements.  The Contract
Management Business Unit (CBU) is the administrator of the program.  An accounts receivable/revenue
earned will be established by the DFAS-CO based on the data provided by HQ DeCA RMA.  Payments to
DeCA will be made either on a monthly or quarterly basis.  The checks from the subscribers will be received
by the CBU, recorded, and hand-carried to HQ/RMA.  Collections will be posted by DFAS-CO against the
accounts receivable.

Upon receipt of a check from the HQ DeCA/RMA via transmittal, the ARBU personnel will prepare
SF 215 and deposit the check and prepare the DD Form 1131 as stated in paragraph 9-2a and 9-2b in this
chapter, and with Document Number 98MAC917004600 for FY98 and Document Number
99MAC917004600 for FY99 and so on.

9-4. FRONT-END MERCHANDISING PROGRAM.  The front-end Merchandising Program is an
agreement in which participating manufacturers agree to pay DeCA a service fee of 1 percent of all sales
generated on selected products in return for display space at or near the checkout registers.  DeCA MBU
negotiates agreements with manufacturers.  Accounts receivables/revenues earned are established by DFAS-
CO from information provided by HQ DeCA RMA.  Payments to DeCA will be made as stated in the
agreement.  The checks received from the vendors will be processed by ARBU.  Collections will be posted by
DFAS-CO against the accounts receivable.

Upon receipt of a check from the HQ DeCA/RM, the ARBU personnel will prepare SF 215 and
deposit the check and prepare the DD Form 1131 as stated in 9-2a and 9-2b in this chapter, and with
Document Number 98FEC917004600 for FY98 and Document Number 99FEC917004600 for FY99 and so
on.

9-5. PERFORMANCE BASED AGREEMENT PROGRAM (PBA).  The Performance Based
Agreement Program consists of agreements in which participating industry representatives agree to pay
DeCA a percentage of proceeds earned in accordance with negotiations stipulated in agreement.  PBA
proposals are assessed for its compatibility with the appropriate category plan prior to its approval.  DeCA
MBU Field Operating Activity representatives negotiate agreements with industry.  Accounts
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receivables/revenues earned are established by DFAS-CO from information provided by DeCA MBU/FM. 
Payments to DeCA will be made as stated in the agreement.  The checks received from industry will be
processed through the Lockbox account.  Collections will be posted by DFAS-CO against the accounts
receivable/revenue earned account and by DeCA MBU/FM to PBA Agreement account.

a. Upon receipt of a check from industry to Lockbox account at First National Bank of
Chicago, the bank personnel will post the check amount to DeCA PBA account using Document Number XX
   917004600 and submit deposit confirmation to DeCA MBU/FM to update the PBA agreement account. 
DeCA MBU/FM personnel will reconcile the deposit confirmation with the bank statement weekly and
monthly.

(1) Types of PBA agreements are as follows:

ACCRUAL - PBA
PROMOTION - PRM
RACKS/SHIPPERS - RAK
FRONT-END - FEC
ADVERTISING - ADV

(2) Construction of Document Numbers.  The document number is a 14-digit
alpha/numeric combination.  The first two (1-2) positions are designated for the Fiscal Year, the next three
positions (3-6) are designated for category type of PBA agreement, and the last nine (7-14) positions are
917004600 (constant).

For example: 98ADV917004600  (Advertising agreement for FY 98)
98RAK917004600  (Racks/shippers agreement for FY 98)
98PRM917004600  (Promotion agreement for FY 98)
98PBA917004600  (Accrual agreement for FY 98)
98FEC917004600  (Front-end agreement for FY98)

b. If the payment is received by the First National Bank of Chicago, the DeCA MBU/FM
personnel will:

(1) Prepare a Collection Voucher (DD Form 1131), Figure 9-3, and a Check
Transmittal Letter, Figure 9-4, using the deposit confirmation provided by the First National Bank of
Chicago.

(2) Submit the DD Form 1131, Check Transmittal Letter, copy of checks, and deposit
confirmation to DFAS-CO.  DFAS-CO will:

(a) Record the total amount deposited to PBA account against the Stock Fund suspense
account - 97F3875.0111 46C S33150 APC SZ66 DSSN 6355 (as indicated on the DD Form 1131).

(b) Record the distribution of dollars by the category via Online Payment and
Collection (OPAC) to the Surcharge Fund account - 97X8164.6400 46C 917 S33181 APC LBAE07 DSSN
6551.

(c) Submit a copy of SF 1080 via fax to DeCA MBU/FM.
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c. If the payment is received at DeCA MBU/FM, the MBU/FM personnel will:

(1) Deposit the check to designated bank.

(2) Record the payment to the PBA Agreement account.

(3) After receipt the deposit confirmation from the bank, follow the procedures in
paragraph 9-5b.

(4) Forward the original check transmittal letter, Figure 9-5, to First National Bank of
Chicago.

(5) A copy of the check, the check transmittals letter, and the DD Form 1131, will be
retained on file for six years and three months.
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR PREPARATION OF DEPOSIT TICKET (SF 215)

Block 1:  Deposit Number.  The deposit number will be used when preparing the DD 1131.

Block 2:  Enter the date deposit was made.

Block 3:  Enter 00006551 for the 8-digit Agency Location Code (ALC).

Block 4:  Enter the total amount of check(s) deposited.  A separate Deposit Ticket (SF 215) will be
prepared for each type of agreement.

Block 6:  Enter ARBU, P.O.  Box 90028, Fort Lee,  VA  23801.

Block 7:  Self-explanatory

Block 8:  Self-explanatory.  Maintain the Agency copy of the SF 215 on file until a signed/confirmed
copy is received.

Block 9:  Enter Finance and Accounting Officer
Defense Finance & Accounting Service
Columbus Center
ATTN: DFAS-CO-FPD-RC
P.O.  Box 182204
Columbus, OH  43218-2204
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR PREPARATION OF CASH COLLECTION VOUCHER (DD 1131)

Cash Collection Voucher (DD Form 1131) will be prepared for each Deposit Ticket (SF 215) as
follows:

A. Disbursing Office Collection Voucher Number.  The servicing DFAS Center shall enter
the voucher number in this block.

B. Receiving Office Collection Voucher Number.  Enter the deposit number (Block 1) from
the Deposit Ticket (SF 215).

C. Receiving Office.

1. Activity.  Enter the name and location of such activity.

2. Received and Forwarded By.  Enter the printed name, title, and signature of the
designated receiving official.

D. Date.  Enter date the DD Form 1131 is prepared by the collection official.

E. Disbursing Office.

1. Activity.  Enter the disbursing activity (DFAS-CO) name and address.

2. Disbursing Officer.  Enter the printed name, title of DO.

F. Disbursing Station Symbol Number.  Enter 6355 in this block.

G. Date Received Subject to Collection.  Leave blank.  This is the primary voucher date
assigned by the functional area in DFAS-CO.  It is the DO or agent accountability date.

H. Period:  From - To.  Leave the "From - To" blocks blank.

I. Date Received.  Enter the date check was received from vendor.

J. Name of Remitter/Description of Remittance.  Enter the name of vendor or company and
check number and date.

K. Detailed Description of Purpose for Which Collections Were Received.  Enter the
purpose for collection (front-end Merchandising Program, Shelf Display Agreements, or Sale of Front-end
Scanner Data) and enter the applicable document number as stated in paragraph 9-2c, 9-3, or 9-4 this
chapter.

L. Amount.  Enter the amounts of each check.

M. Accounting Classification.  Enter 97X8164.6400 460 C917 033181 6551 as documented
on RMAS transmittal.

N. Total.  Enter total amount of checks.
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Deposit Ticket, SF Form 215
Figure 9-1
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Cash Collection Voucher, DD Form 1131
Figure 9-2
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Cash Collection Voucher, DD Form 1131 (For PBA agreement)
Figure 9-3
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Check Transmittal Letter (For DFAS-CO)
Figure 9-4
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Check Transmittal Letter  (First National Bank of Chicago)
Figure 9-5
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Chapter 10

PROCESSING FAST PAY RECEIPTS FOR OCONUS STORES

10-1. GENERAL.  This chapter provides procedures to ensure that merchandise paid for under Fast Pay
contracts are actually received and contracting officers are provided prompt feedback in cases of contractor
deficiencies.  The Fast Pay contracts allowed a contractor to be paid prior to the commissary verifying goods
have been received and accepted, and the receipt entered into SAVES.  Payment is made based on the
contractor's submission of an invoice that constitutes representation that the products have been delivered to a
post office, common carrier, or point of first receipt by the government.  The contractor agrees to replace, or
correct supplies not received at the destination, damaged in transit, or not conforming to purchase
agreements.

10-2. RESPONSIBILITIES.  The ARBU personnel are responsible for identifying payments without
receipts in SAVES for the Fast Pay contracts and taking the necessary actions as follows:

a. Upon receipt of a Fast Pay receipt document from the commissary, the ARBU personnel will
query the paid records in SAVES to ensure that the payment indicator code is "F".

b. Enter the receipt (31A) into SAVES based on the receipt document provided by the
commissary.

c. When a Fast Pay invoice has been paid, and the paid amount is $50 or more than the receipt
amount, ARBU personnel will forward a copy of the receipt document supporting the overpayment to the
DFAS-CO Commercial Accounts Branch for collection action.

10-3. OPEN FAST PAY RECORDS IN SAVES - DATE OF STAND ALONE DISBURSEMENT IS
60 DAYS GREATER THAN THE CURRENT DATE, Figure 10-1.  This report is a cumulative listing of
all Fast Pay records in SAVES where the date of stand alone disbursement is 60 days greater than the current
date.  It will be produced biweekly (1st & 16th of each month).  Records are reprinted each time the report is
prepared until corrective action is completed.  This report is sorted by DODAAC and vendor name.  ARBU
personnel will review the listing to ensure timely processing of receipt documents into SAVES.  Upon receipt
of the biweekly listing, ARBU personnel will take the following actions:

a. Request a Fast Pay receipt document from the receiving commissary within three working
days.

b. When the commissary has provided notice that no shipment was received, items were
damaged in transit, or did not meet requirements, and the commissary (ordering officer) was unable to obtain
corrective action from the supplier, annotate the information provided by the commissary on the Open Fast
Pay Records in SAVES -Where the Date of Stand Alone Disbursement is 60 Days Greater Than the Current
Date listing.

c. At the end of each month, ARBU personnel will forward a copy of the “Open Fast Pay
Record in SAVES Where the Date of Stand Alone Disbursement in 60 Days Greater Than the Current Date”
listing to the DeCA Marketing Business Unit (DeCA MBU) for further actions.
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Open Fast Pay Records in SAVES -
The Date of Stand Alone Disbursement is 60 Days Greater Than the

Current Date
Figure 10-1
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Chapter 11

CHARGE SALES

11-1. GENERAL.  Nonappropriated Funded Activities (NAF) and Appropriated Funded Activities (AF)
are no longer authorized to make purchases on a charge sale basis at CONUS commissaries but may continue
to shop at DeCA, i.e., their method of payment has changed.  NAF and AF customers must pay cash, check,
or an approved credit card.  OCONUS commissaries can continue to process organizations and activities
authorized to make purchases on a charge sale basis (as described in the DOD Directive 5105.55-R) until
implemented with the new Point of Sale Modernization (POS-M) system.  Examples of charge sale customers
are dining facilities, Military Groups, U.S.  Navy ships, U.S. embassies, nonappropriated fund activities, etc. 
ARBU will establish customer accounts in the AIMS.  The DFAS-CO will establish the customer account in
the STANFINS.

11-2. PROCEDURES

a. A customer account number and Accounting Processing Code (APC) are established for a
new account after region approval of a Commissary request.  The Commissary Charge Account Request,
DeCA Form 70-8, Figure 11-1, is used to establish a new charge sale account.  This form will also be used
by the Commissary to update/delete current accounts.  All information requested must be provided to the
ARBU before establishing the account.  If information is omitted, the request will be returned to the region
disapproving the customer account.

b. The Commissary Charge Account Request is at Figure 11-1 and instructions for completing
it are on the reverse side of the form at Figure 11-2.  There are five sections to be completed by:

Blocks 1a-11: The requesting activity.

Blocks 2a-2c: The Office of the Commissary Officer (OCO).

Blocks 3a-3b: The servicing Region.

Blocks 4a-4g: ARBU or European Region.

Block 5: The requesting activity, OCO, servicing Region, ARBU or European
Region if remarks are necessary.

c. After the Region approves the request, the DeCA Form 70-8 is faxed to ARBU.  The ARBU
is responsible for completing blocks 4a through 4g, with necessary information, i.e., customer account
number, APC, reimbursement source code, etc., for new accounts and/or for updates/delete.

d. Reimbursement Source Code.  The following list shows reimbursement source codes:

Source Code Specific Customer

200 Army

300 Air Force
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400 Navy/Marine

700 Foreign Governments (European Region only)

800 Coast Guard, National Guard, Major Government
Departments, DoD School.

905 Embassy

906 Vendor Credit Memorandum (VCM)

915 Non Appropriated Fund-Army

916 Non Appropriated Fund-Non Army

917 Private Organization i.e., Boy Scouts, Officers
Wives Club, etc.

918 Army and Air Force, Navy, Marine Exchange
Service

920 Red Cross, USO

979 Dishonored Checks

e. Surcharge:  Surcharge will be applied to each sale made at the commissary to all charge
sales customers.

f. Accessorial Charges.  Accessorial charges for Foreign Military Sales are prescribed in
Chapter 7, Volume 15 of the DoD Financial Management Regulation.  The accessorial charges represent
certain expenses incident to issues and sales of material which are not included in the standard price or
contract cost of the item such as packing, crating and handling cost incurred by the commissary system. 
DFAS-CO will add an accessorial charge to the amounts of charge sales to all embassies.

11-3. CHARGE SALE ACCOUNT PROCESSING CODE (APC) REGISTER.  DeCA Form 70-62,
Charge Sale Account Processing Code Register, Figure 11-3, is a manual register used to record APC
assigned to a new charge sale customer for each region.  The purpose of the manual Charge Sale Account
APC Register is to track APCs assigned so as to avoid duplication.  A separate APC register will be used for
OCONUS VCM.  The APCs must be structured and assigned as indicated below:

a. Establishing An APC.  The "first" position of the APC is numeric to designate the activity
as an off post customer.  This number corresponds to the one designated for that particular region as shown
below:

(1)  Central Area 1
(2)  Northern Area 2
(3)  Southern Area 3
(4)  Midwest Region 4
(5)  Southwest stores 5
(6)  Northwest stores 6
(7)  Vendor Credit Memo 7 (OCONUS-Southern  stores)
(8)  Vendor Credit Memo 9 (OCONUS-Northwest stores)
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b. The "second" position is a sequence character which is numeric or alpha.

c. The "third" and "fourth" positions are alpha/numeric. 

d. Establishing a Customer Account Number.  A customer account number (which is also
referred to as a DODAAC) will be established by the ARBU.  The customer number for charge sale customer
will usually consist of the store code and the APC.  The customer number for OCONUS VCM’s will be the
region code and the APC.

e. Requests for "Ship" Customer Account Number and APC.  Customer account numbers and
APC's for ships in the Atlantic and the Pacific will be established as follows:

(1) If the Unit Identification Code (UIC) (or customer account number) is preceded by
an alpha "V" then the billing office is Fleet Accounting & Disbursing Center-Atlantic.  The ships positioned
in the Atlantic will possibly make purchases in the Eastern  (Northeast area, Southern area, or Central area),
and Midwest Regions.  The ARBU will assign an APC for each region.

(2) If UIC numbers preceded by an alpha "R" the billing office is Fleet Accounting &
Disbursing Center-Pacific.  The ships positioned in the Pacific will possibly make purchases in the
Western/Pacific Region and the Southern area of the Eastern Region.  The ARBU will assign an APC for
each region.

(3) Ships sometimes have/request two accounts because purchases are made from two
appropriations, O&M (galley) and/or Stock Fund (ship's store).

f. Requests for "Coast Guard" customer account number and APC.  If the Unit Identification
Code (UIC) is preceded by an alpha "Z", the billing office is USCG Finance Center.  Coast Guard positioned
in the Pacific Ocean area will possibly make purchases in the Western/Pacific Region and  the southern area
in the Eastern Region, the ARBU will assign an APC for the appropriate regions.  Coast Guard positioned in
the Atlantic Ocean area will possibly make purchases in the Eastern and Midwest Regions.  The ARBU will
assign an APC for the appropriate regions.

11-4. ESTABLISHING AN APC FOR THE VENDOR CREDIT MEMORANDUMS (VCMs) FOR
OCONUS STORES IN WESTERN/PACIFIC AND SOUTHERN REGIONS.

a. The region will obtain the name and address of each participating broker/company and
submit DeCA Form 70-8 to ARBU for assignment of an Account Processing Code (APC) and customer
number.

b. The ARBU will assign a unique APC and customer number to the broker/company and
return the DeCA Form 70-8 to the appropriate region.

c. To readily identify the VCM charge sale from other charge sales, an APC beginning with "9"
will be used for OCONUS VCMs in the Pacific area and an APC beginning with "7" will be used for
OCONUS VCMs in the Panama area.

d. Separate APCs/customers numbers are not required for each store.  All stores in the Far East
will utilize the same APC/customer number per broker/company.  Billing to the customer by DFAS-CO will
reflect the identity of who received the VCM based on the store code.
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11-5. CUSTOMER DELETIONS.

a. Upon receipt of the "DELETE" (DeCA Form 70-8) fax from the region, delete the customer
APC and DODAAC in AIMS.  This will prevent additional charge sale transactions from processing in
AIMS for this customer.

b. Fax the "DELETE" (DeCA Form 70-8) to the Defense Finance and Accounting Service at
Columbus (DFAS-CO).  The APC and customer address information will be deleted from the STANFINS
master files by DFAS-CO.

c. Standard Operating Procedures in place at DFAS-CO will ensure that any outstanding
charge sale receivable for a customer is recouped before the APC and customer address information in the
APC Master and Accounts Receivable Address Master files are deleted.  Once the APC and address
information have been deleted in the STANFINS master files, no additional charge sales or collections can
process in STANFINS for this customer.

11-6. CUSTOMER INFORMATION CHANGES.  Upon receipt of the "CHANGE"  (DeCA Form 70-
8) from the region, fax the form to DFAS-CO.  The necessary changes to the master files will be processed in
STANFINS by DFAS-CO.  Once the changes have been processed, the revised customer information will
appear on the next Accounts Receivable Address Master File.

11-7. REQUIREMENT.  After receiving the DeCA Form 70-8 from the region, the ARBU is responsible
for completing DeCA Form 70-8, recording all necessary information, and for faxing a copy of the completed
request to the region/DFAS-CO within five working days.

11-8. DATA ENTRY.  After establishing a customer DODAAC (Account Number) and/or APC, enter
this information in AIMS APC INQUIRY AND ENTRY (see Appendix C, paragraph 3.6 for detailed
instructions).

a. After entering data in AIMS, review the APC QUERY to ensure data correctly appears on
this listing.

b. Review the Supply Input Exception Listing (AVK 015) to ensure data did not error out,
notify the DFAS-CO if data appears on this listing.  The invalid APC shown on this listing must be corrected
prior to the month-end STANFINS cycle.

11-9. DFAS-CO

a. The ARBU will be responsible for faxing a copy of all completed DeCA Form 70-8s to
DFAS-CO within five working days after receiving the request from the region.  DFAS-CO will establish the
APC and customer account in the STANFINS and make all necessary changes to current account.

b. The ARBU will fax the completed DeCA Form 70-8 to DFAS-CO-SCSA (fax number 614-
693-0357/0400)
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Commissary Charge Account Request, DeCA Form 70-8
Figure 11-1
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Commissary Charge Account Request, DeCA Form 70-8 (Instructions)
Figure 11-2
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Charge Sale Account Processing Code (APC) Register, DeCA Form 70-62
Figure 11-3
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Chapter 12

ADDITIONAL PROCEDURES

12-1. OVERPAYMENTS.

a. As result of entering a supplemental credit receipt into SAVES, the system may generate a
candidate overpayment.  When the total receipt amount, after the credit receipt is entered, is less than the total
of all payments for the PIIN, Call, and DoDAAC, a message appears at the bottom of the "Supplemental
Credit Receipts Data Entry" screen noting that a candidate overpayment exists.  When ARBU commits the
supplemental receipt, the record will be reflected as a "status 10" (overpayment has not been validated) in
SAVES until the record is validated at the DFAS-CO Commercial Accounts Branch.

b. The ARBU will provide the DFAS-CO Commercial Accounts Branch, with a copy of the
supplemental credit receipt (correction letter) to support the overpayment.

c. When ARBU receives a receipt correction letter from the ACS, and the correction is for prior
inventory, the receipt must be blocked using a D, E, or F block.

12-2. SALVAGE.  Commissaries will not maintain documentation for salvage/markdown losses unless
required by the Region as an informal record to determine the amount of loss being experienced by a
particular commissary.  Routine salvage and mark down losses will be absorbed as part of the 1.0% grocery
loss tolerance allowed each commissary between accountable inventories.  No monthly salvage will be
blocked to the ARBU.  The ACS/commissary will enter reports of Discrepancy (ROD) and Reports of Survey
into the business system.

12-3. CLEARING STANFINS RECORDS FOR RESALE CLAIMS WHEN THEY ARE
SETTLED UNDER THE CONTRACT DISPUTES ACT.  This section provides instructions for ARBU
clearing the records from STANFINS for the period of the claim settlement.  The MBU/CBU will forward a
monthly report of claims settled under the Contract Disputes Act to ARBU.  DeCA/IMO will produce the
following listings, sorted by Region, DoDAAC, and PIIN, to be submitted through the 3B2 file to the ARBU:

a. "RECEIPTS WITHOUT INVOICES FROM CONTRACT DISPUTES EXTRACT
FILES."  This listing contains all open supplemental receipts.  The list will be generated in a columnar
format, identifying the following elements from the open receipts without invoices:

(1)  Region code.  "RGN"
(2)  Block Control Number.  "BCN"
(3)  Last three digits of the DODAAC.
(4)  PIIN.
(5)  Call Number.
(6)  Supplemental receipts.
(7)  Company name.
(8)  Amount.
(9)  DORAS.
(10) Transaction date.
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b. "VCM'S FROM CONTRACT DISPUTES EXTRACT FILE".  This listing will be
generated in a columnar format, identifying the following elements from the open receipts without invoices:

(1)  Region code.
(2)  Block control number.
(3)  Last three digits of the DODAAC.
(4)  PIIN.
(5)  Month code.
(6)  Credit serial number.
(7)  Company name.
(8)  Vendor code.
(9)  Amount.
(10)  Credit Julian date.
(11)  Transaction date.

c. Upon receipt of extracted listings of open receipts and VCMs for claim period, the ARBU
personnel will:

(1) Group all document numbers for vendor/PIIN/VCM by selecting these transactions
from the AXL (Undelivered Orders/Accounts Payable/Inventory Intransit – AVK 252) file.  STANFINS Data
Query may be helpful when doing this.

(2) Total all open receipts for the PIIN and calls identified in the claim.

(3) Process a Type Action C4 Final transaction in STANFINS for all open payables on
AXL file for the vendor/PIIN based on the history file AVK 037.  This transaction will liquidate the accounts
payable balances in STANFINS for the particular vendor/PIIN.  Maintain the histories in a central file at the
ARBU for six years and three months.

12-4. CLEARING SAVES AND STANFINS RECORDS FOR VENDORS STATING NO
LIABILITY EXISTS.  This section provides procedures for clearing records from SAVES and STANFINS
for those vendors acknowledging, in writing, to MBU/CBU, that no liability exists on behalf of DeCA for a
specified period of time.

a. Upon notification from DeCA/IMO that the records have been moved off-line from SAVES
to a retention file, the ARBU personnel will stop all actions on the AXL file for the noted vendor and the
specified period of time.

b. Upon receipt the listing of off-line records from SAVES from the DeCA/IMO, the ARBU
personnel will process a "L1A" transaction into AIMS/STANFINS to clear the AXL file using an appropriate
block number for the transactions.

c. After completing the "L1A" transaction, prepare and submit a Journal Voucher (JV) to
DFAS-CO for processing in STANFINS as follows:

Debit to Inventory with Agent (GLAC 1521.3*)
Credit to Prior Year Adjustment  (GLAC 7400.00)
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d. When ARBU receives correction forms to receipts for the records moved off-line, annotate
their listing with the correction, forward a copy of correction form to the DFAS-CO Commercial Accounts
Branch, and file the correction form with the ARBU listing.  No entries will be made in SAVES or
STANFINS by ARBU for the correction forms.

12-5. PAYMENT OF AN INTERNAL REVENUE SERVICE (IRS) LEVY.  The IRS issues a levy
against a vendor, providing ARBU a copy of the levy, and directing that all payments owed the vendor be
submitted to the IRS until the amount of the levy has been satisfied in full.  DFAS-CO Commercial Accounts
will prepare and submit a SF 1034 to DFAS-CO for payment to IRS.  Upon completion of the voucher (SF
1034) for payment to the IRS, the Commercial Accounts will provide a copy of the voucher to ARBU. 
ARBU personnel will delete the receipt from SAVES based on the voucher provided by the DFAS-CO
Commercial Accounts, thereby preventing any future payments against the receipt.  No entries will be made
in AIMS/STANFINS.  If the payment is a final payment and only a portion of the receipt amount is being
paid, ARBU will reduce the receipt amount in SAVES by the amount paid against the invoice.

12-6. REVERSAL OF DUPLICATE TRANSACTION IN STANFINS.  When it has been determined
that a duplicate block has processed through AIMS to STANFINS, use these procedures to identify blocks
that need to be reversed.  Duplicate blocks will suspend on AIMS Duplicate Report as VRGC Duplicate. 
Duplicate blocks may also be identified on the VRGC.

a. CASH SALES.

(1) Use the Cash Sales Reconciliation Report (AVK-963), a monthly STANFINS
report, to verify by store, by document number, and by dollar sales amount if a cash sale has been entered
more than once.  If it has been entered more than once it will have the same store, document number, and
sales amount.  The date field will differ for each entry.

(2) Once it has been determined that a duplicate transaction has processed determine
what block number was used when the transaction was input to the system.  Use the date field on the AVK
963 to determine approximately when the block processed through AIMS.  It should be the day prior to the
date on the AVK 963 except for month end when AIMS is not processed daily into STANFINS.

(3) Use a Cash Sale Reversal (N1R) transaction to reverse the cash sale out of
AIMS/STANFINS.  Use the block number of the original transaction, original document number and original
dollar amount.

(4) Verify the transactions processed to STANFINS.

(5) Delete the control card from the VRGC for each block reversed.

b. CHARGE SALES.

(1) If a customer has notified the store or the ARBU that their 1080 bill has been
duplicated, the ACS/ARBU personnel will request a copy of the bill from the customer or DFAS-CO, and
research the document number that has been duplicated.

(2) Once it has been determined that a duplicate transaction has processed, determine
what block number was used when the transaction was input to the system.
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(3) Use a Charge Sale Reversal (N2Q) transaction to reverse the charge sale out of
AIMS/STANFINS.  Use the block number of the original transaction, original document number and original
dollar amount.

(4) Verify the transactions processed to STANFINS.

(5) Delete the control card from the VRGC if every line has been reversed.

(6) If the transaction has been duplicated more than once it must be reversed more than
once using step three and four.  Use step five after all lines have been reversed.

c. LOCAL PURCHASE RECEIPTS.

(1) Use STANFINS Report ASF Monthly UDO/AP/INV Status (AVK 252) to
determine which document numbers are duplicates.

(2) Once it has been determined that a duplicate transaction has processed, determine
what block number was used when the transaction was input into the system.  Use AIMS Financial Query to
determine the block number used for the original input.

(3) Use a Local Purchase Receipt Reversal (L1A) transaction to reverse the local
purchase receipt out of AIMS/STANFINS.  Use the block number of the original transaction, original
document number and original dollar amount.

(4) Verify the transactions processed to STANFINS.

(5) If the transaction has been duplicated more than once it must be reversed more than
once using steps three and four.  Use step five after all lines have been reversed.

d. MILSTRIP RECEIPTS.

(1) Use STANFINS Report ASF Monthly UDO/AP/INV Status (AVK 252) to
determine which document numbers are duplicates.

(2) Once it has been determined a duplicate transaction has processed determine what
block number was used when the transaction was input into the system.  Use the AIMS Financial Query to
determine the block number used for the original input.

(3) Use a MILSTRIP Receipt Reversal-Not Due In-FF&V (L1B) transaction to reverse
the MILSTRIP receipt out of AIMS/STANFINS.  Use the block number of the original transaction, original
document number and original dollar amount.

(4) Verify the transactions processed to STANFINS.

(5) Delete the control card from the VRGC if every line has been reversed.

(6) If the transaction has been duplicated more than once it must be reversed more than
once using step three and four.  Use step five after all lines have been reversed.
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e. ADJUSTMENTS (TRANSFER, PRICE CHANGES, GAINS AND LOSSES, VCMs).

(1) The following STANFINS Reports can be used to determine when duplicate
transactions have been input into the system.

(a) Use STANFINS Report ASF Monthly UDO/AP/INV Status (AVK 252) to
determine which document numbers are duplicates.

(b) Use STANFINS Report Monthly Status of Inventory Accounts (AVK 619) to
determine if a block has been input more than once.

(c) Use the STANFINS General Ledger Inquiry against the GLA 1521 and 1311
accounts to determine duplicates by document number.  This will cover a monthly timeframe.

(2) Once it has been determined a duplicate transaction has processed determine what
block number was used when the transaction was input into the system.  Use the AIMS Financial Query to
determine the block number used for the original input.

(3) Use the following DIC for a reversal transaction to reverse the original transaction
out of AIMS/STANFINS:

Q1A INCOMING SHIPMENT-GAIN
Q1B PHYSICAL INVENTORY-GAIN
Q1C PRICE CHANGE-GAIN
Q1D ACCOUNTING ADJUSTMENT-GAIN
Q2A INCOMING SHIPMENT-LOSS
Q2B PHYSICAL INVENTORY-LOSS
Q2C PRICE CHANGE-LOSS
Q2D ACCOUNTING ADJUSTMENT-LOSS
Q2E SALVAGE
N1V TRANSFER - OUT WITHIN REGION
N1U TRANSFER - OUT OUTSIDE REGION
N2T VCM
L1V TRANSFER - IN WITHIN REGION
L1U TRANSFER - IN OUTSIDE REGION

(4) Use the block number of the original transaction, original document number and
original dollar amount.

(5) Verify the transactions processed to STANFINS.

(6) Delete the control card from the VRGC if every line has been reversed.

(7) If the transaction has been duplicated more than once it must be reversed more than
once using steps three, four, and five.  Use step six after all lines have been reversed.

12-7. GOVERNMENT PROPERTY LOST OR DAMAGED (GPLD) SURVEY CERTIFICATE,
DeCA FORM 40-70 OR FINANCIAL LIABILITY INVESTIGATION OF PROPERTY LOSS, DD
FORM 200.
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a. A DeCA Form 40-70, Government Property Lost or Damaged (GPLD) Survey Certificate,
Figure 12-1 or DD Form 200, Financial Liability Investigation of Property Loss, Figure 12-2 will be
prepared for lost, damaged, or destroyed Government property which occurs within the commissary or CDC
IAW Operating Procedures.  (See DeCAD 40-15 for additional guidance.)

b. Upon receipt of weekly SBCJ with attached DeCA Form 40-70 from the ACS, ARBU
personnel will compare the total dollar amount on the DeCA Form 40-70 with the dollar amount of the DIC
82E transaction on the SBCJ.  These two figures should be the same. 

c. The ARBU personnel will establish a suspense file for each DeCA Form 40-70 with a copy
of portion of SBCJ showing DIC 82E transaction attached.

d. Upon receipt of approved/disapproved DeCA Form 40-70/DD Form 200 from the region,
ARBU personnel will pull the DeCA Form 40-70 from the suspense file.  The total dollar amount shown on
the DeCA Form 40-70 submitted by the commissary will be compared with the total dollar amount shown on
the DeCA Form 40-70 sent by the region.

(1) If the total dollar amount shown on the DeCA Form 40-70 submitted by the
commissary is equal to the total dollar amount on the DeCA Form 40-70 sent by the region, no further action
is required.

(2) If the total dollar amount of DeCA Form 40-70 submitted by the commissary does
not agree with the total dollar amount on the approved DeCA Form 40-70 sent by the region, attach a copy of
approved DeCA Form 40-70 to the DeCA Form 40-70 submitted by the commissary/ACS retain in suspense
file until the commissary/ACS submits a correction form.

e. As a result of the report of survey, when a responsible individual admits financial liability
for the loss, damage, or destruction, of Government property, he or she may agree to reimburse the
Government.  The responsible individual may reimburse the Government by cash, check or by submitting a
DD Form 362 (Statement of Charges for Government Property Lost, Damaged or Destroyed).  Guidance for
submitting a DD Form 362 is stated in DeCAD 40-15.  Upon receipt of cash or a check, the
commissary/ACS personnel will:

(1) Prepare a SF 215 for the total amount of cash or check received and take the SF 215
and cash or check to the servicing bank.

(2) Prepare a DD 1131, Cash Collection Voucher for the amount of the cash or check
received.  Type either the voucher number from block 4 of the DeCA Form 40-70 or the inquiry/investigation
number from block 2 (assigned by HQ DeCA DOL) of the DD Form 200 on the DD Form 1131 in the
column entitled “Detailed Description of Purpose for which collections where received” column.

(3) Provide the original DD Form 1131 and the confirmed copy of the SF 215 to
DFAS-CO, Disbursing Office.  Also provide one copy to the supporting Region and HQ DeCA DOL. 
Maintain one copy in the commissary file.

(4) Submit a DeCA Form 70-88, Financial Transactions Form, the results of the Report
of Survey, the DD Form 1131, and the SF 215 to ARBU for processing the adjustment (DIC Q2E) into
AIMS.
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f. Upon receipt of a correction form with a copy of the results of the Report of Survey, the DD
Form 1131, and the confirmed copy of SF 215 from the commissary/ACS, ARBU personnel will:

(1) Review the SF 215 and the DD Form to ensure that the dollar amount on the both
forms are in agreement.  If not, notify the commissary/ACS for necessary correction.

(2) Review DeCA Form 40-70/DD Form 200 previously established in the suspense
file to ensure that the dollar amount on the DD Form 1131 is equal or less than DIC 82E transaction
previously processed in the AIMS.

(3) Process the adjustment (DIC Q2E) for the amount shown on the DD Form 1131. 
The document number for DIC Q2E transaction will be the same as the original input (DIC 82E) in the
AIMS.  For a pre-inventory transaction, using the "Region Block" (D, E, or F in the second position).

(4) Transfer the folder previously established in the suspense file to the permanent file.

12-8. TOBACCO PROCEDURES.  The purpose of this section is to provide the Analysis and
Reconciliation Business Unit (ARBU) procedures for recording and accounting for tobacco products owned
by the Exchange Services and sold in DeCA commissaries.  These procedures provide guidance for
reconciling tobacco accounts by region, and the status of accounts by region and for the entire agency.

a. Reporting sales

(1) Except commissaries in European Region, ARBU will collect sales data twice each
month from each ACS for DeCA stores that sell tobacco.  The first report each month will include sales for
1st through the 15th and the 2nd report will include sales for the 16th through the end of the month.

(2) The ARBU will ensure a report of tobacco sales is received from each store.  The
ARBU will ensure all reports from the stores contain the document number the stores have been directed to
include on the report.

(3) Since the Far East and Panama stores have no access to SAVES, a 31A must be
entered by the ARBU to adjust inventory and to establish a receipt for disbursing purposes for these stores.

(4) The ARBU will consolidate all reports for the Eastern Region stores, separated by
Navy Exchange (NEXCOM) supported commissaries and Army and Air Force Exchange (AAFES)
supported commissaries.  Each package will include a summarized total and the dollar amount of sales from
each store, with the store-unique document number, and will be forwarded to DFAS-CO Center for payment
to AAFES or NEXCOM.  An invoice number will be provided by ARBU to be used by DFAS-CO in
processing the summarized invoice for payment.  The invoice number will be "A" plus the semimonthly call
number for AAFES and "N" plus the semimonthly call number for NEXCOM.

(5) The ARBU will consolidate all reports for the Midwest and Western/Pacific Region
stores, separated by Navy Exchange (NEXCOM) supported commissaries and Army and Air Force Exchange
(AAFES) supported commissaries.  Each package will include a summarized total and the dollar amount of
sales from each store, with store-unique document number, and will be forwarded to DFAS-CO Center for
payment to AAFES or NEXCOM.  An invoice number will be provided by ARBU
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to be used by DFAS-CO in processing the summarized invoice for payment.  The invoice number will be
"A" plus the semimonthly call number for AAFES and "N" plus the semimonthly call number for NEXCOM.

b. Reimbursement to the Exchange Services

(1) Defense Finance and Accounting Service-Columbus (DFAS-CO) will receive
invoices from ARBU.  The invoices will be date stamped upon receipt at DFAS-CO.  One consolidated
invoice will be prepared for payment to AAFES by DFAS-CO for the Western/Pacific and Midwest Regions;
and one consolidated invoice will be prepared for the Eastern Region.  One consolidated invoice will be
prepared for payment to NEXCOM by DFAS-CO for the Western/Pacific and Midwest Regions; and one
consolidated invoice will be prepared for the Eastern Region.

(2) In preparation of a net reimbursement owed to the Exchange Services, DFAS-CO
will enter the invoice information into SAVES based on information provided by ARBU.

(a) The DFAS-CO will enter into SAVES, by store, each tobacco sales report, by the
corresponding store-unique document number.  This document number will correspond to the 31A, receipt
entry, at the store.

(b) The DFAS-CO will process the summarized total of all sales reports for
reimbursement.  The authorized cost recovery fee will be entered as a discount; to reduce the total sales to the
net payment owed to the Exchange Service.  The discount field in SAVES will be used only as the convenient
field to reconcile this reduction for further accounting entries.

(c) The reimbursement to the Exchange Services will be processed for immediate EFT
payment to the EFT address provided by the Exchange Services.

c. Reconciliation Procedures

(1) The ARBU will receive the Tobacco Reconciliation worksheets and supporting
documents quarterly from the Region/Area points of contact (POCs).

(2) Review the worksheets to make sure all document numbers are recorded in
sequential order.  Make sure the sales totals recorded for each semi-monthly period are the same as the totals
reported on the Tobacco Sales Certifications.  If problems are noted, contact the store to resolve the
problems.

(3) Each quarter, ARBU will receive the physical tobacco inventory results (Inventory
Certification) from each commissary.  ARBU will review the tobacco inventory amounts and make sure that
the amount entered on line 13 (titled "Physical Inventory") on the Tobacco Reconciliation page matches the
amount recorded on the Inventory Certification.  Also, make sure that the amount entered on line 1 (titled
"Beginning Inventory") is the same amount as recorded on the Inventory Certification for the previous
quarter.

(4) After reviewing the worksheet and resolving any problems noted, contact the
designated Exchange representative and reconcile the store totals (DeCA's totals) with the Exchange totals.

(5) Enter the quarterly totals into the ARBU Region Reconciliation spreadsheet by
store/activity.
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(6) ARBU will contact the Exchange representative and reconcile the quarterly results
for each region with the Exchange Services.

(7) After the quarterly totals are reconciled for each region, the region results will be
entered into the Region Summary Spreadsheet.

(8) After the reconciliation is complete, ARBU will finalize the results and obtain the
agency gain/loss for each exchange service.

(9) ARBU will inform Resource Management of the agency results for the quarter. 
Copies of the ARBU Region Reconciliation Spreadsheet and the Region Summary Spreadsheet will be
forwarded to HQ Resource Management (RM) not later than the last day of the month following the end of
the quarter.  RM will review the quarterly gain/loss for each exchange service and take appropriate action. 

d. Maintaining Records.  All DeCA activities (from store-level through ARBU) will retain the
tobacco account documentation by Exchange quarter, by Exchange year.  The most recent complete year's
files will remain in the active files for at least 90 days after the final (fourth) physical inventory at the end of
the Exchange fiscal year.  Unless instructed otherwise by your higher headquarters, 90 days after the end of
the Exchange fiscal year (Exchange fiscal year ends approx.  January 31), the previous year's files may be
removed from the active files but must be retained for a period of 6 years and 3 months.

e. Time Requirement for Reporting Sales.  Mid-month report only requires sales data; end of-
month requires sales data and supporting documentation from POS/PLU.

ARBU or SFAOE (Subsistence Finance and ARBU/SFAOE.  COB of 12th and 3rd workday of the
Accounting Office Europe) enter sales data into month.
spreadsheet.  ARBU or SFAOE contact stores
for any missing sales reports.

When all sales are received, the spreadsheet is ARBU/SFAOE.  COB of 13th and 4th workday of the
compared/validated to SAVES. month.

Make necessary corrections. ARBU/SFAOE.  COB of 14th and 5th workday of the
month.

Prepare invoices. ARBU/SFAOE.  COB of 14th and 5th workday of the
month.

Forward invoices to DFAS-CO ARBU/SFAOE.  COB of 14th and 5th workday of the
month.
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Chapter 13

VENDOR CREDIT MEMORANDUM CREDIT CARDS PROCEDURES

13-1. GENERAL.  The Department of Treasury has approved the Defense Commissary Agency (DeCA)
to participate in the U.S.  Treasury Plastic Card Program.  This program allows MasterCard and VISA credit
cards to be accepted by government entities for payment of sales, collection of debts, services to the public
(e.g., Freedom of Information Act requests) and fees and fines.  The Vendor Credit Memorandum, DeCA
Form 70-10, Figure 13-1, is presented to commissaries for price deductions, damaged/salvage, and returned
merchandise.  Reimbursements are by check/cash, or off invoice or credit card at the store or the ARBU. 
ACS personnel enter vendor credit memorandums into DIBS that will pass through AIMS to STANFINS.

13-2. RESPONSIBILITY.  ARBU personnel will accept the plastic cards (MasterCard and VISA credit
cards) for the payment of the VCM when the sales representative elects the VCM payment option (paragraph
13-4) of "VCMCC - ARBU."  The sales representative will present the VCM credit card to the ARBU
personnel for collection/payment of VCM.  ARBU personnel will process the VCM payment into the
financial systems, and the filing and retention of the documentation.

13-3. ELECTRONIC CREDIT CARD EQUIPMENT AND CREDIT CARD COLLECTION NET
WORK PROCESS.  Credit card reader (Tranz 330) and printer will be set up in the ARBU for processing
VCM credit card transactions.  The equipment will be on-line with NationsBank to:

a. Provide immediate electronic authorization of VCM credit card transactions.

b. Settle credit card transactions and provide end-of-day Settlement Report.

c. Electronically transfer deposit to DeCA account.

d. Maintain separate card readers per region.

13-4. VCM PAYMENT OPTIONS.  Distributors, manufacturers, vendors, and sales persons, to include
Frequent Delivery System (FDS) representatives (hereafter this group is referred to as sales representatives)
generally have three methods (options) of payment for VCMs.  These options are cash/check, credit card
processed at the store (VCMCC - Store), and credit card processed at the ARBU (VCMCC - ARBU).  The
VCM (52T/92T) payments are annotated in one of three ways in block v on the DeCA Form 70-10.

a. Payment by Check or Cash:  If the sales representative submits a VCM with a check or
cash, the Accounts Control Section (ACS) personnel will enter the VCM data as a credit type of "C" into
DIBS.

b. Payment by VCMCC - Store:  If the sales representative elects the option of "VCMCC -
Store,"  he/she will present a MasterCard/VISA credit card  (VCMCC) to the OCO personnel for
collection/payment of the VCM.  ACS/commissary personnel will enter the VCM data as a credit type of
"C" into DIBS.

c. Payment by VCMCC - ARBU:  If the sales representative elects the option of "VCMCC -
ARBU," the OCO personnel will check the "VCMCC Vendors Listing" provided by the ARBU to determine
if the vendors are participating in the VCMCC payment program at the ARBU:
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(1) If the vendor is on the list, the OCO personnel will select "VCMCC - ARBU" in
block v on the DeCA Form 70-10.  ACS/commissary personnel will enter the VCM data as a credit type "F"
into DIBS.

(2) If the vendor is not on the list, or the credit card is denied/exceeds the credit limit by
the NationsBank, or the sales representative has no credit card, the OCO personnel will request ACS
personnel to process a credit type "N" (offset invoice) VCM in the DIBS and the amount of the VCM will be
deducted from the next invoice payment.

Note:  If a store receives a VCM without a payment (described in 13-4a, 13-4b, or 13-4c), the ACS personnel
will enter the VCM with an “N” for off invoice into DIBS.

13-5. ESTABLISHING VCMCC PAYMENT AT ARBU.

a. The commissary will obtain the vendor's name, PIIN, address, and necessary information of
each participating sales representative from the ARBU.

b. ARBU will provide a list of the "VCMCC Vendors Listing" to the commissary.

c. If the sales representative elects to leave a MasterCard/VISA credit card/credit card account
number at the ARBU for VCM payment, a letter or form for authorization of charges must be on file at the
ARBU from the participator's sales representative.  A copy of the representative's signature card for VCMCC
will be maintained in the ARBU.

(1) ARBU personnel will maintain records of all credit cards/credit card account
numbers received for VCM payments.

(2) All credit cards/credit card account numbers received by ARBU are manually
logged into the appropriate Credit Card Log and secured in the office safe with access limited to authorized
personnel.

13-6. BEFORE PROCESSING VCM CREDIT CARD COLLECTION.

a. VCM CREDIT CARD LOG, Figure 13-2.  Each VCMCC transaction processed at the
ARBU must be  recorded in the automated VCM Credit Card Log and secured in the office's safe with access
limited to authorized personnel.  Instructions for completing the VCMCC log are at the end of this chapter.

b. VCM CREDIT CARDS PAYMENTS, Figure 13-3.  This report is produced weekly
(Sunday to Saturday).  It provides a listing of all open VCM records in SAVES by region code and PIIN
number.  Records are reprinted each time the report is prepared until corrective action is completed.  It is used
for processing credit card transactions at the ARBU.  When you receive the weekly listing, ARBU personnel
will take the following actions:

(1) For each contract/PIIN number shown on the listing, the ARBU personnel will
ensure that the PIIN number/sales representative’s name is shown on the vendor's listing.  If not, request the
commissary correct the payment option stated in paragraph 13-4 of this chapter.

(2) For each contract/PIIN number shown on the  VCM Credit Cards Payments listing,
the ARBU personnel will charge the vendor's credit card for the total amount shown on this listing.
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13-7. PROCESSING VCM PAYMENT.

a. Before beginning a credit card transaction, ARBU personnel will determine to the best of
their ability if the card is valid by:

(1) Checking the expiration date to make sure that the card has not expired.

(2) If the Card is a VISA Card, ensure that the four digits printed above the account
number are the same as the first four digits embossed on the card.  (NOTE:  Currently this procedure is not
applicable to MasterCard transactions.)  If a difference is detected, the card cannot be accepted as a means of
payment.

(3) Check the cardholder's signature.  If signature has been visibly altered, ARBU
personnel will:

(a) Notify the vendor.

(b) Delete the VCM transaction(s) in SAVES.

(c) Reenter the VCM transaction(s) with credit type "O" (offset invoice) for the
amount of the VCM to be deducted from the next invoice payment.

(4) After determining the card is valid and can be accepted as payment for the VCM,
the ARBU will:

(a) Make sure the credit card reader (TRANZ 330) is in the ready mode.

(b) Press the "1" key for a sales transaction.

(c) Swipe the credit card through the credit card reader for authorization.  If the credit
card reader does not read the magnetic strip on the credit card, use the card reader key pad and manually enter
the credit card account number, card expiration date, and the total dollar amount of VCMCC transaction from
the automated VCMCC log.  The amount of the VCM is keyed in without the decimal.  Example:  A
$1200.57 VCM payment is entered as 120057; $100.00 as 10000.  Verify the amount and press the "Enter"
key.

(d) Enter the Vendor Code "02" in the credit card reader (TRANZ 330) to identify
all VCM transactions.  After entering the vendor code "02," press the "Enter" key to begin processing the
transaction.

(e) The credit card reader dials up through the NationsBank for authorization of the
transaction amount.  NationsBank checks the information on the sales representative's credit card and either
approves or declines the transaction.

(f) NationsBank sends the approval or denial response displayed on the card reader
screen.  If the transaction is denied, a receipt will not be generated.

(g) If approved, a receipt will be printed listing the VCM dollar amounts/total of
transaction (sample at Figure 13-4).  If the transaction is declined or exceeds the credit limit, it is indicated
on the reader screen and the printer will not print a receipt, ARBU personnel will:
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(1) Notify the vendor.

(2) Delete the VCM transaction(s) in SAVES.

(3) Reenter the VCM transaction(s) with credit type "O" (offset invoice) for the
amount of the VCM to be deducted from the next invoice payment.

(h) If the sales representative presents a MasterCard/VISA credit card at the ARBU, the
sales representative will sign the receipt.  Once the sales representative has signed the receipt, the signature
on the receipt will be compared with the signature on the credit card to ensure they are the same.

(i) After verification of a signature, ARBU personnel will retain the white copy of the
receipt to be attached to the "VCM collections to be processed by credit card at the OSC" listing.  The
yellow copy of the receipt and card will be returned to the sales representative.

13-8. VENDOR CREDIT MEMORANDUM CREDIT CARD REFUND (VCMCCR).

a. Completing Refund Documentation.  If a sales representative requests credit (refund) for
overpayment of a VCM, ARBU personnel will:

(1) Pull the vendor's VCMCC receipt.

(2) Review all necessary documents affecting the VCM transaction, i.e., original 70-10,
VCMCC receipt, etc., to determine if the vendor is entitled to the refund.  If the vendor is entitled to a refund,
request ACS/commissary personnel prepare a new DeCA Form 70-10 for VCMCCR to include the
following information:

(a) Indicate in Block "i" the type of refund on the new DeCA Form 70-10 (sample at
Figure 13-5).

(b) Write or underline "VCMCCR" in red in Block "j" on the new DeCA Form 70-10. 
In the Remarks Section, type "Refund is the result of an overpayment to DeCA's account from the original
DeCA Form 70-10 dated _____, document number _________, Blk _______.

(c) Complete Blocks "j," “k,” "l", "m," and "n" with the same information shown on the
original DeCA Form 70-10.

(d) Type the information in Block "p" from the original 70-10 (New Price), in Block "o"
(Old Price) on the new DeCA Form 70-10.

(e) Type the correct VCM price in Block "p" on the new 70-10.

(f) Compute the difference between Blocks "o" and "p" and type the results in Block
“q.”

(g) Price extend the columns and type the total dollar amounts and grand total in Block
“r.”

(h) The Commissary Officer and authorized sales representative will sign the new
DeCA Form 70-10.
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(3) Request ACS/commissary personnel prepare/submit Financial Transaction
Corrections Form, DeCA Form 70-88, for VCM refunds.  ACS/commissary personnel will follow the
procedures in Chapter 21, Processing of Financial Corrections and Reversals, of DeCAD 70-6.

(4) Request ACS/commissary personnel forward a copy of new DeCA Form 70-10 and
SAVES Financial Transaction Correction Form, DeCA Form 70-88, to ARBU for VCM refunds.

b. Processing Refunds Using a Credit Card Reader (Tranz 330).  Upon receipt of the DeCA
Form 70-10 and correction form from the ACS/commissary, ARBU personnel will review the documents to
ensure that the VCM refund agrees with the sales representative's request.  Enter the VCMCCR transaction in
the automated VCM Credit Card Log.  ARBU personnel will process the VCMCCR in the credit card reader:

(1) Make sure the credit card reader (Tranz 330) is in the ready mode.

(2) Press the "4" key (credit key) to activate the credit card reader  for customer credit.

(3) Swipe the sales representative's credit card through the credit card reader and press
"Enter" key.

NOTE: Only manually enter credit card account information when card is not present or a card reader is
unable to read magnetic stripes.

(4) Using the credit card reader key pad, enter the credit total (no decimal) from the 
corrected  DeCA Form 70-10.  Example:  $180.00 entered as 18000.  The credit amount will be displayed on
the reader as:  180.00.

(5) Verify the total credit amount and press the "Enter" key.

(6) Enter the vendor code"02".  Press the "Enter" key.

(7) The credit card reader will process the transaction and print a credit slip (sample at
Figure 13-6)

(8) Press the "Clear" key.

(9) The authorized representative(s) for the ARBU will sign the credit receipt
authorizing the refund.

(10) Have the sales representative sign the receipt.

(11) The ARBU retains the white copy of the credit receipt to be attached to the ARBU
copy of the VCMCCR.

(12) The yellow copy of receipt, copy of the VCMCCR and credit card will be returned
to the sales representative.

13-9. VOICE AUTHORIZATION PROCEDURE - USING TRANZ 330'S
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These procedures will be used when the credit card reader is not operational or there is a problem
with the telephone line from the card reader terminal to the credit card company.  (This should not be a
normal store operating procedure, it should be the exception).  (Procedures are provided in NationsBank
credit card reader (Tranz 330) operation Quick Access Guide).  Follow these procedures to voice authorize a
credit card sale transaction:

a. Complete all applicable information on the Universal Sales Slip (sample at Figure 13-7). 
Universal Sales Slips are provided in starter kit.  If your commissary does not have the Universal Sales slips,
create your own using Figure 13-7 as a guide.  Make sure you obtain all of the information requested on the
Universal Sales Slip.

b. Print the sales representative's credit card number and expiration date on the sales receipt.

c. Contact the Voice Authorization Center for the authorization code.  (The telephone number
is in the Important Number Section of your Quick Access Guide.)

d. Provide the Voice Authorization Center Operator with all requested information.  (Refer to
the Important Number section of your Quick Access Guide.)

e. If the transaction is approved, record the authorization number (code) on the sales slip.  If
the transaction is disapproved, the sales representative must pay by cash or check.

f. Obtain the sales representative's signature on the receipt.

g. If the sales representative's signature is on the credit card, verify the signature to the
signature on the sales slip.

h. At the appropriate time, follow the Force Draft Capture procedures below and complete the
transaction.

13-10. FORCE DRAFT CAPTURE PROCEDURES - USING TRANZ 330'S

Force Draft Capture procedures are used to enter information in the credit card reader from a voice
authorized transaction (sales slip).  Generally, voice authorized transactions are required when the credit card
reader is not operational or there is a problem with the communication line.  After the credit card
reader/communications line is operational, each voice authorized credit card transaction must be entered in
the credit card reader  using Force Draft Capture procedures.

NOTE:  You will not receive settlement for a voice authorized transaction unless you do the Force Draft
Capture procedures.  Procedures are as follows:  (These procedures [to include terminal response] are
provided in NationsBank's credit card reader Quick Access Guide.)

a. From the "Ready" mode, press the "5" key.

b. Manually enter the credit card account number and the expiration date.

c. Key in the total amount of the transaction (no decimal); Ex.  $18.00 entered as 1800.

d. Verify the total amount and press the "Enter" key.
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e. Enter the Vendor Code ("02" for VCMs) and press the "Enter" key.

f. Enter the authorization number from the "Voice Authorization" receipt.

g. Verify the Authorization Number and press the "Enter" key.

h. Upon completion of the transaction, press the "Clear" key.

13-11. END-OF-DAY RECONCILIATION OF VCMCC TRANSACTIONS.

a. Using the credit card reader, ARBU personnel will pull the end-of-day Batch Detail Report 
(sample at Figure 13-8).  The report will show a detailed listing of credit card transactions (to include
credits from returns).  The report will list VCM transactions and the dollar amount of each transaction.  It
will also list grand totals (transaction count and amount), example: 6 transactions totaling $200.00.

b. ARBU personnel will run a total of the VCM credit card receipts.

c. The total dollar amount of the VCM receipts should be the same as the grand total on the
end-of-day Batch Detail Report.

d. If both totals agree, then press the settlement key on the card reader to electronically deposit
the VCM credit card transactions.  NOTE:  ARBU personnel must electronically deposit (daily) each day's
credit card transaction.  If this is not done, it will cause a delay in DFAS-CO receipt of the EFT SF 215.

e. Print the Settlement Report (sample at Figure 13-9).

f. If the total of the sales receipts does not agree with the Batch Detail Report, ARBU
personnel will call NationsBank Customer Service line for assistance in resolving problems.  A problem
should be resolved before depositing credit card transactions.  (NOTE:  ARBU personnel should review all
transactions making sure dollar amount entered credit card reader is the same as amount printed on
receipt before calling NationsBank.)

g. VCMCC Documentation/Processing in SAVES.  After completing deposit process,
ARBU personnel will:

(1) For each contract number/PIIN, prepare a DD Form 1131, Cash Collection Voucher
(sample at Figure 13-10), for the total VCMCC amount for that day's business.  (NOTE:  The DD Form
1131 will list each VCM transaction as shown on the "VCM collections to be processed by credit card at
OSC" listing to include the VCM document number and the accounting classification).  Also type "VCM
CREDIT CARD PAYMENT" in the description area of the DD 1131.  The accounting classifications for
the regions are as follows:

Central Region (4601): 97X4930 4K00 46 4601 033150
Northeast Region (4602): 97X4930 4K00 46 4602 033150
Southern Region (4603): 97X4930 4K00 46 4603 033150
Midwest Region (4604): 97X4930 4K00 46 4604 033150
Southwest Region (4605): 97X4930 4K00 46 4605 033150
Northwest Region (4606): 97X4930 4K00 46 4606 033150
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(2) Verify the total amount of DD 1131 against the total of the VCM credit card
receipts to ensure that both totals agree.

(3) Upon completion of the DD Form 1131, ARBU personnel will process the VCMCC
"collection data" in SAVES from the DD Form 1131 by the end of the next business day to close the VCM.

(4) Mail/fax the original validated copy of the DD Form 1131 to DFAS-CO-FPS by the
close of the next business day.  Timely submission of the DD Form 1131 to DFAS-CO-FPS is imperative.

13-12. ELECTRONIC FUNDS TRANSFER - DEPOSITS.

a. NationsBank settles the VCMCC transactions and electronically transfers deposits to
DeCA's account on a daily basis.

b. NationsBank will prepare the SF 215, Deposit Ticket  for the electronically transferred
deposit.  The SF 215 will be prepared for the total amount listed on the Settlement Report and mailed to
DFAS-CO-FPS (Disbursing Office) by NationsBank.

13-13. CHARGEBACK PROCEDURES.

a. A chargeback will be mailed by NationsBank to the ARBU when a cardholder's bank has
refused to process a sales draft or the cardholder disputes the charge.  Listed below are some reasons for a
Chargeback.

(1) Claim or Defense - Cardholder is disputing all or some charge.

(2) Expired Card - Merchant (ARBU) failed to check the expiration date on credit card.

b. Analysis and Reconciliation Business Unit Responsibility when a Chargeback is Received
from the NationsBank.

(1) Insure Prompt Response to NationsBank.  When you receive the debit device,
promptly research and return to NationsBank within five (5) business days to preserve DeCA's  chargeback
rights.  Documentation received after that date may be past the requirements set forth by MasterCard and
VISA, and voids any chargeback reversal privileges.  Nulls and voids will cause DeCA to lose funds
represented by chargebacks.

(2) Read the Documentation Requirements.  Determine if any information necessary to
refute the chargeback requires external assistance (i.e., store location personnel, shipping, etc.)

(3) Review Documentation before Return to NationsBank.  Insure that the
documentation necessary to refute the chargeback is legible and all requested information has been provided.

(4) Call NationsBank toll-free Number.  If there are any questions regarding a
chargeback, contact NationsBank Customer Service Office at 1-800-732-9195.  When doing this, have
available the chargeback date and your merchant number.
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13-14. NATIONSBANK RESPONSIBILITY.  NationsBank personnel will:

a. Verify that the chargeback received for the issuing bank is within the time-frames specified
by VISA/MasterCard.

b. Verify that the chargeback reason code presented by the issuing bank is valid.

c. Verify that any issuing bank documentation required by VISA/MasterCard has been
provided.

d. Try to reverse to the issuing bank any chargeback that they can refute on the ARBU's behalf
-without the ARBU's assistance whenever possible (i.e., by verification of authorization, credit issued,
etc.)

13-15. FILING AND RETENTION.

a. For each contract number (PIIN), the credit card sales receipts and the "VCM collections to
be processed by credit card at the OSC" listing will be maintained by the ARBU for a period of six years
three months (current year at site and others in records holding area).

b. DD 1131 will be filed by month sequence.  These files will be maintained by ARBU for a
period of six years three months (current year at a site and others in records holding area).

c. Closed VCM's, DeCA Form 70-10 will be maintained in alphabetical order by vendor name
and month sequence.  These files will be maintained by ARBU for a period of six years three months (current
year at site and others in records holding area).

d. VCM Credit Card log will be filed by month.  These files will be maintained by the ARBU
for a period of two years (current year plus one year in records holding area).
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INSTRUCTIONS FOR PREPARATION OF VENDOR CREDIT MEMO CREDIT CARD (VCMCC)
LOG

Block 1. FY.  Enter the Fiscal Year.

Block 2. Voucher #.  A sequential number assigned to the DD Form 1131.  The log maintained at the
OSC will be used to assign the number that begins at 0001 and will be reset each fiscal year.

Block 3. Credit Card Date.  Enter the date of VCMCC transaction was made.

Block 4. Company.  Enter the name of the vendor.

Block 5. Region.  Enter appropriate region name.

Block 6. PIIN #.  Enter the PIIN # for the VCMCC transaction.

Block 7. VCMCC amount.  Enter the amount of VCM credit card transaction.

Block 8. VCMCCR amount.  Enter the amount of VCM credit card refund transaction.

Block 9. Remarks.
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Vendor Credit Memo, DeCA Form 70-10
Figure 13-1
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VCM Credit Card (VCMCC) Log
Figure 13-2
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VCM Credit Cards Payments
Figure 13-3
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VCM Credit Card Payment Receipt
Figure 13-4
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Vendor Credit Memo (Refund)
Figure 13-5
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VCM Credit Receipt (Refund)
Figure 13-6
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Universal Sales Slip
Figure 13-7
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Batch Detail Report
Figure 13-8
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Settlement Report
Figure 13-9
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Cash Collection Voucher, DD Form 1131
Figure 13-10
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Chapter 14

SYSTEMS

14-1. GENERAL.  DeCA ACS/commissary/CDC/OPP use DeCA's Interim Business System, commonly
known as DIBS, to process financial transactions daily.  ARBU personnel use SAVES, AIMS, and
STANFINS systems to process and reconcile the data transmitted from DIBS.  ARBU personnel also are able
to access the ORS to obtain data from the AIMS and STANFINS reports.

14-2. DIBS.

a. DIBS is the world-wide business system of DeCA.  It operates on a Honeywell mainframe
computer.  Its primary uses within the continental United States are ordering, receiving and maintenance of
pricing of commissary store products for resale, creation of financial transactions to debit and credit store
accounts and the transmission of financial data to systems outside of the agency for payment or collection.

b. The Summary Audit Log (SAL) is a daily report and is provided to ARBU.  The SAL reflects
all transactions processed by store.  It serves as an auditable record for all transactions affecting the store account.
 The report is also an automated register of all blocks input into DIBS for the month.  It prints in block number,
DIC, and document number sequence.  This report has two parts:

(1) Part I:  List the block numbers sorted by department.  It includes the DICs, the
transaction count, and the debit/credit total of the block.  It also gives the opening inventory balance (by
department), the total activity for the day for the DODAAC, and the department closing inventory balances.

(2) Part II:  List the line item included in each block.

14-3. SAVES.

a. SAVES is the system used to process payments to vendors.  Receipts (DIC 31As), VCM (DIC
52Ts), and VCM collections are input into DIBS by commissary/ACS/CDC/OPP personnel and transmit to
SAVES.  The information from the receiving report is data transmitted by department block number into the
SAVES and electronically transmitted to the SRD1 for disbursement and to the Paying Office for processing
for bill paying.  Invoices are input by Commercial Accounts at the DFAS-CO.

b. When SAVES end of day processing is completed, reports received are provided to ARBU
personnel.  ARBU personnel will review these reports and take necessary actions to clear the transactions
rejected by SAVES.  Reports are broken out by Region and then further broken out by store and distributed to
the responsible ARBU personnel.  The SAVES output reports are:

(1) SAVES SORTED BY DODAAC AND BATCH (E/W29).  This report is a detail
line item listing of the blocks listed on the AIMS Financial Query and is used to research differences between
AIMS and SAVES.  File retention: Destroy after next cycle or when no longer needed.

(2) RECEIPTS INPUT TO SAVES AT SERVICE CENTER (E/W26).  This is a
listing of individual receipts input at the ARBU and processed through end of day.  It is sorted by
DODAAC/Company/Name/PIIN/Call Number.  File retention:  Destroy after next cycle or when no longer
needed.
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(3) RECEIPTS REVERSAL INPUT TO SAVES (E/W27).  A listing of all
individual receipt reversals input at ARBU for AIMS input.  It is sorted by
DODAAC/Company/Name/PIIN/Call Number.  File retention:  Destroy after next cycle or when no longer
needed.

(4) STORE (31A) RECORDS REJECTED (E/W23).  This is a listing of all receipt
transaction input at the stores and rejected by SAVES.  The rejected transactions must be researched and
corrected.  File retention:  Destroy after next cycle or when no longer needed.

(5) STORE (52T) RECORDS REJECTED (E/W24).  This is a listing of all credit
memos input at the store and rejected by SAVES.  The rejected transactions must be researched and
corrected.  File retention:  Destroy after next cycle or when no longer needed.

(6) RECEIPTS/CREDITS/OLD CREDITS/VENDOR CHECKS DELETED
(E/W 35).  This is a listing of all records deleted from SAVES at the ARBU.  File retention:  Destroy after
next cycle or when no longer needed.

14-4. ACCOUNTING AND INVENTORY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (AIMS).

a. AIMS is used at the ARBU.  All financial transactions input at the
ACS/commissary/CDC/OPP are transmitted to AIMS.  This system interfaces with STANFINS.  The AIMS
system functional procedures are provided in Appendix C.  This system has the ability to inquire against the
AIMS and to create transactions for entry into VRGC/STANFINS. 

b. The system will automatically produce the following reports out of the daily cycle.  These
reports will only print in one area of the ARBU.

(1) ALCIE DATA EXTRACT ERROR REPORT.  This report is produced when the
daily cycle is run.  The cycle takes the records from the DIBS financial file and the SAVES files and creates
the records that will be transmitted to STANFINS.  The report will provide the number of detailed records
included in the STANFINS process, the number of DIBS control records NOT included in the process for
STANFINS, the number of duplicate records now in the duplicate file.  There is a separate report for the daily
DIBS .fin file called FIN.dat.month day.  There is also a separate report for the files named
ASAC.esc.monthday and ASAC.wsc.montyday.  If a transaction does not process it will be listed in 80/80
format.  It will be the responsibility of A&R to research the transaction for proper format, correct DODAAC,
etc., and input the transaction through the Financial Data Entry Screen.  Annotate on any report that has a
transaction that did not process what action was taken.  There is also a summary page with the transactions
listed for all three files.  Keep this page and any annotated pages for a period of one month.

(2) UNMATCHED TRANSFER INS AND TRANSFER OUTS REPORT.  This report
is produced when the daily cycle is run.  The cycle matches the transfer DIC, document number, and dollar
amount.  The transactions match if the DIC are 31V/51V, 31V/L1V, and 51V/N1V for the same document
number and dollar amount.  The report displays all unmatched transactions after the transactions have been
matched that day.  The fields that are displayed are DIC, SUPPL DODAAC (for that DIC), DIC, SUPPL
DODAAC (for that DIC), DOCUMENT NO., TRANSFER IN, and BLOCK NUMBER, AMOUNT,
TRANSFER OUT, BLOCK NUMBER, and AMOUNT.
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(3) AIMS DUPLICATES.  This report is produced when the daily cycle is run.  The
cycle checks each detail transaction against the history file to see if it has processed previously.  It is
 considered a duplicate if the DIC, DOCUMENT NUMBER, DODAAC, and DOLLAR AMOUNT are the
same.  The transaction is then listed on the report.  The fields listed are DIC, DOCUMENT ID, DODAAC,
BLK, AMOUNT, TRANS DATE, and HIST DATE.  The history date is the date the transaction was
processed through the system.  When the transaction is processed or deleted it will no longer appear on the
report.

14-5. STANFINS.  STANFINS is an automated accounting system designed to provide accounting
support to DeCA.  Various reports are produced from STANFINS and are used to monitor sales, obligations,
receipts, inventory, and adjustments, etc.  The following STANFINS output reports are storing in ORS for
viewing (for additional information, see ORS functional procedures, Appendix E, this directive):

a. AVK-009 - F&AO INPUT NOTICE

(1) Description.  This daily report lists transactions read into the STANFINS cycle
which was generated from manual input by the DFAS-CO, disbursements passed into STANFINS from
SAVES, and interfund disbursements.  This daily report is provided to ARBU on Microfiche.

(2) Purpose.  AVK-009 provides a visual image of the card input and can be used for
research.

(3) File Retention.  Destroy after next cycle or when no longer needed.

b. AVK-015 - SUPPLY INPUT EXCEPTION LISTING

(1) Description.  This daily report furnishes a listing of supply transactions containing
invalid accounting processing codes (APC's).  Transactions are reprinted each time the report is prepared
until corrective action is completed.

(2) Purpose.  This report is used to reconcile discrepancies between the AIMS report
and the STANFINS AVK-054 report.  It may be destroyed upon completion of the monthly STANFINS
cycle.

(3) File Retention.  Destroy next cycle or when no longer needed.

c. AVK-033 - SUBLEDGER ERROR LIST

(1) Description.  This listing shows transactions that could not be posted to the
appropriate subledger during processing.  These rejected transactions are recorded in subledger 39 until
corrective action is completed.  It is produced each time a STANFINS cycle is run.  AVK-033 will be purged
at the end of each month.  The AVK 033 is provided to ARBU on Microfiche monthly.

(2) Purpose.  Each transaction on the AVK-033 must be visually examined to determine
the erroneous condition.  All erroneous transactions must be reversed and corrections processed so that the
data will record in the correct subledger.

(3) File Retention.  Destroy after next cycle or when no longer needed.
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d. AVK-036 - STOCK FUND HISTORY LISTING (INFORMATION ONLY) AVK-037 -
STOCK FUND HISTORY LISTING (ACTION REQUIRED)

(1) Description.  This listing is a detailed history printout of stock fund records by
document number.  It is produced each time a STANFINS cycle is run.  The AVK-036 and AVK-037 reports
are provided to ARBU daily.  The AVK-036 lists data for information purposes only and the AVK-037 lists
data requiring corrective action (except the DIC 92T caused by negative obligation).

(a) When current input transactions do not meet predetermined conditions established,
the system creates an automatic history inquiry.

(b) The information will appear only at the time the record is affected.

(c) When the F&AO submits an inquiry card (TA code N5) into the system to review
and analyze transactions of a particular stock fund document number, all transactions for that document
number as of that day will be printed on AVK-036 with the message "CAUSED BY MANUAL
INQUIRY".

(d) Records with no current or previous month's transactions will appear with the
statement "NO MATCHING DOCUMENTS IN HISTORY".

(2) Purpose.  This listing is used to correct errors as soon as they occur to prevent the
error from appearing on the AXL file at the months end.  When an automatic history inquiry is generated by
input updating the system's undelivered order record in the AXL file, the transaction causing the history
printout and all current and previous month's transactions for that record will appear on the AVK-037.

(a) The history listing is given to the accounting technician responsible for that store. 
The following are some examples of condition messages and action to take:

1. Detail unmatched to AXL.  Determine if the transaction has been recorded under an
erroneous document number.  If so, reverse the transaction recorded and process a new transaction with
correct document number.

2. If history is caused by negative obligation (92T)...  Take no action.

3. If history is caused by negative obligation or accrual (other then DIC 92T). 
Coordinate with the store to determine the cause of the negative obligation.  Possible causes are duplicate
cancellations or an erroneous document number on the cancellation.  It is necessary for the store to input
appropriate corrections.

4. Possible Duplicate Document.  Review history listing to determine if the transaction
recorded is a duplicate.  If the transaction is a duplicate and it is input by the store, request the store process
the necessary reversal.

(b) The AVK-037 report is prepared on a daily basis and will be kept by the accounting
technician until all actions are completed.

(3) File Retention.  Destroy after next cycle or when no longer needed.
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e. AVK-054 - DAILY AUTOMATED FINANCIAL CONTROL REGISTER (AFCR) BY
DOLLAR AMOUNT AVK-060 - MONTH-TO-DATE AFCR BY DOLLAR AMOUNT.

(1) Description.  The AFCR provides information on input in total amount and by item
count for each type action code in STANFINS.  This information is provided on a daily (AVK-054), monthly
(AVK-060), and year-to-date (AVK-066) basis.

(2) Purpose.  The AFCR can be used to monitor the accuracy of data introduced into
STANFINS from the supply system (AIMS).  The AFCR has 7 columns:

(a) Block Balance Suspense

(b) DFAS Input
(c) Supply Input
(d) Processing Suspense 
(e) Processing Creations
(f) Non Processed
(g) Net Processed

The supply input column is the one that displays the total value of financial data passed from AIMS
to STANFINS on a daily basis on the AVK-054 and the cumulative amount on the AVK-060.

(3) File Retention.  Destroy after next cycle or when no longer needed.

f. AVK-075 - UNAPPLIED DO (Disbursing Officer) DEPOSITS LISTING

(1) Description.  This report provides a detailed listing by document, accounting
classification, remitter code, and FSN for all DO deposit transactions.  In addition, a summary by accounting
classification and FSN will be provided.

(2) Purpose.  This listing is a detailed analysis of GLA 2411.  Daily disbursements or
collections may be reconciled to the DO deposit Account entries in the Disbursing Officers' Cash Book.

(3) File Retention.  Destroy after next cycle or when no longer needed.

g. AVK-206 - LOCAL PURCHASE ACCOUNTS PAYABLE FOLLOWUP
AVK-209 - STOCK FUND ACCOUNTS PAYABLE $5,000 AND OVER.

(1) Description.  These reports are requested quarterly and provide a listing of accounts
payable of $5,000 and over that are outstanding for 150 days (5 months old) and a listing of local purchase
accounts payable outstanding for 60 days.

(2) Purpose.  These reports are worked in conjunction with the AVK-252, AVK-212,
AVK-218.  Research must be done to determine why the accounts payable has not been paid by commercial
accounts.  If the disbursement has been made under another document number, it should be moved to
liquidate the transaction.  Research must be done to make sure that the transaction has not been corrected
previously on the AVK-036/037 histories or the AVK-212/218 in-transits.

(3) File Retention.  Destroy after next cycle or when no longer needed.
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h. AVK-212 - INVENTORY-IN-TRANSIT AGE ANALYSIS AVK-218 -
INVENTORY-IN-TRANSIT EXCEPTIONS/AGE OVER 150 DAYS

(1) Description.  These reports are requested quarterly and provide financial data on
inventories in transit 60 to 150 days for analysis and inventories-in-transit over 150 days for write-off.  The
AVK-212 and AVK-218 are provided to ARBU on Microfiche monthly.

(2) Purpose.  These listings should be compared to the AVK-252 (AXL) where the
receipt may be located under a different document number with a similar or like dollar value.  If the receipt is
located on a different line, the proper corrective action should be taken to liquidate both transactions (i.e.,
move receipt to disbursement or request DFAS-CO to move disbursement to receipt).  Research must be done
to be sure that corrective action for the transaction has not been taken while working the histories or the
accounts payable listings.  In some cases, A&R will determine that the transaction should be written off.  For
instance, if the receipt for a disbursement has already been liquidated and research shows that the
disbursement is a supplemental disbursement, it should be written off.  Analysis and Reconciliation Business
Unit personnel  should notify DFAS-CO to write off disbursement.

(3) File Retention.  Destroy after next cycle or when no longer needed.

i. AVK-252 - ASF MONTHLY UNDELIVERED ORDERS/ACCOUNTS
PAYABLE/INVENTORY INTRANSIT (AXL FILE)

(1) Description.  This file will be provided to ARBU monthly on Microfiche only.  It
provides the status of undelivered orders, accounts payable, unpaid obligations, unpaid undelivered orders
and flagged intransit items as applicable for each open requisition.  In addition, the report contains
cumulative obligations, accruals, and disbursements in summary form for each open requisition.

(2) Purpose.  The AXL file will be reviewed to ascertain that all automatic and manual
reconciliation, follow-up, and write-off actions are being performed.  Each error or discrepancy detected must
be analyzed to determine the necessary corrections required.  Each document number on the AVK-252 has
three columns of data:

Column I: Row 1:  Obligation Data
Row 2:  Receipt Data (Accruals)
Row 3:  Billing (Disbursement) Data

Column II: Row 1:  Undelivered Orders
Row 2:  Accounts Payable
Row 3:  Inventory in Transit

Column III: Row 1:  Unpaid obligations
Row 2:  Unpaid undelivered orders

The following are examples of conditions which may occur that must be researched and corrected. 

(a) Disbursement with no receipt and no obligation.  Disbursement may be under one
document number and the receipt under another.  Move the receipt to match the disbursement.

(b) An aged obligation with receipt and no disbursement.  Either a payment has not
been made or the disbursement was processed incorrectly.  Accounting technicians at the Service Center
cannot correct disbursements.  For example, if the disbursement is processed under the wrong fund code,
DFAS-CO would have to be notified to make the correction.
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(c) A receipt with no obligation and no disbursement.  The receipt may have been
processed under an erroneous document number.

(3) File Retention.  Destroy after 6 years and 3 months (Example:  COFF Sep 30, 1998,
TRF RHA Oct 1999; Destroy Jan 2004).

j. AVK-500 - GENERAL LEDGER INQUIRY

(1) Description.  This report is a listing of the detailed transactions that updated the
general ledger.  It is produced for all detailed transactions on an inquiry basis to provide an audit trail of all
transactions entering the general ledger.  It is used for research purposes.

(2) File Retention.  Destroy after next cycle or when no longer needed.

k. AVK-618 – CURRENT STATUS OF INVENTORY ACCOUNT

 (1) Description.  This report is a daily listing by store by department, block number,
and dollar value of blocks that have been processed through AIMS to STANFINS.  This report is
provided to ARBU on a hard copy bimonthly.

(2) Purpose.  The AVK-618 is used to validate and correct the AIMS input.  It is a
major report for reconciliation purposes.

(3) File Retention.  Destroy after next cycle or when no longer needed.

l. AVK-619 - MONTHLY STATUS OF INVENTORY ACCOUNT

(1) Description.  This report is used to reconcile with the AIMS VRGC by department,
block number, and dollar value.  This report is provided to ARBU monthly.

(2) Purpose.  Any differences may be caused by suspended transactions or month end-
cut off.  STANFINS cuts off on the last day of the month.  The VRGC is not closed until all transactions for
the month are keyed in so transactions input into AIMS after the last day of the month have to be taken into
consideration.

(3) File Retention.  Destroy after two years (Example:  COFF Sep 30, 1994; Destroy
Oct 1996).

m. AVK-901 - INSTALLATION GENERAL LEDGER TRIAL BALANCE AVK-
902 - INSTALLATION FUND ENTITY

(1) Description.  Various reports are produced from STANFINS at the end of the month
and provided to ARBU.  They are used to monitor sales, obligations, receipts and adjustments to the Resale
Stocks accounts.  The AVK-901 and AVK-902 reports are provided to ARBU on microfiche and hard copy
monthly. 

(2) Purpose.  The AVK-901 gives the current month changes and FYTD balance of
each region (allotment serial number).  The AVK-902 reflects general ledger current month changes and
FYTD balances by commissary.  These reports are used to monitor individual activities and overall Region
status.
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(3) File Retention.  Destroy after two years (Example:  COFF Sep 30, 1998; Destroy
Oct 2000).

n. AVK-934 - ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE ADDRESS MASTER FILE REPORT AVK-935
- ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE ADDRESS FILE UPDATE REPORT AVK-936 - ACCOUNTS
RECEIVABLE ADDRESS FILE UPDATE ERROR REPORT

(1) Description.  The cycle AVKR22 establishes (adds) address master records and
changes or deletes to previously established files.  All three records input formats are normally required to
establish (add) customer records to the CARAVK.  Any of the three records input formats may be used to
change data within a file record.  Record number one is used to delete.  The AVK-934 is provided to ARBU
on microfiche monthly.

(2) Purpose.  The AVK-934 provides a listing of complete printout of the updated
CARAVK.  The AVK-935 provides a listing of all added, changed, or deleted CARAVK records.  An
asterisk will appear above any field which has been updated.  The AVK 936 provides a listing of rejected
input records and indicates the reason for rejection.

(3) File Retention.  Destroy after next cycle or when no longer needed.

o. AVK-963 - CASH SALES RECONCILIATION REPORT

(1) Description.  This report shows, by store code and document number, the
differences between cash sales (DIC 51R) reported and cash sales collections in STANFINS.  This report is
produced at the end of the month.  The report lists document numbers, sales, collections, adjustments, and net
amount.  The net amount is the difference between the sales column and the collection and adjustment
column.  It is an automated reconciliation of cash sales to cash collections.  The AVK-963 is a cumulative
report that continues to hold unmatched items until the appropriate sales of collection action is input.  Errors
in the "collection" column will be corrected by DFAS-CO.  This report is provided to ARBU on microfiche
monthly.

(2) Purpose.

(a) The AVK-963 will be analyzed monthly by ARBU personnel.  It reflects the sales
and collection activity for the end of the month.  This report is used as a management tool to ensure that sales
and collections process correctly and timely.  Sales and collections may fail to match because of incorrect
document numbers; portions of sales/collection data erroneously posted, or suspended transactions. 
Discrepancies between sales and collections must be researched and corrected.  The DD Form 707 can be
used to assist in matching collection data to sales data.  The DD Form 707 should provide the correct
document numbers and correct amount of cash sales.  For example, duplicate sales transactions will be
reversed at the ARBU.

(b) The AVK-963 can also be used to identify duplicate sales data.  Duplicate sales will
have the same store, document number and sales amount.  The duplicate sales must be reversed (DIC NIR).

(c) Aged items should be investigated and corrective action taken.

(3) File Retention.  Destroy after next cycle or when no longer needed.

p. AVK-965 - SF 1080 BILLS.
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(1) Description.  This report will generate Commissary Resale 1080 bills for charge
sales transactions.

(2) File Retention.  In case a duplicate bill is needed, a copy should be kept until bill is
paid.  Destroy when no longer needed.

q. AVK-967 - CASH SALES PURGED REPORT

(1) Description.  This is a purged report which lists the cash sales transactions which
have matching cash collections.  These transactions are no longer listed on the AVK-963.

(2) File Retention.  Destroy after next cycle or when no longer needed.

r. AVK-971 - ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE RECONCILIATION

 (1) Description.  This report compares earnings, collections, and overall accounts
receivables posted in the Debt Management (Accounts Receivable Master, Bad Check Master, and Cash
Sales Master) files for a particular month, by Reimbursement Source Code, to the corresponding current
month posting in the subsidiary ledgers.

(2) `File Retention.  Destroy after next cycle or when no longer needed.

s. AVK-990 - AGING OF ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE, ASF

(1) Description.  A status report of aged accounts receivable from STANFINS is
provided each month to ARBU.  Aging of delinquent accounts by customers and commissaries provides aged
data to include charge sales, coupons and those WIC charges that are awaiting reimbursement.  WIC 
vouchers in check form are processed in the same manner as regular customer purchase checks.  Research and
analysis is performed to determine cause of partial or nonpayment and action is taken in accordance with
STANFINS Debt Management.

(2) Purpose.

(a) The report will be reviewed.  Obvious mismatched items will be reported for
correction.

(b) Telephone communication with the commissary when accounts first become
delinquent often resolve problems immediately.

(c) Erroneous charges made by commissary personnel will be corrected by ARBU
personnel.

(d) Collection action for delinquent accounts will be initiated by following the
procedures of STANFINS Debt Management.

(3) File Retention.  Destroy after next cycle or when no longer needed.

14-6. STANFINS DATAQUERY.  The STANFINS DATAQUERY will provide the resource
management capability by accessing the most up-to-date information from the STANFINS database. 
STANFINS dataquery files may be updated after each STANFINS daily cycle, weekly cycle, or monthly.  The
dataquery is menu driven with 'PF' keys and command prompters to aid users in selecting and using various
system commands.  A user can now be authorized as an 'associate' user with the ability to
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execute existing queries or as a 'conventional' user with full authorization for creating and maintaining
queries.  The STANFINS DATAQUERY functional procedures for ARBU are provided in Appendix D.

14-7. ON-LINE REPORTING SYSTEM (ORS).  The On-Line Reporting System provides managers
with access to accurate, timely reports without printing them on paper.  ORS provides a menu-driven access
to AIMS, STANFINS, and DBMS reports.  Reports available within ORS result from processing by the
Defense Logistics Agency System Automation Center (DLA-DSAC) in Ohio.  Based on the prearranged
needs of each region or ARBU, the DSAC produces reports in electronic format and then transfers these
reports to your ORS machine.  The ORS functional procedures are provided in Appendix E.
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Chapter 15

COUPON INTRODUCTION

15-1. MERCHANDISE COUPONS.  Coupons come in the form of printed advertisements redeemable as
a price reduction when purchasing the items specified for the benefit of consumers.  DeCA commissaries
accept all valid coupons, when redeemed in accordance with the terms stipulated on the coupons.  This
includes authorized local coupons and specific area coupons also known as route salesman coupons.  After
redemption, coupons become part of the overall commissary cash flow, and must be accounted for.  Coupons
are not to be used in lieu of a Vendor Credit Memo (VCM).  If at any time there is a conflict between the
terms of the coupon contract and this directive, the terms of the contract shall prevail.

15-2. MISSION STATEMENT.  The mission of the Coupon Redemption Branch (CRB), is to provide
operational accountability of the commissary coupon redemption program.  DeCA Automated Coupon
System (DACS) is used for coupon processing at the DeCA/ARBU-CRB.

15-3. PURPOSE.  The purpose of these procedures is to provide guidance for the operation and
accountability of the commissary coupon system.  The Coupon Redemption Branch administers the DeCA
Commissary Merchandise Coupon Program.

15-4. RESPONSIBILITIES.  The Coupon Redemption Branch is responsible for accounting, controlling,
reporting results, developing and recommending policies and procedures, and recommending improvement or
revision to the coupon program.  The Contracting Officer, Acquisition Management, is responsible for the
administration of the contract under which the coupon clearinghouse contractor is employed.  This
responsibility includes the enforcement of the terms and conditions of the contract through the office of the
Contracting Officer.
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Chapter 16

STORE COUPON TRANSMITTALS

16-1. GENERAL.  DIBS accumulate daily coupon totals from the Report(s) of Deposit until the store is
ready to ship them.  When the store informs the ACS that they are ready to ship the coupons, the ACS will
enter the coupon cut-off data in DIBS.  DIBS will create both a transmission batch and a transmittal report
for the commissary.  The CRB personnel are responsible for establishing the store coupon transmittal work
files, review and reconcile of store coupon transmittals, and process audited transmittal data received from the
Coupon Clearing House (CCH).

16-2. WORK FILES MAINTENANCE.  Work files should be maintained by the control clerk
responsible for processing the coupon transmittals for the relevant region.  Work files will be established as
follows:

a. Store Transmittals.  There are two types of store transmittals, commissary/contractor
transmittals and DIBS generated transmittals.  The Commissary/Contractor Transmittal, DeCA Form 70-3, is
shown at Figure 16-1.  The DIBS Coupon Transmittal is shown at Figure 16-2.  Files will be established for
each commissary and labeled with the commissary name and Department of Defense Activity Address Code
(DODAAC).  Files will be maintained by region and within a region the files will be in DODAAC order. 
Within a DODAAC file, the transmittals will be filed in transmittal number order.  The store transmittals will
be entered into the DeCA Automated Coupon System (DACS) prior to filing.

b. Store Transmittals Summary File Report.  Store Transmittal Summary reports (Fig 16-3)
will be maintained in date order based on date the report was generated as shown at the top, right side of the
report.  This report is used to validate the data from the store transmittals were entered correctly into the
DeCA Automated Coupon System (DACS).

c. Transmittal Matching Report File.  Transmittal Matching Reports will be filed by date
generated, based on date on top right of report.  This report will be used to identify audited transmittal data
submitted from the coupon clearing house (CCH) contractor that does not match to a store transmittal entered
into the DACS by the CRB personnel.

d. Suspense File.  A suspense file will be established to hold store transmittals awaiting
information requested from a commissary.

16-3. REVIEW OF STORE TRANSMITTALS.  The copies of store transmittals received either from
the mailroom or faxed by the commissary will be sorted by region and given to the responsible control clerk
for processing and filing.

a. The store transmittals will be sorted by DODAAC and by transmittal number for each
DODAAC.

b. Store transmittals will be reviewed for completeness and to ensure all store transmittals are
on file at the DeCA CRB.

(1) Determine if a transmittal is missing.  A transmittal will be considered missing if the
transmittal file for a DODAAC has a missing transmittal number between two other transmittal numbers.
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(2) Determine if a transmittal is incomplete based on comparing ending and starting
sales dates between consecutively numbered transmittals.

(3) Determine if the store is not assigning transmittal numbers correctly, i.e.,
duplicating or skipping numbers or the business system is not assigning transmittal numbers correctly for the
automated store transmittal form.

(4) Determine if the store transmittal is a corrected copy or a requested copy.

(a) Segregate the requested copies (i.e., for missing or incomplete transmittals). 
Remove the documents from the Suspense File and attach behind the completed/missing store transmittal
provided by the store as a result of the CRB's request.  Insert these transmittals and their relevant documents
with the other transmittals that have never been entered into the DACS (by DODAAC, in transmittal number
sequence).

(b) Segregate the corrected copies of previously entered store transmittals.  These will
be processed separately from the transmittals that have never been entered into the DACS.

c. Contact the store if a store transmittal is determined to be incorrect or not on file at the CRB.

(1) Request the store provide a copy of missing store transmittals or corrected copies of
incomplete store transmittals by close of the store's next business day.

(2) A written record should be maintained in the Suspense File (for each transmittal) of
the person's name at the store that was provided the request, the date of the conversation, and a synopsis of
what was requested and relevant comments.

(3) Insert the store transmittal and/or applicable notes into the Suspense File based on
the date the store was contacted and provided with the request.

(4) Persistent errors by a store should be documented and a letter forwarded quarterly to
the respective Regional Director or Commander for assistance.

d. Contact the store if the transmittal numbers on the automated transmittal form are incorrect
or out of sequence.  If it is determined that this is a software problem, the CRB will contact HQ DeCA/RMA
for appropriate action.  The region is responsible to coordinate with the store to ensure the coupon transmittal
number established in the business system will produce non-duplicate transmittal numbers.

16-4. INPUT AND RECONCILIATION OF STORE TRANSMITTALS.  The store transmittals will
be input each day and segregated by date of input until reconciled with the Store Transmittals Summary
Report.

a. The following store transmittal data will be entered into the DACS:

(1) Transmittal Number

(2) Last sales date on the Transmittal
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(3) Daily activity for the number of coupons

(4) Daily activity for the dollar value of coupons.

b. The control clerk will verify that store transmittals were entered into the DACS correctly. 
The control clerk will initial the transmittal form after it has been verified.  The following procedures will be
used to reconcile the store transmittals:

(1) The control clerk will enter the dollar value total from each transmittal into an
adding machine and produce a print-out of each entry and the total.

(2) A Store Transmittal Summary Report will be generated after the input for the day is
completed.

(3) The adding machine printout total will be compared to the Store Transmittals
Summary Report total (or the difference between the current and the previous report if the total is cumulative
for multiple days' input).  If the totals do not agree, the control clerk will compare the individual transmittals'
total dollar amounts to the adding machine printout and the Store Transmittals Summary Report to determine
where the error occurred.  If the wrong dollar amount was entered into the system it will be corrected in the
system and a new Store Transmittals Summary Report generated to validate the totals agree.

16-5. RECEIVE AND PROCESS AUDITED TRANSMITTAL DATA.  The coupon clearing house
(CCH) contractor counts the coupons and invoices the relevant manufacturer for the number and dollar value
of valid coupons accepted by DeCA commissaries.  The CCH contractor provides the number and dollar
value of valid (invoiced) and invalid (not invoiced) coupons processed for a transmittal number to DeCA
CRB via electronic transmissions.  The audited transmittal valid counts and dollar amounts will equal the
total number and dollar value of coupons invoiced or the CRB will not accept the file from the CCH
contractor.

a. Determine if the sum of the counts and dollar values of the individual transmittal records
agree with the respective counts and dollar values of the batch control record.  Out-of-balance batches should
be detected prior to processing into the DACS and the CCH contractor notified the file is being rejected
because of the out-of-balance condition.  The batch will be deleted from the DACS  after the CCH contractor
is notified.  CCH contractor is responsible for correcting the batch and re-transmit the corrected batch data to
DeCA CRB.

b. When the batch is in balance and the "float" report is on-hand at the CRB, the CRB will
initiate the DACS transfer function to transfer the audited and invoice information from the file-side to the
accounting-side of the DACS.

16-6. RECONCILE STORE AND AUDITED TRANSMITTAL DATA.  The data received from the
CCH is processed into the DACS and matched to the store transmittal data entered by the CRB control clerks
prior to the system posting the audited transmittal data.

a. The CRB initiates a Transmittal Matching Report.

(1) Analyze the CCH audited transmittals to the store transmittals input at the CRB.

(2) Identify and correct the duplicate transmittal numbers and unmatched audited
transmittal records before posting of data.
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b. If an audited transmittal record does not match a corresponding store transmittal record,
contact the CCH contractor for a copy of the audited transmittal form.

c. If the CCH contractor made an error in input,

(1) Contact the CCH contractor and request them to correct their files and store tickets.

(2) Change the audited transmittal number to the correct transmittal number.

(3) Make a note of the error and insert a copy of it in each store's files that were
affected.
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Commissary/Contractor Transmittal, DeCA Form 70-3
Figure 16-1
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DIBS COUPON TRANSMITTAL

Prepared:  ___________

DODAAC:    ___________

STORE:     __________ Commissary HED Transmittal No:
HQCNED932

_____________ Cutoff Date: ____________

DATE NUMBER OF COUPONS DOLLAR VALUE

01-AUG-93 (93213)                       0       0.00
02-AUG-93 (93214)                       0       0.00
03-AUG-93 (93215)                   623 1409.67
04-AUG-93 (93216)                   544   906.42
05-AUG-93 (93217)                   543   747.49
06-AUG-93 (93218)                   465   549.23
07-AUG-93 (93219)                   561   590.54
08-AUG-93 (93220)                       0       0.00
09-AUG-93 (93221)                       0       0.00
10-AUG-93 (93222)                   446   500.15
11-AUG-93 (93223)                   436   803.14
12-AUG-93 (93224)                   386   534.55
13-AUG-93 (93225)                   707   583.63
14-AUG-93 (93226)                   709   717.65

--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

SHIPMENT TOTAL: 5420 7342.47

DATE ISSUED:    ___________ BY: ______________________________

DIBS Coupon Transmittal
Figure 16-2
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Store Transmittals Summary File Report
Figure 16-3
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Chapter 17

COUPON ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLES

17-1. GENERAL.  This chapter provides procedures for maintaining the accounts receivable for the
coupon redemption program at the CRB.  CRB personnel will process non-coupons received from the CCH. 
CRB personnel will maintain and reconcile the SF 215 to the bank data transmitted by the CCH.  Coupon
over-payment by manufacturer will be researched to determine whether or not the overpayment is valid.  The
CRB personnel are responsible for researching and validating of the non-payment by manufacturer on a valid
invoice.

17-2. PROCEDURES USED TO PROCESS NON-COUPONS.  Non-coupons can come in many
forms, however, there are only four basic categories that they may fall into; (1) Cash Equivalents, (2) Local
Coupons, (3) Foreign Items and (4) Missorted Coupons.  Non-coupons are those items that were either
detected at the CCH processing plant or returned by the manufacturers as unpaid.  Upon receipt of non-
coupons, the CCH will mail them to the CRB for processing and disposition.  Non-coupons should never be
arbitrarily destroyed.  As a minimum, they should be forwarded to the respective regional headquarters for
evaluation and subsequent distribution to the appropriate commissaries.  The following procedures will be
used by the CRB when processing non-coupons:

a. Cash Equivalents.  Cash equivalents (CE) are legal instruments (i.e., Refund Checks,
Rebate Checks, Mail-in certificates, etc.)  that have been placed in the boxes of coupons in error by
commissary personnel.  Refund checks can be accepted at the cash registers provided the patrons sign them
properly.  These checks should be processed in the same manner as personal checks through the local banking
institution by the commissaries.  Rebate checks should not have been accepted by commissary cashiers. 
Instead, the patron should be informed that rebate checks should be cashed at the patron's bank.  Mail-in
certificates should never be accepted at the commissaries.  As the name implies, these certificates should be
mailed-in to the manufacturers by the patrons.  The following procedures should be used by the CRB when
they receive these cash equivalents from the clearinghouse:

(1) The CCH will send all cash equivalents to the CRB that were either detected during
processing or returned from the manufacturers.  The CE will be sealed in a cellophane packet to allow for
identification and visual inspection.

(2) Each packet will contain a store tag attached to the packet of CE.  The store tag
identifies the commissary, transmittal number, invoice number, and other data relevant to the returned cash
equivalent.

(3) The CRB will record the basic data that applies to the non-coupons on a CE
Collection Log, DeCA Form 70-67 (Figure 17-1).  The log will contain the following information, (a)
commissary's name, (b) date, (c) number of returned CE checks, (d) type of CE, and (e) the total dollar
amount of returned CE checks.

(4) All CE checks will be pulled out of the packets, and placed in a safe or secured
container for overnight storage.

(5) The CRB will attach the CE to a Coupon Transmittal Sheet, DeCA Form 70-68
(Figure 17-2) to be sent to the First National Bank of Chicago for deposit into DeCA's lockbox account.  A
copy of the Transmittal Sheet will be filed in a separate folder.
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(6) The CRB will ensure that each deposit has been made and validated with incoming
bank vouchers and SF 215, Deposit Ticket (Fig.  17-3), received from the banking institution.  This
validation will be annotated on the Cash Collection Log.

(7) CE should be retained by the CRB no longer than a week before depositing them, or
if there is  a cumulative amount of at least $100.00.  Current directives and/or guidelines suggest that checks
should be deposited as soon as possible, or not later than the following duty day.  However, in that these
individual cash equivalents may be as small as  $.25, it would not be cost effective to deposit them on a daily
basis.

(8) On a monthly basis, the CRB will submit to the respective regional headquarters, a
report of commissaries that had cash equivalents processed by the CRB for the previous month.  This report
will be mailed to the regions by the 10th working day of each month.  Cumulative totals for both the
individual commissaries and the regions will be reflected on this report.  NOTE: Also see Para 17-9,
Handling of Checks.

b. Local Coupons.  Local coupons are those coupons that cannot be invoiced by the CCH and
must be submitted by the local distributor for redemption.  These local coupons should have been retained
and processed at the individual commissaries where they were accepted.  These local coupons were
inadvertently placed in the box of coupons shipped to the coupon clearinghouse.  The CRB will process local
coupons received from the CCH in the following manner:

(1) The CCH will send all local coupons to the CRB.  These coupons will be sealed in a
cellophane packet to allow for identification and visual inspection.

(2) Each packet will contain a store tag attached to the packet of local coupons.  The
store tag identifies the commissary, transmittal number, number of coupons, and other data about the returned
coupons.

(3) The CRB will record the basic data that applies to the local coupons on a Local
Coupon Log - Returned Coupons, DeCA Form 70-69 as shown at Figure 17-4.  The log will contain the
following information, (a) commissary name, (b) commissary DODAAC (c) transmittal number (d) number
of returned coupons, (e) name of company (f) handling fees, and (g) face value (h) and the total dollar amount
of those local coupons.

(4) All local coupons will be pulled out of the packets, and placed in separate
commissary store folders.  These folders should be filed by individual stores, by regions.

(5) A letter (sample shown at Figure 17-5) along with the coupons will be forwarded to
the responsible store.  The letter will contain the information regarding the coupon count and the face value
amount of coupons being returned.

(6) On receipt of the reimbursement check for the local coupons sent back to the
individual commissaries for redemption, the CRB will establish an Accounts Receivable record for the
number of coupons, Face Value, and Handling Fees amount annotated on the check and/or the Transmittal
sheet.  The CRB will annotate the Local Coupon Log and adjust the accounts receivable record on the log and
enter the information to the DACS.

(7) Monthly, the CRB will submit to the respective Regional Headquarters, a report of
commissaries that had local coupons processed by the CRB for the previous month.  This report will be
mailed to the regions by the 10th working day of each month.  Cumulative totals for both the individual
commissaries and the regions will be reflected on this report.
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c. Foreign Items.  Foreign items are those non-coupons that have been detected in boxes of
coupons shipped from individual commissaries to the CCH.  These non-coupons, were either accepted by the
cashiers as coupons in error, or were mistakenly placed in the boxes of coupons.  Experience has dictated that
foreign items discovered in boxes of coupons have included such items as plastic cards, certificates, personal
checks, manufacturers' advertisements that look like coupons, etc.  It has been noted that on occasions,
cashiers have accepted and deducted from the patron's bill, amounts as much as $18.00 thought to be
coupons.  Cashiers should scrutinize any coupons more than $1.00 that is not for tobacco purchases.  It
should be understood that DeCA will never get reimbursed for foreign items accepted as coupons.  When
foreign items are returned to the CRB for processing and disposition, the following procedures will be used:

(1) The CCH will send all foreign items to the CRB returned by the manufacturers. 
These items will normally be sealed in a cellophane packet to allow for identification and visual inspection.

(2) Each packet will contain a store tag attached to the packet of foreign items.  The
store tag identifies the commissary, transmittal number, number of coupons, and other data about the foreign
item.

(3) All packets containing foreign items will be sorted, logged in the Foreign Items Log,
DeCA Form 70-70 (Figure 17-6), and placed in a separate folder by region.

(4) On a monthly basis, the CRB will submit to the respective Regional Headquarters,
the individual packets with the store tag attached (identifies commissary) of the foreign items included in their
shipments of coupons to the CCH.  These packets will be mailed to the regions by the 10th working day of
each month.

d. Missorted Coupons.  Missorted coupons are those coupons found in the coupon boxes that
the CCH returned to the CRB as invalid coupons.  Missorted coupons are those coupons that the
manufacturers have returned to the CCH because the coupons belong to other manufacturers.

(1) The CCH inadvertently will send missorted coupons to the CRB returned by
manufacturers.  These coupons will be sealed in a cellophane packet to allow for identification and visual
inspection.

(2) Each packet will contain a store tag attached to the packet of missorted coupons. 
The store tag identifies the commissary, transmittal number, number of missorted coupons, and the total face
value of all coupons.

(3) The CRB will record the basic data that applies to the missorted coupons on a
Missorted Coupons Log, DeCA Form 70-71 (Figure 17-7).  The log will contain the following information,
(a) number of missorted coupons, (b) face value, (c) and the newly assigned Transmittal Number.

(4) CRB will prepare a Transmittal Sheet, DeCA Form 70-3, to be attached to the
missorted coupons being forwarded to the CCH for processing.

(5) The Transmittal Sheet will include a Transmittal Number assigned by the CRB for
control and accountability reasons.  The format for the transmittal number is as follows:

SAMPLE:    HQCRTN001
"HQC"  =  Remains static
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"RTN"  =  Abbreviation for "returns"
"001"  =  Sequential numbering starting with
"001" and continuing thru "999"

(6) The CRB will ensure that no more than $15,000.00 worth of missorted coupons will
be shipped in any one package or box to the CCH.

(7) The "RTN" is used to alert the CRB and the CCH that those coupons have already
been accounted for regarding payment of contractor fee.  Therefore, the CRB will ensure that coupons
possessing an "RTN" in the transmittal number will not be considered again for payment.

(8) The CRB will resubmit missorted coupons back to the CCH at least monthly, or
sooner if the number and amount of missorted coupons so dictate.

(9) The Missorted Coupon Log will be filed in a separate folder, properly labeled and
maintained.  This log should be maintained in the desk file of the accounting technician who's primarily
responsible for accountability.  The supervisor of the Coupon Redemption Branch will initial each monthly
log signifying concurrence with the status of the missorted coupons as stated on the log.

17-3. LOCAL COUPONS.  In accordance with procedures included in DeCA Directive 70-6,
commissaries will submit a local coupon Transmittal Sheet (DeCA Form 70-3) to the CRB.  This transmittal
sheet will allow the CRB to establish an accounts receivable record for local coupons.  The local coupon
Transmittal Number assigned by the commissary will be used as the invoice number to bill local
manufacturers.  A separate transmittal must be completed for each company/manufacturer from whom the
commissary has received local coupons.  Local coupon transmittal sheets can only have one manufacturer's
name assigned to each sheet.  Manufacturer's checks received at individual commissaries for redemption of
local coupons should be forwarded to the CRB for processing.  The below listed procedures will be followed
by the CRB when processing these checks:

a. Receive manufacturers' checks for local coupon redemption from all commissaries.

b. Attached to the checks should be a manual Commissary/Contractor Transmittal (DeCA
Form 70-3), that contains as a minimum, (1) Local coupon transmittal number, (2) total number of coupons
redeemed, (3) total face value of local coupons, (4) handling fees, and (5) total amount of both the face value
and handling fees combined.

c. The total amount for face value and handling fees should equal the check amount.

d. The Transmittal Number format for local coupons is as follows:

SAMPLE;  LOCNWN001
1-3 = "LOC"   (abbreviation for local)
4-6 = "NWN"   (last three digits of store's DODAAC)
7-9 = "001"   (sequential numbering starting with 001)

e. If a local coupon redemption check does not have a DeCA Form 70-3 attached, the CRB will
contact the applicable commissary and request an appropriate Transmittal Number.  In addition, the
commissary should be requested to fax a copy of DeCA Form 70-3 to the CRB that same day.  Have
commissaries refer to DeCAD 70-6, Chapter 9, for instructions and guidance on processing local coupons.
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f. Upon receipt of an appropriate DeCA Form 70-3 and checks, enter the local coupon data
into the store transmittal file to establish an accounts receivable and record the transaction.  Make a copy of
all local coupon checks before submitting them to the bank for deposit.  Maintain a Local Coupon Cash
Collection Log, DeCA Form 70-72 (Figure 17-8) of all checks received and submitted, for accountability
purposes.  Mail the original check and a completed SF215 to the appropriate banking institution.

g. Upon receipt of the transmission from CCH for the Bank Voucher File data containing the
Local Check accountability, enter the data into the Audited Transmittal file, Invoice File, and Bank data file. 
File local coupon check copies and DeCA Form 70-3 together in file maintained for reconciliation of bank
deposits for that day and the SF 215.

h. Update all appropriate manual logs and files covering local coupon checks.  NOTE: Also see
Para 17-9, Handling of Checks.

17-4. BANK VOUCHERS.  The CRB receives electronically transmitted bank data on a daily basis from
the CCH.  The CRB will also receive by mail, a Batch Summary listing, supporting vouchers, and copies of
checks mailed from the CCH to the bank.  The banking institution will mail a copy of the SF 215, (Deposit
Ticket).  This documentation will be used to verify the total amount deposited with the transmitted data
imported.  The SF 215 and the Batch Summary will be reconciled to the transmitted bank data recorded in the
Cash Collection Log.  The following actions must be performed to record Bank Voucher information:

a. This data will be imported from the CCH's coupon system and integrated into DeCA's
coupon system.

b. Transfer bank data from the communication link to the file side of the coupon system.  The
following actions are taken to accomplish the transfer of the bank voucher data from the communication link
in the DACS:

(1) Select the Communication File and highlight the Coupon Clearing House.  Then
select the Receive Bank Information File.

(2) Print the screen.

(3) Select each file by highlighting and enter.

(4) View how many bank vouchers are in each file and write this information in the
manual Bank voucher Log.

(5) Use the Function 10 key to import each file.

(6) For each of the complete files, go into the file side Bank Voucher file.  Select the
ReCalc option to ensure the bank voucher file is in balance before printing.

(7) Log in the Face Value, Handling Fee, and Postage to the manual Bank Voucher Log.
 Update the Excel-Cash Collection mechanized log.

(8) For any incomplete files, go into the Communication option menu and select the File
Clean Up file.  For the transmitted files, select CCH and then enter twice.  Then, delete any incomplete files. 
Contact the CCH and request a re-transmission of the file.
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c. Bank data is received by voucher control number, number of checks and voucher amount and
actual total.

d. Edit each voucher control number to ensure that the voucher total agrees to the actual total of
individual checks transmitted within that control number.  If discrepancies exist on the voucher, record
adjustments on DeCA Accounts Receivable Reconciliation Voucher Balance Sheet, DeCA Form 70-73
(Figure 17-9) or DeCA ARR , Bank Voucher Check/Invoice Research Form, DeCA Form 70-74 (Figure 17-
10).

e. If a variance is displayed on the screen, delete the entire Bank Voucher File, contact the
CCH, have them make all the necessary corrections, and retransmit the Bank Voucher Control number.

f. Once all control numbers are in balance, print the File Side Bank Voucher Report.

g. Reconcile the Batch Summary Listing to each Control number that has been imported.

(1) If the Detail Batch Listing contains any transactions that must be input to the
coupon system by the CRB (for example, Air Force, Local Coupon deposits, etc., needed to complete and
balance the deposit) the CCH will forward a copy of the detailed listing to the CRB.

(2) The CRB will identify the amounts not input by the CCH and annotate whether the
transactions are for Air Force, Local Coupons, etc.  deposited into DeCA's Lockbox account.

(3) The CRB inputs the transactions into the coupon system in the following manner:

(a) Enter the Bank Voucher Control number as a "9000" number.  This identifies input
by the CRB.

(b) Input the DeCA Form 70-3 with a "HQCDAA" sequential number.

(c) Input the invoice with a six-digit number.  The Invoice format for entering the
transaction is as follows:

SAMPLE:
1-2 =  FY  (abbreviation for Fiscal Year)
3-5 =  Batch Number  (Control number assigned by the banking institution.)
6 = 1  (NOTE:  This number will change each time Batch  Listing has  more than

one transaction to be input within a control number.)

(4) Print the Batch Invoice Report and the File Side Bank Voucher Report and ensure
that the invoices verses payments are reconciled.

h. Print the Partial Payment Report to determine the reason for all partially paid invoices.  If
the unpaid balance is determined to be uncollectible, such as foreign coupons, expired coupons, etc., then the
invoices will be changed from "Y" meaning `Yes', this is a partial payment, to "N", meaning `No', this is not a
partial payment.

i. Each bank voucher control number is logged into the manual Cash Collection Log.  Annotate
the voucher control number, date, face value, handling fee, postage, and total dollar amount.
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j. Update the Cash Collection Log in the Excel Program with the bank voucher information
recorded on the manual Cash Collection Log.

k. Ensure the amounts on the Cash Collection Log (Excel) agree with the Bank Voucher
Report.  The Cash Collection Log is then printed.

l. A cumulative total is maintained on the Cash Collection Log that must be verified and
validated each time a new batch is received and logged in.  To reconcile the cumulative amounts on the Cash
Collection log, do the following steps:

(1) The Face Value, Handling Fee, and Postage = CRB input plus CCH input.

(2) CRB input plus CCH input = Advice of Credit (SF215)

m. Upon completion of all reconciliation, file all supporting documents in appropriate folders
by bank deposit date.

n. A Transfer function in the coupon system is then performed to transfer all reconciled data
from the file side to the accounting side.

o. Print the monthly (Not Posted) Bank Voucher Report and reconcile with the Cash Collection
Log in the Excel program before posting data to the General Ledger.

17-5. STANDARD FORM 215.  Copies of all deposit tickets, SF 215s and Advice of Credit are
forwarded to the CRB by the banking institution.  The following procedures should be used when processing
these SF 215s:

a. Receive SF 215s, normally two days after the actual deposit has been made.

b. SF 215s are reconciled with the Batch Summary sheets upon receipt.  Place a red check mark
on the tag to indicate that all supporting documentation have been verified and balanced to the funds
deposited by the bank.

c. Weekly, SF 215s are combined and totaled to create a DD Form 1131, Cash Collection
Voucher (Figure 17-11), that is forwarded to DFAS-CO.  A cumulative balance is maintained from
inception.

d. Totals from the DD Form 1131 are given to appropriate personnel within the CRB to update
their files and records.

17-6. FOREIGN CHECKS.  Foreign checks are financial instruments received from an overseas banking
institution as payment for coupons redeemed.  These financial instruments (checks), written on foreign
currency, are returned to the CRB as uncollectible.  The banking institution that maintains DeCA's lockbox
account does not exchange foreign currency for U.S. currency.  DeCA's banking institution will debit DeCA's
account and forward the foreign checks to the CRB for collection.  Upon receipt of these checks, the CRB
must take appropriate action to exchange the foreign currency for U.S. currency.  The following procedures
will be implemented by the CRB to accomplish that task:

a. The CRB will receive foreign checks from DeCA's banking institution.

b. A foreign check log (Figure 17-12) must be established to record receipt of foreign checks,
date, amount, check number, name of foreign bank, and the country.
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c. The CRB will telephonically contact the appropriate regional headquarters and request
assistance in getting the foreign check drawn on U.S. currency.

d. The CRB will make a copy of the foreign check and all other supporting documentation to
be sent to the regional headquarters.  This material will be mailed by certified or federal express, allowing for
a receipt as proof of shipment to be obtained and filed by the CRB.

e. Upon receipt of the replacement check drawn on U.S. currency, the CRB will record the
replacement check, date, amount, check number, name of foreign bank, and the country.  Copies of the
replacement check, with supporting documentation, will be filed at the CRB.

f. The replacement check will then be forwarded to the banking institution for deposit into
DeCA's lockbox account.

g. Reconcile the Deposit Ticket, SF 215, with the Batch Summary listing to ensure that the
replacement check was properly credited to DeCA's account.

h. File all documents pertaining to the entire process separately in the Deposit Slip folder.

17-7. OVER-PAYMENT BY MANUFACTURER.  On occasions, manufacturers will notify the CRB
that they have overpaid DeCA for coupon redemption.  In their notification, the manufacturers will request
some type of reimbursement of those funds.  The following procedures will be used by the CRB in processing
any alleged claims of overpayments:

a. Receive notification of overpayment from the manufacturer.  Upon receipt, the CRB will
establish a file for this case.  The file will contain all supporting documentation created/received during the
CRB's research and analysis.

b. Contact the manufacturer to obtain additional information on the alleged overpayment.  The
contractor should be able to provide sufficient documentation to support their claim of over payment.

c. Research CRB's files to determine whether or not the overpayment is valid.  Every effort
should be made to obtain any documents about the case.  These documents, and all other items available,
should be placed in the file for consideration.

d. Ensure that the invoice is valid and properly recorded in your files.  Make copies of the
original invoice with the categories of payment such as face value, handling fee, and postage.

e. Check the invoice file to determine the total amount of the original invoice.  Compare the
total amount with the actual amount paid by the manufacturer.

f. Check the Outstanding Invoice File to ascertain if any previous payments were received for
that particular invoice.  Additionally, list all outstanding invoices not yet paid.

g. Check the appropriate Payment Batch to determine if DeCA actually received the payment
claimed by the manufacturer.  This information should be placed in the file.

h. Check the Batch Summary Report received from the banking institution to determine if
payment has been received and posted (credited) to DeCA's lockbox account.
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i. If the research reveals that DeCA does not owe the manufacturer for the alleged
overpayment of an invoice, CRB will:

(1) Verbally inform the manufacturer of their findings based on actual facts obtained
during the research.

(2) Follow-up with the manufacturer by mailing a copy of your findings to the
company.  Provide as much documentation as possible to substantiate your findings.

(3) Request an acknowledgement from the company that they have received your
findings and a statement as to whether they concur or non-concur with your findings.

(4) If the manufacturer concurs with your findings, place a copy of the letter in the file,
and close the case.

(5) If the manufacturer non-concurs with your findings, send a copy of the entire
package to HQ DeCA/RMAB for final disposition.

j. If the research reveals that DeCA does owe the manufacturer for an overpayment of an
invoice, the following actions must be accomplished to effect reimbursement:

(1) Contact the manufacturer and request that a formal invoice be mailed to the CRB
for appropriate action.

(2) Upon receipt of the manufacturer's invoice for overpayment, the CRB will prepare a
memorandum to be forwarded to DFAS-CO requesting reimbursement of overpayment.  This memorandum
should request that funds be transferred from the DO Deposit Account to reimburse the manufacturer for the
overpayment.  It is suggested that a copy of the entire file be attached to the memorandum to DFAS-CO. 
This will provide DFAS-CO with an audit trail of the entire case.

(3) Request that a copy of the DD Form 1149, Authorization to Make Payment, be
forwarded to your office from DFAS-CO upon completion.  File your copy of the DD Form 1149 with the
other records.

k. Ensure that a complete package of all appropriate documents is included in the file.  Copies
of reports, letters, documents, and any other sources used in making the determination of overpayment or not,
should be included in this package.  File accordingly.

17-8. NON-PAYMENT BY MANUFACTURER.  In the event that it is determined that a manufacturer
is not making proper payments, or refuses to make payments on a valid coupon invoice, the CRB will:

a. The CRB receives notification from CCH or manufacturers that payment has not been made,
or will not be made, on invoices for coupon redemption.  This notification should come as a result of the CCH
sending a follow-up letter to the manufacturer(s) informing them of the delinquent status of their account,
with negative results.  A copy of the second follow-up letter will be forwarded to the CRB from CCH.  If
through research or normal operations, the CRB determines that a manufacturer has not made appropriate
payment(s) on valid invoices, the CRB will contact the manufacturer to obtain reason for nonpayment.
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b. The CRB will research and verify the validity of the nonpayment.  Gather all supporting
documentation available to validate claim of nonpayment.  Documents such as letters from the CCH, copies
of the invoices, time and dates, Transmittal numbers, and name of commissaries should be obtained and used
to support any claim of nonpayment.

c. Contact the manufacturer to obtain the reason for nonpayment.  Document all telephonic
conversations between the CRB and the manufacturer.  As a minimum, document name of point of contact,
time and date, and a brief summary of the conversation.

d. If it is determined by the CRB that the reason for nonpayment is valid, then the invoice will
be written off and the General Ledger accounts will be adjusted accordingly.

e. If the reason for nonpayment from the manufacturer is questionable, the CRB will make
every attempt and take all necessary actions to obtain payment from the manufacturer.

f. After receipt of notification of nonpayment, the CRB will make at least two (2) follow-up
contacts with the manufacturer within 30 days period.

g. If a manufacturer refuses to pay, then the CRB will be notified by HQ to write-off
nonpayment invoice and adjust the General Ledger accordingly.

h. All documents on write-offs will be sent back to the CRB and kept on file.

17-9. CANCELLED INVOICES.  Periodically the CRB will receive notification from the CCH
requesting cancellation of invoices that were issued to the wrong manufacturer(s).  These erroneous invoices
were due to missorted and misrouted coupons.  The following procedures will be used to cancel erroneous
invoices:

a. The CCH will send or fax a Commissary/Contractor Transmittal (DeCA Form 70-3) listing
the original invoice number and face value amount that will be canceled.  Copies of the original invoices must
be attached to the Transmittal sheet.  This information will be compared to the Outstanding Invoice file
maintained at the CRB for validity.  Upon completion of verifying the validity of all the invoices listed, the
CRB will issue a "HQCREP" sequential transmittal number to be used to re-bill the correct manufacturer. 
The CRB will make a copy of the transmittal sheet and all documentation.  File accordingly.  The original
transmittal sheet will be mailed or faxed to the CCH.

b. The CRB will maintain a rebilled coupon log on these unique transmittal numbers.

c. A Transmittal Matching Report for "HQCREP" will be run as required to identify the Batch
number that the unique transmittal sheet was processed against.

d. The detailed Batch Invoice Report will be researched to verify that the new invoice numbers
and the invoice amount agree with the information provided by the CCH.

e. After all the information has been verified, the CRB supervisor or person designated by the
supervisor must identify the invoices to be canceled.

f. In the DACS, go to the Outstanding Invoice file.  The invoices requested to be canceled will
be flagged with a "C" meaning canceled.  The system will automatically flag the original invoice in the Batch
Invoice file as canceled and adjust the General Ledger accounts accordingly.
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17-10. HANDLING OF CHECKS.  The CRB will maintain records of all checks received for coupon
redemption.

a. All checks received by the Coupon Redemption Branch are manually logged into the
appropriate Check Log and secured in the office safe until the following day.

b. The grand total of all checks to be deposited for that day is maintained.  A copy of all
coupon checks and backup documentation is made prior to mailing the checks by certified mail.  The checks
are mailed to DeCA's Lockbox at the First National Bank of Chicago, P.O.  Box 73654, Chicago, Il, by
certified mail.

c. Copies of checks and backup documentation are filed together for later reconciliation of
bank deposits and Deposit Tickets (SF 215s) for that day.

d. All appropriate manual logs and files concerning these checks are updated and maintained
daily.

17-11. BANK STATEMENTS.  The First National Bank of Chicago will provide to the CRB with a
monthly bank statement of DeCA's account.  The funds received and deposited into this account are from
coupon redemption invoices delivered to manufacturers for payment.  The statement must be received,
verified and validated within 10 working days after receipt by the CRB.  The following procedures will be
used in the validation process:

a. The bank statement will contain the basic data relevant to any typical corporate banking
statements.  As a minimum, it should include the following:

(1) Account Number/Lockbox Number

(2) Processing dates

(3) Beginning Ledger balance

(4) Closing Ledger balance

(5) Credits to accounts (Detail and Summary)

(6) Debits to accounts  (Detail and Summary)

(7) Supplemental information

(8) Cumulative balances

b. Upon receipt of the bank statement, the CRB will initially examine the beginning ledger
balance for correctness.  This balance should be the same as the ending ledger balance for the previous
month's statement.

c. The CRB will verify the closing ledger balance by adding the beginning ledger balance, total
credits and total debits.

d. Upon receipt of funds, the bank will initially credit DeCA's account.  On the next work day
the amount credited to DeCA's account is then debited into the U.S. Treasury Lockbox account.  This process
must be verified to ensure that the same amount credited is debited on the next work day.  Any
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deviations should be reported to the bank for resolution.  If a problem exists in this regard, notification of
U.S. Treasury department personnel is mandatory.  HQ DeCA/RMAB will also be notified of any problem
areas dealing with the lockbox.

e. The deposit made on the last day of the month will only be credited to DeCA's account.  The
bank will not debit this amount because the account must maintain a credit balance at the end of the
processing (monthly) period.  On the next working date of the subsequent month, the debit of the lockbox
account will take place.

f. All credits are verified with the Deposit Tickets, SF 215, that have been received and logged
in on the CRB's Cash Collection Ledger.

g. All debits are verified with the Deposit Tickets, SF 215, that have been received and logged
in on the CRB's Cash Collection Ledger.  Supporting documentation will be attached to this SF 215 received
from the bank.  These documents will be used to verify all debits.  Debit vouchers are used primarily to record
uncollectible to the account such as (1) returned checks, (2) accounts closed, and (3) the wrong payee.

h. Verify that all amounts have been properly credited and/or debited from DeCA's account. 
Ensure that the closing ledger balance is correct.

i. All discrepancies noted on the bank statement will be reported to bank officials for
immediate resolution. 

j. Upon completion of balancing DeCA's bank statement, file all bank statements/documents
in chronological order with the latest bank statement on top.

17-12. WRONG PAYEE/NON-DECA INVOICE PAYMENT.  Periodically, checks will be deposited to
DeCA's Lockbox account that do not belong to the Defense Commissary Agency.  The following actions will
be taken to have these erroneous deposits reversed:

a. The line item on the Batch Detail Listing will be identified and annotated as Wrong Payee or
Non-DeCA invoice deposit.

b. The banking institution will be contacted and given all the relevant information of the
erroneous deposit.

c. The Cash Collection Log will be updated and this amount will be annotated under
"Remarks" section.  (Note:  The deposit date will be referenced both to the Credit Voucher and the Debit
Voucher).

d. A copy of the check with all supporting documentation will be sent to the banking
institution.

e. The banking institution will then issue a Debit Voucher also as SF 215.

f. On receipt of the Debit Voucher, the Cash Collection Log will be updated and reference to
the original deposit date.

17-13. LOST OR MISSING COUPON SHIPMENTS.  The contractor will notify the CRB of any coupon
shipments not received after 10 days for CONUS and 30 days for OCONUS from receipt of the advanced
transmittal.  The CRB will prepare a letter to the appropriate commissary officer notifying that
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the coupon shipment was not received at the clearing house.

a. The letter prepared by the CRB will instruct the commissary to obtain the store's copy of the
Postal Service Form 3817 (proof of shipment).

b. The commissary officer will initiate a trace of the lost coupon shipment through the local
Post Office.

c. The commissary officer will notify the Chief CRB in writing and provide a copy of the trace
results.

d. The Chief CRB will notify the coupon contractor by phone and in writing of the result of the
postal trace.

e. The Chief CRB will request the coupon contractor to file an insurance claim and provide
proof of the claim within 10 days for lost shipments.

f. Chief CRB will request status of insurance claim every 30 days after date of letter notifying
CCH contractor.

g. If no insurance benefit is received within 90 days, Chief CRB will contact the contracting
officer for instructions.

17-14. CERTIFICATION OF COUPON TRANSMITTAL AMOUNTS.  Once per quarter, the Chief
CRB will select one store from each Commissary Region to perform a certified count of a coupon shipment. 
This certification will be used to verify the Coupon Contractor's reported count.

a. The Chief CRB will once a quarter select, at random, one store from each Region to perform
a certified count of their current coupon shipment.

b. The selected stores will be sent a letter instructing the commissary to perform a count of one
coupon shipment.

c. The instructions will require the commissary officer to certify the completed count by
signing a statement attesting to the accuracy of the coupon transmittal amount.  The statement will be
recorded on the bottom of the coupon transmittal.

d. The signed certified copy of the transmittal will be forwarded to the Chief CRB within 24
hours.  So as not to alert the Coupon Contractor of the verification process, ensure that coupons show no
evidence of having been counted and/or sorted.  Dumping the individual coupons in the box could serve that
purpose.  The standard coupon transmittal, without the signed statement, will be included with the coupon
shipment.

e. The Chief CRB will retain the certified copy of the transmittal in suspense until the
contractor's audited copy is received.

f. The CRB will compare the two transmittals.  The comparison will include both valid and
invalid coupons.  If no differences are found, file the certified transmittal for record.

g. If a difference exists, the contractor will be contacted and given the opportunity to provide
support for his count.  If no support can be provided the contractor will be instructed to change his report.
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h. In any instance where the contractor is proven to have reported an incorrect amount, the
Chief CRB will inform the Chief DeCA-AM in writing.

i. All records used to compare or support the comparison between the certified transmittal and
the contractors transmittal count will be retained for the required period.

17-15. MONITORING COUPON FLOAT.  The CRB will monitor the monthly float reported by the
coupon contractor.

a. Coupon float is defined by the contract as:  a small number of uncommon coupons that is not
cost effective to invoice within a single batch and are held until a meaningful number or amount accumulate. 
Inventory float for any one manufacturer will not exceed 100 coupons or $100.00 of face value.

b. The CRB will create a database by manufacture recording the monthly float amount reported
from the contractor.

c. Each amount will be supported by details of the float  provided by the contractor.  An actual
break down of the coupon amounts by manufacturer and the date of the coupon sort that created the float.  If
the contractor does not or can not furnish the detail of the float, the amount will be rejected and the batch will
be suspended from processing.

d. The CRB will include on the required Data base the coupon count, dollar amount and the
date of the float by manufacturer.

e. The CRB will track float amounts as they are created and billed out to ensure that no float
amounts exceed the contract defined limits of 100 coupons or $100.00 per manufacturer.

f. Each float amount will be put in suspense for 30 days.  If the float amount still appears on
the contractor report after 30 days, or the amounts exceed the limits outlined in e, the contractor will be
contacted by the Chief CRB.  The contractor will be required to provide explanation why the float has not
cleared.

g. The Chief CRB will notify DeCA-AM of each occurrence when the contractor's float
exceeds the coupon amount or dollar limits.  DECA-AM will be notified each time the contractor has not
cleared the float account within 30 days.

17-16. ADDITIONAL REQUIREMENTS.  In addition to the coupon system functions, the CRB Coupon
Redemption Branch is also responsible for the following:

a. Provide HQ DeCA, Budget Division, with income and reimbursement forecasts, to project
available resources for current and future operating needs,

b. Coordinate with the Contracting Officer, DeCA/CBU, to ensure that all the requirements of 
the coupon processing contracts and ADP/software contracts are met.  Problems with ADP/software
contracts should first be directed through HQ, DeCA, Resource Management (RM) Directorate for
coordination/approval for system change requests.

c. Coordinate noted systems/procedural changes with the Directors of HQ, DeCA, RM and
DO.
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d. Maintain and reconcile the Deposit Ticket, Standard Form 215, with the bank data
transmitted by the CCH and with the Disbursing Officers' (DO) Deposit Account.  DFAS-CO will provide
the CRB the Unapplied DO Deposit Report, AVK075, generated by STANFINS on a monthly basis.

e. Resubmit returned coupons to the CCH with a unique  transmittal number  initiated by  the
CRB.  This will allow for detection of duplicate charges by the CCH, for returned coupons submitted to an
incorrect manufacturer and/or for coupons resubmitted to the CCH that were found in the boxes returned by
the CCH as invalid or expired coupons.  DeCA Form 70-3, Commissary/Contractor Transmittal Form, will
be used.  The following procedures will be used to identify the three types of re-invoiced coupons:

(1) The CRB will resubmit coupons to the CCH and use the Missorted Coupon
transmittal number Log, DeCA Form 70-76 (Figure 17-13).  This will identify the coupons returned to CCH
because the coupons were sent to wrong address of the manufacturer.

(2) The CRB will issue a unique transmittal number to the CCH using the Missorted
Coupons Transmittal Number Log, DeCA Form 70-76 (Figure 17-14).  This will identify the coupons
returned to the CCH that were invoiced to the wrong manufacturer and returned.

(3) The CRB will issue a unique transmittal number from the Missorted Coupons
Transmittal Number Log, DeCA Form 70-76 (Figure 17-15) to the CCH using "HQCREP."  This will
identify the coupons that are missorted/misrouted.

f. Receive electronically transmitted canceled invoice information from the CCH.  The CRB
must identify and flag invoices on the Outstanding Invoice File that need to be canceled.  An invoice to be
canceled in its entirety or partially written-off will remain in the batch invoice file as originally issued.  The
invoice canceled in its entirety will be flagged "C", indicating canceled.  An invoice that is partially paid and
is determined to be uncollectible will be flagged "W," indicating write-off.  The total amount of the canceled
invoice will be automatically removed by the system from the Outstanding Invoice file and the General
Ledger accounts will be adjusted accordingly.  The CRB will initiate and maintain the Canceled Invoice
Report.

g. Maintain control and accountability of the General Ledger.  CRB will analyze the General
Ledger account balances to determine if imbalances exist.  Ensure that a proper relationship exists among the
assets, liabilities, capital, and operating accounts.  Conducts research to determine causes for imbalances and
ensure that proper adjustments using journal vouchers (JV) are made, if applicable.

h. Maintain control and accountability of all contractor fees for services, and reimbursement of
postage.  The CRB will receive the Financial Accounting History Record Listing from the Budget office on a
bimonthly or monthly basis, or as required.  This report reflects data relevant to commitments, obligations,
disbursements, and discounts for contractor fee invoices and postage invoices.
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Cash Equivalent (CE) Collection Log, DeCA Form 70-67
Figure 17-1
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Coupon Transmittal Sheet, DeCA Form 70-68
Figure 17-2
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Deposit Ticket, SF 215
Figure 17-3
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Local Coupon Log - Returned Coupon, DeCA Form 70-69
Figure 17-4
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MEMORANDUM FOR COMMISSARY OFFICER, FORT CARTER COMMISSARY

SUBJECT:  Local Coupons returned by CCH

Enclosed are Local Coupons which were incorrectly submitted to DeCA's coupon processing
contractor from your store for the period of 1 January through 15 January 1998.  It is your responsibility to
pursue collection of payment for local coupons.

Request you pursue collection for the enclosed coupons and take corrective action to ensure that only
national coupons be submitted to the coupon processor for processing.  Local coupons should be redeemed by
the local vender.  See the guidance reference above for further instructions.

If you need further assistance and/or guidance, our point of contact is Ms.  Judy Anderson, (804)
452-3333.

MARY DOE
                                     Chief, Coupon Redemption Branch

Attachments:
As Stated

Memorandum (Local Coupon Returned by CCH)
Figure 17-5
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Foreign Items Log, DeCA Form 70-70
Figure 17-6
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Missorted Coupons Log, DeCA Form 70-71
Figure 17-7
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Local Coupon Cash Collection Log, DeCA Form 70-72
Figure 17-8
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DeCA Accounts Receivable Reconciliation Voucher Balance Sheet, DeCA Form 70-73
Figure 17-9
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DeCA Accounts Receivable Reconciliation Bank Voucher Check/Invoice Research, DeCA Form 70-74
Figure 17-10
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Cash Collection Voucher, DD Form 1131
Figure 17-11
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Foreign Check Log, DeCA Form 70-75
Figure 17-12
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Missorted Coupons Transmittal Number Log, DeCA Form 70-76
Figure 17-13
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Missorted Coupons Transmittal Number Log, DeCA Form 70-76
Figure 17-14
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Missorted Coupons Transmittal Number Log, DeCA Form 70-76
Figure 17-15
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Chapter 18

COUPON FUNDS CONTROL

18-1. GENERAL.  This chapter provides the procedures for maintaining the coupon funds control at the
CRB.  The Cash Deposit Log (CDL) is used to record deposit and withdrawal documents received from the
bank.  The CRB personnel will reconcile the bank statement to the CDL monthly.  The CRB personnel are
responsible for reconciling the DO suspense Account Log to the STANFINS AVK 075 (Disbursing Officers
Suspense Account Report) and to ensure that there are sufficient funds available in the DO Deposit Account
to transfer of funds to reimburse the DWCF Resale.

18-2. WORK FILES MAINTENANCE.  Work files should be maintained by the Funds Control Clerk
responsible for reconciling the DeCA lockbox account's deposits and withdrawals with the payments recorded
in the DeCA Automated Coupon System (DACS), the bank statements and the DFAS-CO Disbursing
Officer's Suspense Account (AVK075 Report).  The files are listed below and are described in paragraphs
which follow.

a. Cash Deposit Log.

b. Cash Collection Log.

c. Bank Voucher Log.

d. Journal Voucher File.

e. Bank Statement Reconciliation.

f. Disbursing Officer's Suspense Account.

g. Handling Fee Transfer.

h. Face Value Reimbursement.

i. Postage Reimbursement.

j. Contractor Fee.

18-3. CASH DEPOSIT LOG.  The DeCA Cash Deposit Log, DeCA Form 70-77 (Figure 18-1) is an
automated spreadsheet used to record deposit and withdrawal documents received from the bank that
maintains DeCA's lockbox.  It is designed to account for all deposits and to validate the completeness and
accuracy of the payment information the coupon clearing house (CCH) contractor inputs into the DACS,
CCH Sub-system.

a. Receive the deposit ticket with the Advice of Credit and Debit Vouchers from the bank daily.
 Staple the bank advice and vouchers to the appropriate deposit ticket.

b. Enter the amount of each deposit and debit voucher into a subsidiary register, the Cash
Collection Voucher Log, DeCA 70-78 (Figure 18-2).
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c. Prepare a Cash Collection Voucher (DD Form 1131).

(1) List all deposits and debits.

(2) The accounting classification for the DD Form 1131 will be 97F3875.0111 S33150
which is the Disbursing Officer's Suspense Account (DO Suspense Acct).

(3) Assign a Cash Collection Voucher number from the Cash Collection Voucher Log. 
This number will  consist of the last two digits of the fiscal year and a sequential number beginning at 001
each fiscal year, i.e.  the first voucher for the month of October 1998 will be 99-001.

(4) The Chief, Coupon Redemption Branch will sign the DD Form 1131.

(5) Disseminate the copies of the DD Form 1131.

(a) The original will be retained at the CRB.

(b) FAX a copy of the original to DFAS-CO-SAR.  Attach the FAX transmission status
report to the original DD Form 1131.

(c) The DD Form 1131 will be filed chronologically in a separate file folder by fiscal
year in front of the relevant deposit tickets and Advice of Credit and Debit Vouchers.

18-4. BANK STATEMENT RECONCILIATION.  The CRB will perform a monthly bank statement
reconciliation within 5 working days after receipt of the bank statement with the Cash Deposit Log.  The
deposits and credit and debit vouchers will be reconciled to the bank statement.  Transfers of deposits from
the DeCA lockbox account to the U.S.  Treasury will be validated.

a. The bank statement will contain the following data:

(1) Account Number/Lockbox Number

(2) Processing dates

(3) Beginning Ledger balance

(4) Closing Ledger balance

(5) Credits to accounts (Detail and Summary)

(6) Debits to accounts  (Detail and Summary)

(7) Supplemental information

(8) Cumulative balances

b. Upon receipt of the bank statement, the CRB will initially examine the beginning ledger
balance for correctness.  The beginning balance will be compared to the ending balance of the prior month's
bank statement.  Any difference should be immediately reported to the bank for an explanation and
resolution.
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c. Reconcile each debit and credit item on the cash deposit log with the bank statement.

(1) Annotate on the bank statement, next to the item, the cash collection voucher
number if the item is recorded in the Cash Deposit Log.

(2) Annotate on the Cash Deposit Log, next to the item, the ending bank statement
month date the item appears on.

(3) Annotate a check mark next to the item listed on the last Bank Statement
Reconciliation Form in the Deposit/Credit Not Recorded and Debits Not Recorded if the item is recorded in
the Cash Deposit Log.  Annotate next to the item on the Cash Deposit Log the month in the as-of-date on the
Bank Statement Reconciliation Form.

d. The Funds Control Clerk will complete the Bank Statement Reconciliation Form (DeCA
Form).

(1) The following steps will be required to complete the Bank Statement Section of the
Bank Statement Reconciliation Form:

(a) On the Beginning Balance line (line one) enter the beginning balance from the bank
statement.

(b) Add all deposits and credit vouchers from the Cash Deposit Log since the last
reconciliation and enter on the Deposits/Credits line (line two).

(c) Add all debit vouchers in the Cash Deposit Log since the last reconciliation and
enter on the Debits line (line three).

(d) Compute the Reconciled Total (line one + line two - line three = line four) and enter
on line four.

(2) The following steps will be required to complete the Cash Deposit Log Section of
the Bank Statement Reconciliation Form:

(a) On the Beginning Balance line (line one) enter the balance for the end of the month
that the bank statement is for.

(b) Add all deposits and credit vouchers on the bank statement that are not on the Cash
Deposit Log and enter on the Deposits/Credits Not Recorded line (line two).

(c) Add all debit vouchers on the bank statement that are not on the Cash Deposit Log
and enter on the Debits Not Recorded line (line three).

(d) Compute the Reconciled Total (line one + line two - line three = line four) and enter
on line four.

(3) Any difference between line four of each section indicates an out-of-balance
situation that must be researched and corrected.  All discrepancies noted on the bank statement will be
brought to the attention of the Chief, CRB and bank officials for immediate resolution.

(4) The following steps will be required to be complete the Transfer Section.
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(a) Upon receipt of funds, the bank will initially credit DeCA's account.  On the next
work day the amount credited to DeCA's account is then debited into the U.S. Treasury Lockbox account. 
This process must be verified to ensure that the same amount credited is debited on the next work day.  Any
deviations should be reported to the bank for resolution.  If a problem exists in this regard, notification of
U.S. Treasury department personnel is mandatory.  HQ DeCA/RMA will also be notified of any problem
areas dealing with the lockbox.

(b) The deposit made on the last day of the month will only be credited to DeCA's
account.  The bank will not debit this amount because the account must maintain a credit balance at the end of
the processing (monthly) period.  On the next working date of the subsequent month, the debit of the lockbox
account will take place.

(5) Upon completion of balancing DeCA's bank statement, file all bank
statements/documents in a chronological order with the latest bank statement on top.

18-5. DeCA's COUPON SUSPENSE ACCOUNT LOG.  The CRB personnel will record on the DO's
Coupon Suspense Account Log, DeCA Form 70-79 (Figure 18-3) all transfer-in of funds from the DeCA
lockbox and all transfer-outs to Defense Working Capital Fund (DWCF).  The DO Suspense Account Log
will be reconciled to the STANFINS AVK075 (Disbursing Officers Suspense Account Report).  Each
transfer from the lockbox, as shown on the bank statement, to the U.S.  Treasury should be identified on the
AVK075.  Each transfer-out, as requested per memorandums from the service center, should be identified on
the AVK075.

a. Reconcile each transfer-out on the bank statement with the AVK075.  Contact DFAS-CO if
there are discrepancies for correction.

b. The CRB will ensure that there are sufficient funds available in the DO Deposit Account.  A
telephonic reconciliation of the balance will be made with DFAS-CO.

18-6. TRANSFER TO DEFENSE WORKING CAPITAL FUND (DWCF).  The funds that are
generated as a result of invoices being paid for the face value of coupons redeemed at DeCA commissaries
remain in the DO Deposit account until CRB provides documentation to effect transfer of funds to reimburse
the DWCF, Resale Stocks.

a. The DWCF, Resale Stocks will be reimbursed based on availability of funds as recorded and
verified in the DeCA Coupon Suspense Account Log, usually a two month period after redemption.  The
oldest documents, Voucher for Transfer between Appropriations (SF1080) will be reimbursed first. 
Reimbursements should be made for a full month's billing at one time.

b. The CRB will receive SF 1080's generated from DFAS-CO and from Subsistence Finance
and Accounting Europe (SFAEO) on a monthly basis.  Two copies of the SF 1080's are forwarded to the
CRB.  The SF 1080's will indicate the amount of reimbursements owed to the respective regions and the
individual stores.

c. The CRB will then validate the SF 1080's.  Any corrections will be forwarded to the
Analysis and Reconciliation Business Unit in accordance with the instructions in Chapter 6 of this directive.

d. If any SF 1080's identified by the CRB as erroneous are found to be accurate by the ARBU,
and the error exists in the store transmittal, a correcting journal voucher will be prepared by the CRB senior
accountant taking into consideration the effects of gain and losses incurred by the error.
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e. The CRB will ensure that there are sufficient funds available in the DO Deposit account to
pay the SF 1080's.  Reconcile the DeCA Coupon Suspense Account to the AVK075 prior to transferring any
funds.

f. Submit a memorandum for reimbursement of SF 1080's to DFAS-CO.  Attach to the
memorandum a listing of bill numbers, date of bills and amount of bills.

g. Prepare a separate Journal Voucher (JV) (Figure 18-4) for the total face value amount to be
reimbursed to the regions.  Input the data from the JV into the coupon processing system.

h. Update the DeCA Coupon Suspense Account and reconcile the reimbursements to the
AVK075 report.

18-7. TRANSFER OF HANDLING FEES.  Based on bank data transmitted from the CCH, the net
handling fee will be transferred from the DO Deposit account to the DWCF Commissary Operation.  Losses
from variances to face amounts and miscounts must be deducted from the gross handling fee amount prior to
the transfer of handling fees.  The following procedures will be followed prior to the transfer of handling fees:

a. Print the monthly bank voucher report to obtain gross handling fees received.

b. The following calculations will be performed to ascertain the losses:

(1) Gross handling fee reflected on the monthly bank voucher report less the face value
variance from the monthly performance report.  Review the performance report for any duplicate audited
transmittals affecting the variance.  If there are duplicates research and correct the performance report and
adjust the variance accordingly.

(2) Determine the face value write-offs from the reconciliation report.  Next, obtain the
multiple payment report from the coupon system and determine if there were multiple erroneous write-offs to
the same invoice.  If so, add them back in to reduce the amount of write-offs.

(3) The gross handling fee less variances from subparagraphs (1) and (2) above is the
net handling fee to be transferred.

c. Prepare a memorandum to DFAS-CO citing the amount and the DWCF appropriation to
receive the funds being transferred.  Transfer handling fees on a monthly basis after reimbursing the stock
fund.

d. Prepare and input a JV into the coupon system to update the general ledger.

e. Update the DeCA Coupon Suspense Log and reconcile the transfers to the AVK075 report.

18-8. TRANSFER OF POSTAGE.  The coupon contractor will be reimbursed 100% of actual postage
received from the manufacturers as determined from the bank payment data in accordance with the contract.

a. Obtain the actual postage from the Posted and Not Posted bank voucher reports.

b. Update and reconcile the automated Postage Payment Spreadsheet with the DeCA Cash
Collection Log after each bank voucher transmission.
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c. When the coupon redemption contractor invoices DeCA for reimbursement of postage
expenses actually collected, the CRB branch will verify that each control number listed on the invoice has
been imported to the coupon system and posted to the Postage Payment Spreadsheet and that the dollar value
is accurate.

d. Ensure previous payments have not been made on any of the control numbers and that
sufficient funds are available under the postage contract and the DO Deposit account to cover the amount to
be transferred. 

e. Prepare a DD Form 250, Material Inspection and Receiving Report.  Obtain the necessary
signatures, stamp date the DD Form 250 and fax a copy to DFAS-CO, HQ DeCA ATTN:  Contracting, and
forward a copy to HQ DeCA, ATTN: Budget.

f. Prepare and input a JV into the coupon system to update the General Ledger and post the
transfer to Postage Payment Spreadsheet and the DeCA Suspense Log.

g. Reconcile cumulative postage fees with DFAS-CO on a monthly basis.  Reconcile with the
AVK-075 report.

18-9. COUPON REDEMPTION CONTRACTOR PAYMENTS.  The CRB will prepare the DD Form
250 for services provided by the coupon contractor.  All invoices from the contractor must be reconciled to
the audited transmissions of batch transmittals and invoices before certifying for payment.  The following
procedures will be followed when processing contractor payments:

a. Receive a monthly invoice from the contractor for service fees owed for coupons processed
and reconciled as stated above.  All valid and invalid coupons should be accounted for in processing payment
information.  The coupon contractor bills the CRB by batch number (audited transmittals and invoices).  The
CRB will validate the batches with the Coupon Clearing House Batch Report.  The valid and invalid number
of coupons will be compared to what the contractor has billed.  If the batches include any HQCRET or
HQCRTN transmittals (missorted returned coupons) they will be deducted from the payment.  If there is a
discrepancy, the contractor will be notified to resubmit a correct invoice.

b. Ensure that sufficient funds are available for disbursement under the coupon processing
contract maintained at DFAS-CO/AEOC by checking the reconciled cash balance in the DeCA Suspense
Account Log.

c. Prepare the DD Form 250 and forward to DFAS-CO for payment.  Provide a copy to the
contracting officer.

d. Prepare and input a JV into the coupon system to update the General Ledger.  The JV will
contain a debit to GLAC 23, Accounts Payable/Contractor Fee for the amount of the payment and a credit to
GLAC 11, Cash, for the same amount.  Explain on the JV that the transaction is to record disbursement to the
coupon redemption contractor for fees to process the following batches (list batch numbers), and annotate the
contractor's invoice number.

e. Record the payment in the DeCA Suspense Account Log and deduct the amount from the
cash balance.
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Cash Deposit Log, DeCA form 70-77
Figure 18-1
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Cash Collection Voucher Log, DeCA Form 70-78
Figure 18-2
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Coupon Suspense Account Log, DeCA Form 70-79
(Automated)
Figure 18-3
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Journal Voucher, Optional Form 1017-G
Figure 18-4
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Chapter 19

COUPON RECONCILIATION PROCEDURES

19-1. GENERAL.  This chapter provides the procedures for reconciliation of coupons at the CRB and the
ARBU.  The store coupon transmittals will be reconciled to the AVK 965 (SF 1080 Bills) by CRB personnel.
 The ARBU is responsible for processing Financial Transaction Correction Form, DeCA Form 70-88,
(Figure 19-1) completed by the CRB personnel as result of their reconciliation of the AVK 965, voucher for
transfers between appropriation and/or funds.

19-2. BACKGROUND.  The CRB receives copies of completed coupon transmittal forms (DeCA Form
70-3, Commissary/Contractor Transmittal) from commissaries.  The commissary personnel enter the total
number and dollar value of coupons received from patrons as reflected on the daily report from the point of
sale (POS) system on the store coupon transmittal.  A coupon transmittal form may reflect one day or many
days' coupon sales.  Each day's entry on the coupon transmittal reflects the Julian date used to enter the daily
sales into the business system that passed the transaction to AIMS/ STANFINS.  The commissary personnel
put the coupons in a separate bag for each day's business and annotate the business date on the bag.  Coupons
must be close out and shipped at least twice monthly.  Each shipment must contain a unique transmittal
number.  A copy of the closed transmittal goes inside the box with the coupons to the clearinghouse, and a
copy is forwarded to the CRB.  The CRB personnel enter the transmittal number, coupon count and dollar
value into the DeCA Automated Coupon System (DACS).  Once a month, the CRB receives the AVK-965
bills from STANFINS for the coupon sales entered by the commissaries.  The CRB personnel must validate
the entries on these bills to reimburse the applicable DeCA region's resale account for the dollar value of the
coupon sales.  The validation process is to reconcile the daily coupon sales entries on the AVK-965 bill to the
coupon transmittal.  When differences, duplicates or stand-alone credits are found, the CRB personnel will
document these findings on the Coupon Transmittal -STANFINS Reconciliation Form.  The Coupon
Transmittal -STANFINS Form is form will be used to prepare the DeCA Form 70-88 which will be
forwarded to the ARBU or European Region to enter the correction in AIMS/STANFINS.  The ARBU
personnel will ensure all corrections are validated to the SBCJ and the Report of Deposit (DD Form 707). 
The CRB personnel will prepare the Summary of AVK-965 Coupon Balances Form to show the summary
effect of the reconciliation of the AVK-965 bills and the coupon transmittals.  Copies of the DeCA Forms 70-
88, and STANFINS Reconciliation, and Summary of AVK-965 Coupon Balances will be retained by the
CRB.

19-3. COUPON REDEMPTION BRANCH (CRB) PROCEDURES.  The following listed procedures
will be used by the CRB during the reconciliation process of Store Coupon Transmittals and the AVK 965.

a. The CRB will obtain the following documents/reports prior to beginning reconciliation:

(1) Outstanding balances by AVK 965 bill number (STANFINS BAT file obtained
from supporting finance offices)

(2) Coupon transmittals (DeCA Form 70-3) organized by Julian date, by month.

(3) AVK 965 bills (Voucher for Transfers Between Appropriations and/or Funds, also
known as 1080 bills) sorted by store, by month.

(4) Coupon Transmittal - STANFINS Reconciliation Form.
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(5) Summary of AVK 965 Coupon Balances.

(6) Financial Transaction Correction Form (DeCA Form 70-88).

b. The reconciliation process will consist of the following step-by-step instructions:

(1) Compare the daily entries on the coupon transmittal to the daily entries on the AVK
965 bill to ensure all entries are matched and accounted for by line item.

(2) Annotate on the coupon transmittal form next to the daily coupon sales entry each
AVK 965 bill month the transaction appears on.

(3) The AVK 965 bill and the coupon transmittal are in balance when there is a one for
one match by Julian date and dollar value.  However, there is an out of balance condition when the 52Qs and
N2Qs on the AVK 965 bill do not net to the dollar amount on the coupon transmittal for a Julian date or the
AVK 965 is missing an entry or has an entry that is not on the coupon transmittal.  Each out of balance
condition will be annotated on the Coupon Transmittal-STANFINS Reconciliation form and the transaction
will be coded based on the nature of the transaction (i.e., 52Q or N2Q for AVK 965 transactions, or a TL for
a coupon transmittal transaction (see instructions for completing Coupon Transmittal-STANFINS
Reconciliation form).

(4) When performing the reconciliation, the following actions will be required
depending on the existing conditions:

Condition 1:  52Q amount and Julian date on the AVK 965 matches the coupon transmittal
amount.

Action:  No action required.

Condition 2:  52Q with matching N2Q amount for the same Julian date/transmittal number
on the AVK 965 bill and the coupon transmittal shows the identical amount and Julian date/transmittal
number.  The financial affect of the 52Q and the N2Q for the same amount is zero.  Therefore, the coupon
sales amount is not reflected in the financial records and a 52Q must be entered to make the net of the 52Qs
and N2Qs equal the daily entry on the coupon transmittal form.

Action:  Annotate each 52Q and N2Q on the Coupon Transmittal-STANFINS
reconciliation form.  Prepare the DeCA Form 70-88, for a 52Q for the amount shown on the Coupon
Transmittal STANFINS Reconciliation form.

Condition 3: Multiple 52Q amounts shown on AVK 965 bill for the same Julian
date/transmittal number match a single entry for the Julian date/transmittal number and amount shown on the
coupon transmittal.

Action:  Annotate each 52Q and TL on the Coupon Transmittal-STANFINS Reconciliation
Form.  Prepare the DeCA Form 70-88 for a N2Q for amount of the difference between the AVK 965 and the
coupon transmittal.  To determine the difference, add the amounts for the multiple 52Q entries on the AVK
965 and subtract the single entry amount on the coupon transmittal.

Condition 4:  N2Q entry shown on the AVK 965 but no matching 52Q on the AVK 965
and there is no coupon transmittal entry for the same Julian date/transmittal number.
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Action:  Annotate each N2Q on the Coupon Transmittal-STANFINS Reconciliation form. 
Prepare the DeCA Form 70-88 to process 52Q amount to offset the N2Q credit.

Condition 5:  N2Q entry shown on the AVK 965 but no matching 52Q on the AVK 965 but
there is a coupon transmittal entry for the same document.

Action:  (1) Annotate each N2Q and TL on the Coupon Transmittal-STANFINS
Reconciliation form.  (2) Prepare the DeCA Form 70-88 to process two 52Q transactions to create a net
amount of the 52Q amount.  On the DeCA Form 70-88, annotate in red  ink/marker a number "2" to help
highlight this situation to the ARBU technicians.  Two 52Q are being processed to maintain the audit trail of
the transaction.  NOTE: The ARBU technicians will determine the block numbers to be used for the two 52Q
entries to avoid error suspense in AIMS.

Condition 6:  An entry is on the coupon transmittal but no corresponding Julian date or
amount is on the AVK 965 bill.

Action:  (1)  Annotate each TL on the Coupon Transmittal-STANFINS Reconciliation
form.  (2) Prepare the DeCA Form 70-88 to process a 52Q for the TL amount.

Condition 7:  52Q amount shown on the AVK 965 bill does not match the coupon
transmittal amount.

Action:  (1) Annotate each 52Q and TL on the Coupon Transmittal-STANFINS
Reconciliation form.  (2) Prepare the DeCA From 70-88 to show both amounts.  Ensure next to each amount
is reflected whether it is the AVK 965 or the TL (coupon transmittal) amount.  This error correction form
must be maintained separate from the other types of corrections outlined in this chapter.  The ARBU
technicians will compare the AVK 965 bill and the coupon transmittal amounts to the SBCJ and the DD
Form 707 to determine the correct amount.  The ARBU technician will annotate the correct amount on the
error correction form and enter the correcting transaction into the financial system and return the error
correction form to the CRB.

c. The following procedures will be used when preparing DeCA Form 70-88, Financial
Transaction Correction Form:

(1) Corrections for the same transmittal number where the AVK 965 bills did not reflect
the coupon sale or the transactions did not net to the amount of the coupon sale.

(2) Corrections where the coupon transmittal amount and the AVK 965 amount were
different for the same transmittal number.

d. After all correction forms are prepared and separated, complete the Summary of AVK-965
Coupon Balance Form to compute the amount outstanding on the AVK-965 bills.  Forward the correction
forms, DeCA Form 70-88, to ARBU or Europe Region for processing.

e. When the ARBU technicians process the correction forms, and return a copy of the
correction form, DeCA Form 70-88 to the CRB for final reconciliation and file retention.  Upon receipt of the
DeCA Form 70-88, the CRB personnel will annotate on the applicable coupon transmittal form the correct
amount as verified by the ARBU technicians.  The CRB personnel will enter the amount of the adjusting
financial entries computed by the ARBU technicians in block "D" of the Summary of AVK-965 Coupon
Balances Form that was used during the initial reconciliation process.  All documents used in the
reconciliation will be retained on file at the CRB for required periods.
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19-4. ACCOUNTING AND RECONCILIATION BUSINESS UNIT (ARBU) PROCEDURES.

a. The ARBU technicians process correction forms, DeCA Form 70-88, provided by the CRB.
 A copy of the each completed DeCA Form 70-88 will be returned to CRB.

b. All correction entries for original transactions that occurred prior to inventory will be
assigned a block number with the second position assigned "D" (all coupon sales are reported in the grocery
department).  If the original transaction occurred after the inventory, assign a block number with the second
position assigned "A".

c. As with all correction entries, the ARBU technicians must track the entry through AIMS and
STANFINS to ensure proper posting to all accounts.  The posting in STANFINS of all correction entries will
be verified by the AVK-618 Report.

d. All requested corrections will be validated by the Report of Deposit and/or SBCJ.  The store
will be contacted if neither of these documents are available or a discrepancy between the two exists.  For the
following conditions, the identified actions should be taken by the ARBU technicians:

Condition 1:  52Q with matching N2Q amount for the same transmittal number and Julian
date on the AVK 965 bill and the coupon transmittal shows the identical amount, transmittal number and
Julian date.  The financial affect of the 52Q and the N2Q for the same amount is zero.  Therefore, the coupon
sales amount is not reflected in the financial records and a 52Q must be entered to make the net of the 52Q
and N2Q equal the daily entry on the coupon transmittal form.

Action:  Compare the information on the correction form to the Report of Deposit to ensure
the requested correction is proper.  If correct, process a 52Q transaction.

Condition 2:  Multiple 52Q amounts shown on AVK 965 bill for the same transmittal
number and Julian date match a single entry for the transmittal number, Julian date, and amount shown on the
coupon transmittal.

Action:  Compare the information on the correction form to the Report of Deposit to ensure
the requested correction is proper.  If correct, process a N2Q transaction.

Condition 3:  N2Q entry shown on the AVK 965 but no matching 52Q on the AVK 965
and there is no coupon transmittal entry for the same transmittal number and Julian date.

Action:  Compare the information on the correction form to the Report of Deposit to ensure
the requested correction is  proper.  If correct, process a 52Q transaction.

Condition 4:  N2Q entry shown on the AVK 965, but no matching 52Q on the AVK 965,
but there is a coupon transmittal entry for the same transmittal number and Julian date.

Action:  Compare the information on the correction form to the Report of Deposit to ensure
the requested correction is proper.  If correct, process two 52Q transactions to create a net amount of the 52Q
amount.  Two 52Qs are being processed to maintain the audit trail of the transaction.  The ARBU technicians
will determine the block number to be used for the two 52Q entries to avoid error suspense in AIMS (i.e.,
assign different block numbers or assign different dates to the control card if the same block number is used).

Condition 5:  An entry is on the coupon transmittal, but no corresponding coupon
transmittal number or amount is on the AVK 965 bill.
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Action:  Compare the information on the correction form to the Report of Deposit to ensure
the requested correction is proper.  If correct, process a 52Q transaction.

Condition 6:  52Q amount shown on the AVK 965 bill does not match the coupon
transmittal amount.

Action:  Compare the amounts annotated on the correction form related to the AVK 965 bill
and the coupon transmittal to the Report of Deposit to determine the correct amount of coupon sales.  If there
is a difference between the DD Form 707 amount and the AVK 965 bill, a correction entry will be required. 
ARBU technicians will determine if the correction entry will be a 52Q or a N2Q.  Annotate on the correction
form (DeCA Form 70-88) the conclusion of the research so the CRB will know if a correction entry has been
made and the correct amount of the coupon sales.  Return a copy of the annotated correction form to the
CRB.

e. The ARBU technicians will retain, for the required periods, all correction forms, DeCA
Form 70-88, as supporting documentation for the correcting transactions entered into AIMS.

19-5. PREPARATION OF RECONCILIATION FORM.  The following guidelines will be used when
preparing all reconciliation forms.

a. The Summary of Coupon transmittal-STANFINS Reconciliation form is used to record the
results of a line item comparison between the store coupon transmittal (DeCA Form 70-3) and the
STANFINS AVK-965 bill.  It will provide the basis for the Summary of AVK-965 Coupon Balances form. 
It will also serve as the basis for preparing Financial Transaction Correction Forms, DeCA Form 70-88, that
will be forwarded to the ARBU to process for correction of the coupon sales.

b. The following instruction applies when preparing the Coupon Transmittal-STANFINS
Reconciliation Form, DeCA Form 70-88:

(1) Accumulate all of the coupon transmittals and the AVK-965 bills for a single store.
 Both sets of documents should be organized in date or origin sequence.  This will allow for an orderly
comparison between the two.

(2) Heading:  Enter the name of the commissary and the DODAAC that the coupon
transmittal and the AVK-965 bills are to be reconciled for.

(3) When a discrepancy exists between the coupon transmittal form and the AVK-965
bill, an entry will be made on the form for each line related to the transmittal number.

(a) COUPON TRANSMITTAL NUMBER: From the DeCA Form 70-3

(b) BILL DATE:  From the AVK-965 bill

(c) BILL NO:  From the AVK-965 bill

(d) DOCUMENT NO:  From the AVK-965 bill or DeCA Form 70-3

(e) DOLLAR AMOUNT:  From the AVK-965 bill or DeCA Form 70-3, depending on
the status code

(f) STATUS CODE:
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52Q = from the AVK-965 if an increase (debit) on the bill
N2Q = from the AVK-965 if a decrease (credit) on the bill

TL = from the store coupon transmittal form.  Used to identify an entry on the
coupon transmittal form.

REMARKS:  The remarks column is to be used to record notes that will clarify the
course of events or other data.  It could be used to record totals of multiple 52Q's, N2Q's, or incorrect Julian
dates or any comments about incorrect coupon bills.

(4) Prepare Financial Correction Form, DeCA Form 70-88.  After all lines between the
AVK-965 bills and a store's coupon transmittal forms have been reconciled, a net total of the 52Q and N2Q's
dollar amounts must be made for each Julian date on the coupon transmittal.  This will serve as the basis for
preparing the correction forms to be forwarded to the ARBU.

(5) PREPARED BY:  Enter the name of the person that completed the reconciliation
and the form.

(6) Corrections verified to AVK-965:  Name and Bill No.  The name of the person
validating that the corrections returned from the ARBU appeared on a subsequent bill and the number of the
bill that the transactions appeared on.

c. INSTRUCTIONS:  The following instruction applies when preparing the Summary of AVK-
965 Coupon Balances.  The Summary of AVK-965 coupon Balances is used to compute the amount owed on
the AVK-965 bills for coupons.  The form is used to list the outstanding balances due for each AVK-965 bill
and to identify the total dollar amount of adjustments from the Financial Correction Forms, DeCA Form 70-
88, processed for transactions on the outstanding bills.

(1) The heading of the form contains space for the commissary name, DODAAC, Date
Prepared, and the name of the person preparing the form.  These elements are self-explanatory.

(2) BLOCK A:  Enter each outstanding AVK-965 bill number, month of bill, and the
dollar amount due on the bill.  This information can be obtained from the STANFINS BAT file for the
supporting finance office.  Total the individual amounts entered and annotate the total amount on the
"BLOCK A TOTAL" line.

(3) BLOCK B:  Enter the transmittal numbers on the DeCA Form 70-88 to the "52Q
NUMBER" line and/or the "N2Q NUMBER" lines.  Enter the net dollar adjustment for the 52Q and N2Q
corrections on the "DOLLAR AMOUNT" line.

(4) BLOCK C:  Enter the transmittal numbers on the DeCA Form 70-88 to the "TL
NUMBER" line.  Enter the net dollar adjustment on the "DOLLAR AMOUNT" line.  These are the
correction forms generated from the completion of the Coupon Transmittal-STANFINS Reconciliation Form
for the TL entries where the coupon transmittal and the AVK-965 bill dollar amounts were different.  The
ARBU technicians must research to determine the correct dollar amount.

(5) BLOCK D:  This is where  the correct dollar amount of the transmittal referenced in
BLOCK C is entered.  Upon receipt the DeCA form 70-88 from ARBU, enter the correct net dollar
adjustment amount on the "ADJUSTED BLOCK C DOLLAR AMOUNT" line.  The corrections processed
by ARBU technicians should appear on a subsequent AVK-965 bill.
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(6) SUMMARY BLOCK:

(a) BLOCK A TOTAL:  Enter the BLOCK A TOTAL dollar amount from BLOCK A.
 This will be the actual amount that will be transferred from the disbursing officer's suspense account to pay
the outstanding AVK-965 bills listed in BLOCK A.

(b) BLOCK B TOTAL:  Enter the DOLLAR AMOUNT from BLOCK B.  This will be
the error identified in the outstanding AVK-965 bills listed in BLOCK A that will be corrected on a
subsequent bill.

(c) UNDER(OVER) PAYMENT (A-B):  Subtract BLOCK B TOTAL from BLOCK A
TOTAL and enter difference on this line.  This is the amount of funds actually due on the outstanding bills. 
However, the system is not designed to allow the credits to be applied to the applicable bill so the amount of
funds that will be transferred from the DO account is shown on the BLOCK A TOTAL line of this summary.
 A subsequent bill will be adjusted for the applicable corrections shown on BLOCK B TOTAL line of this
summary.

(d) BLOCK D TOTAL:  Enter the ADJUSTED BLOCK C DOLLAR AMOUNT from
BLOCK D.  These are adjustments related to the AVK-965 bills listed in BLOCK A that will appear on a
subsequent bill.  The Coupon Redemption Branch personnel must make sure that these reconciliation
adjustments appear on future bills.

(7) The Summary of AVK-965 Coupon Balances form must be filed and maintained
with the Coupon Transmittal-STANFINS Reconciliation form, the Financial Transaction Corrections Form
(DeCA Form 70-88), the Commissary/Contractor Transmittal Form (DeCA Form 70-3) and the AVK-965
bills.  These documents will serve as the support for the coupon sales financial adjustments and the
reconciliation of the coupon accounts receivables in STANFINS.
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TERMS AND ACRONYMS

ACS Accounts Control Section

AFCR Automated Financial Control Register

AM Acquisition Management

AP Accounts Payable

APC Accounts Processing Code

A/R Accounts Receivable

ARBU Analysis and Reconciliation Business Unit

ASF Army Stock Fund

AVK Indicates automated reports generated by STANFINS

AXL Undelivered orders/Accounts Payable/Inventory Intransit (AVK 252)

BDO Blanket Delivery Order

BPA Blanket Purchase Agreement

CALL No. An alpha/numeric number issued to a vendor for each order placed

CCH Coupon Clearing House

CDC Central Distribution Center

CE Cash Equivalents

CLIN Contract Line Item Number

CMF Catalog Master File

COFF Cut Off

COM Commissary Operating Manual (Army)

CONUS Continental United States

CPA Coupon Processing Associates

CRB Coupon Redemption Branch

CV Cash Variance
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DeCA Defense Commissary Agency

DFAS-CO Defense Finance and Accounting Service, Columbus Center

DIBS DeCA Interim Business System

DIC Document Identifier Code

DO Disbursing Officer

DoDAAC Department of Defense Activity Address Code

DORAS Date of Receipt at Store

DOORS DeCA Overseas Ordering and Receiving System

DOV Disbursing Officer Voucher

DPSC Defense Personnel Support Center

DRD Demand Receipt Date

DRMO Defense Reutilization and Marking Office

DSD Direct Store Delivery

DSN Defense Switchboard Network

DSSN Disbursing Station Symbol Number

DTI Delivery Ticket Invoicing

DWCF Defense Working Capital Fund

EBT Electronic Benefit Transfer

EDI Electronic Data Interchange

EOD End of Day

FDS Frequent Delivery System

FAO Finance and Accounting Office

FS Food Stamps

GLAC General Ledger Account Code

IG Inspector General
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JULIAN DATE A four-digit number beginning with the last number of the calendar year and followed
by the Number representing the date as its position in relation to 365 days a year. 
Example:  10 Jan 98, 8010; 01 Feb 98, 8032; 31 Dec 98, 8365.

JV Journal Voucher

MOU Memorandum of Understanding

OCONUS Outside CONUS Commissaries

OCO Office of Commissary Officer

OOP Overseas Ordering Point

OPAC Online Payment and Collection

OPP Overseas Processing Point

OPR Office of Primary Record

ORS DeCA On-line Reporting System

OSA/DVD Offshore Acquired/Direct Vendor Delivered

PIIN Procurement Instrument Identification Number

PLU Price Look Up Report

POS Point of Sale

POS-M Point of Sale Modernization

QA Quality Assurance

RFM Region File Maintenance

ROA Resale Ordering Agreement

ROD Report of Discrepancy

R/R Receiving Report

RSUL Requisition Status Update List

SAL Summary Audit Log

SAVES Standard Automated Voucher Examination System

SBCJ Store Block Control Journal
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SC Surcharge

SDEM SAVES Data Entry System

SF Standard Form

SFAOE Subsistence Finance and Accounting Office Europe

STANFINS Standard Financial System

TA Type Action – Defines the type of transaction in STANFINS (Equivalent to DIC)

TL Transmittal Letter

UPC Uniform Product Code

VCM Vendor Credit Memorandum

VE Voucher Examiner or Voucher Examination, interchange used in reference to
Commercial Accounts

VRGC Voucher Register and General Control

WIC Women, Infants and Children Program
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AIMS DOCUMENT IDENTIFIER CODES (DIC)

DIC/REVERSAL TA SBCJ TABLE OF CONTENTS BY DIC/TA

21A/K1A C12 DR/CR Receipt Local Purchase Due-in

21B/K1B C12 DR/CR Receipt MILSTRIP Due-in

31A/L1A B5 DR/CR Receipt Local Purchase Not Due-in

31B/L1B B5 DR/CR Receipt MILSTRIP Not Due-in

31D/L1D C3 DR/CR Inventory Capitalization - From Other DOD Stock Fund

31U/L1U C3 DR/CR Intra Division Transfer in - Outside Region

31V/L1V C3 DR/CR Intra Division Transfer in - Within Region

51D/N1D C3 CR/DR Inventory Decapitalization - From Other DOD
Commissary Resale

51R/N1R 6A CR/DR Cash Sales

51U/N1U C3 CR/DR Transfer Out - Outside Region

51V/N1V C3 CR/DR Transfer Out - Within Region

52Q/N2Q 6A CR/DR Charles Sales/Coupons

52T/N2T C3 CR/DR Return to Vendor - VCM

81A/Q1A C3 DR/CR Incoming Shipment - Gain

81B/Q1B C3 DR/CR Physical Inventory - Gain

81C/Q1C C3 DR/CR Standard Price Changes - Gain

81D/Q1D C3 DR/CR Accounting Adjustments - Gain

82A/Q2A C3 CR/DR Incoming Shipments - Loss

82B/Q2B C3 CR/DR Physical Inventory - Loss

82C/Q2C C3 CR/DR Standard Price Changes - Loss

82D/Q2D C3 CR/DR Inventory Losses From Accounting Adjustments

82E/Q2E C3 CR/DR Loss Adjustments - Transfer to PDO for
Salvage/Markdowns or Vet Samples
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DIC/REVERSAL TA SBCJ TABLE OF CONTENTS BY DIC/TA

82F/Q2F C3 CR/DR Loss Adjustments - Major Disaster

92T/R2T B5 CR/DR Return to vendor - VCM

1ZZ/JZZ B3 DR/CR Obligation Adjustment/Cancellation - Increase/Decrease

4BI na na VRGC Beginning Inventory Card

4BI na na VRGC Block Control Card

4BI na na VRGC Store Select Card

4BI na na VRGC Report Select Card

4CV na na Cash Variance (+)

4FS na na Food Stamps

4SC na na Surcharge

4TC na na Transaction Count

4WC na na WIC

AOA na na MILSTRIP Requisition - Spec Item CONUS

AO1 na na MILSTRIP Requisition - Spec Item Overseas

AO4 na na MILSTRIP Requisition - Brand Name Overseas

FA1 na na Disbursement - Interfund

FA2 na na Credit - Interfund

FA5 na na Process Created Disbursements - Interfund

FAE na na Customer Request for Billing Allowance

FAR na na Reply to Customer Request for Billing Allowance

FB1 na na Disbursement - Interfund

FB2 na na Credit - Interfund

MCV na na Cash Variance (-)

UA1 na na Uniques Region, DODAAC, Customer Record

UCA na na Change DODAAC Record
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DIC/REVERSAL TA SBCJ TABLE OF CONTENTS BY DIC/TA

UCB na na Add or Change DODAAC Record

UD1 na na Delete From Uniques File

na B4 na Adjustment to ASF Requisition

na C4 na Adjustment to ASF Receipt

na N5 na ASF History Inquiry

na WO na Accounts Payable Write-off

na D0 na Local Purchase disbursement - This Station

na D1 na Local Purchase disbursement - By Others

na 6A na Reimbursable Issues (Charge Sales) - By Commissaries

na 6C na Miscellaneous Sales or Accounts Receivable Writeoffs
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ACCOUNTING AND INVENTORY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (AIMS)
FUNCTIONAL PROCEDURES

SECTION 1. GENERAL OVERVIEW

The Accounting and Inventory Management System can be accessed from the SAVES icon.  The
login and password will access the AIMS Main Menu.

AIMS will process all the DIBS transactions directly to STANFINS and post to a VRGC.  This
system will allow direct input of required transactions to STANFINS.  It will do a transfer reconciliation of
transfers in and out and will allow transfers to be interactively purged as required.  It will validate all
transactions for duplicates.  A duplicate transaction will be the same DIC, document number, and dollar
amount.  It will not allow duplicates to pass to STANFINS unless an accounting technician processes the
transaction that appears to be a duplicate.  It will provide the capability to enter an APC and inquire against
the APC.  It will allow a VRGC to be viewed or printed for the weekly process, monthly process, and
inventory.  It will allow direct input, correction, or deletion to the VRGC.  It will provide an audit trail of the
transactions that are processed from DIBS to AIMS then to STANFINS.

The ARBU will have access to menu selections based on their login.  The user will have access to a
Help Function on each screen.  “Control and K” will provide a menu of all function keys that are active.

SECTION 2. SIGN ON PROCEDURES

a. To use the Accounting and Inventory Management System (AIMS) function, the user must
first sign on to DeCA Network Menu and select the “SAVES” icon or click the “Start”, “Program”,
“SAVES”, and select “SAVES ”, and press “enter” key.

b. At the “Login” prompt, the user will have to type their login then press “enter” key and at
the “Password” prompt enter your password then press “enter” key again.

SECTION 3. ACCOUNTING AND INVENTORY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (AIMS) MENU

After the user enters the login and password, the system will make a security check to determine if
the user can be allowed access to the AIMS menu.  If access to AIMS is granted, the “WARNING!!!” screen
will appear for a few seconds and the “’PRODUCTION’ ACCOUNTING AND INVENTORY
MANAGEMENT SYSTEM (AIMS)” screen will be displayed.

‘PRODUCTION’ ACCOUNTING AND INVENTORY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM
(AIMS)

1. Financial Data Entry
2. Block Edit Function
3. Financial Inquiry
4. Transfer Inquiry
5. Duplicate Inquiry and Processing
6. APC Inquiry and Entry
7. Create Initial VRGC Balances
8. VRGC Weekly
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9. VRGC Monthly
10.VRGC Audit Inquiry
11.VRGC Monthly Print
12.MISC Adjustment Entry

X. Sign Off System

Please enter selection:

Select the process you want to access or press <X> to return to the SAVES Main Menu.

3.1 FINANCIAL DATA ENTRY

a. To access the “FINANCIAL DATA ENTRY” screen, the user will select “1” from the
“ACCOUNTING AND INVENTORY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM MENU”, and the screen will be
displayed.

b. The Financial Data Entry screen allows the user to enter transactions which are
automatically converted to AIMS input transaction formats and subsequently processed in AIMS cycles. 
This allows transactions to directly interface with STANFINS and post to a history file.  This system will
allow direct input of required transactions to STANFINS.  The transactions that are input will be available
for query until the nightly cycle is run.  The transaction may be deleted or changed until the cycle is run.  (To
add, change, and delete blocks from the VRGC use selection 2 (Block Edit Function).
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c. The following fields must be entered.  The edits for each field are listed.

FIELD EDITS
DIC VALID DIC.  The list function provides all valid DICs.
Document Number Field must be completely entered.

No blanks are allowed.
RIC RIC must be S9P, LPC, H**, S9S, A, B, C, D, F, M, N, P, Q, R, W.

Field must be entered completely.
DODAAC VALID DODAAC.

Field must be entered completely.  Store DODAAC
Suppl DODAAC Must be a valid DODAAC to include region DODAACs.  For all DICs but 31B/LIB,

31V/L1V, 31U/L1U it will equal the DODAAC field.
Amount Field must be in dollar format.

Negative amounts not allowed.
Block No VALID 1ST Position month code.

Field must be entered completely.

Trans Date Date entered must be less than or equal to today’s date.
Date format is dd-mmm-yyyy format.
Day must be between 1 and last of month.
Must be a valid month name.

APC VALID 1ST Position is numeric.  Requires an APC for 51R/N1R, 52Q/N2Q. 
Predisplays 0000 for DIC 51V/N1V, 51U/N1U, 52T/N2T, 92T/R2T

3.2 BLOCK EDIT FUNCTION. 

a. To access the “BLOCK EDIT FUNCTION” screen, the user will select”2” from the
“ACCOUNTING AND INVENTORY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM MENU”, and the screen will be
displayed.
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b. The Block Edit Function screen will allow the block transaction to be entered, changed or
deleted.  This change is interactive.  The addition, change, or deletions will be visible in the query function or
in the VRGC print or view.  The complete block record may be added.  Only the dollar amount may be
changed.  The complete block record may be deleted.  When it is deleted it will display when queried and on
the VRGC with a zero dollar amount.

c. The VRGC Description field will be used to enter any notes for changes made to the block. 
The notes entered will be displayed on the VRGC in the description field.  It will overlay the DIC description
that was previously displayed.

d. All blocks that have been edited will be in the VRGC Audit Inquiry; Selection 10, with a
history of all changes made to the block.

e. The blocks that have been added, changed, or deleted will update the store SBCJ in the
ACSS system.

f. The following fields may be queried.

1.  DODAAC. Last three of DODAAC.
 2.  Block Number The 3 digit block number

3.  Block Amount The dollar amount of the block
 4.  DIC The DIC of the block

5.  Department The department of the block
6.  Verify Noted as part of the ACSS process
7.  Trans Date Date of the Transaction
8.  Last Modified Date user last modified block
9.  VRGC Description Field to be used for notes on changes to entry.

3.3 FINANCIAL INQUIRY

a. To access the “FINANCIAL INQUIRY” screen, the user will select “3” from the
“ACCOUNTING AND INVENTORY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM MENU”, and the screen will be
displayed.
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b. The “FINANCIAL INQUIRY” function allows the user to inquire against financial
transactions that have processed into AIMS previously.  The user may inquire using any of the fields on the
screen (except Suppl DODAAC) or a combination of them.  Keep in mind the Trans date is the date of the
transaction.  The Hist date is the date the transaction processed in the system.

c. The user cannot update or delete any transaction that is queried.

d. Any of the following fields (except Suppl DODAAC) or combination of the fields may be
used to query the financial transactions.

(1) DIC
(2) Document Number
(3) RIC
(4) DODAAC
(5) Suppl  DODAAC
(6) Amount
(7) Block No
(8) Trans Date
(9) APC
(10) Hist Date

3.4 TRANSFER INQUIRY

a. To access the “TRANSFER INQUIRY”, the user will select “4” from the
“ACCOUNTING AND INVENTORY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM MENU”
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b. Each day when the daily cycle runs the system will do a transfer reconciliation of transfers in
and out.  All unmatched transfers will print on Unmatched Transfer Ins and Transfer Outs Report (See report
section).  Transfer Inquiry allows the user to inquire against all the unmatched transfers that are in the system.
 From the Inquiry screen the transfers may be interactively purged as required.  When the matching transfer is
input the document number will no longer appear on the report.

c. The user may inquire using any of the fields on the screen or a combination of them.  If a
transfer with a different DIC but the same document number is in the file it will display in the lower block of
the screen.  The following messages are received when querying the transfers and a matching transfer
appears.

1. A matching (DIC) transfer record exists.
2. There is more than 1 matching transfer.

To purge a transfer use PF1, PF3 key combination.  If you purge a transfer that had a matching record the
matching record will appear in the upper block of the screen the next time you inquire using that document
number.

NOTE:  Until AIMS is deployed in Europe there will not be any visibility of the transfers between
regions.

3.5 DUPLICATE INQUIRY AND PROCESSING

a. To access the “DUPLICATE INQUIRY AND PROCESSING” screen, the user will
select “5” from the “ACCOUNTING AND INVENTORY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM MENU”, and the
screen will be displayed.
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b. Each day when the daily cycle runs the system will validate that the transactions are not
duplicates.  Each transaction is verified against the history file.  The fields that are validated are the DIC,
document number, and dollar amount fields.  All duplicates will be printed on Duplicate Report (See reports
section) and the report automatically prints.  All duplicates can be queried in the Duplicate Query Screen. 
The users can inquire against all the duplicates that are in the system.  The user may inquire by DIC,
DODAAC, document number, block number amount or trans date.  The transaction date field is the date of
the transaction.  From the Inquiry screen the duplicates must be deleted or processed if required.

DELETE DUPLICATES
Use the PF1, PF2, and PF3 keys to delete.
When the duplicates are deleted from this screen it is an interactive process and they are
instantly deleted.

PROCESS DUPLICATES
Use the PF1 and 7 keys to process a duplicate.
Any duplicates that are processed are included in the next night’s cycle.  After a duplicate
has been selected to be processed it will be available for query in the Data Entry Screen until
the nightly cycle is run.

3.6 APC INQUIRY AND ENTRY

a. To access the “APC INQUIRY AND ENTRY” screen, the user will select “6” from the
“ACCOUNTING AND INVENTORY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM MENU”, and the screen will be
displayed.
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b. This function allows the user to enter and inquire on an APC and DODAAC.  The APC and
DODAAC are interactively updated and the Date Added Field is populated with the system date.

APC INQUIRY

 The APC Field is the key field for inquiry.  DODAAC may also be used for inquiry.  The DODAAC
and Date Added Field are displayed.

APC ENTRY

An APC can be entered.  The DODAAC field is a required field to be entered.  The edits are:

FIELD EDITS
APC VALID 1ST Position is numeric.

Field must be entered completely.
DODAAC Field must be entered completely.

After entry of both fields use PF3 to commit the transaction.

APC DELETE

An APC can be deleted.  Inquire against the APC that will be deleted.  Use the PF1, PF2, and PF3
keys to delete.

When the duplicates are deleted from this screen it is an interactive process and they are instantly
deleted.

3.7 CREATE INITIAL VRGC BALANCES

a. To access the “CREATE INITIAL VRGC BALANCES” screen, the user will select “7”
from the “ACCOUNTING AND INVENTORY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM MENU”.  The screen for
Create Initial VRGC Balances varies according to requirements for system set up.
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b. This function will allow the creation of the initial VRGC balances.  This function will be
used during the start up of AIMS and when a new DODAAC is added.  The use of this function will be
controlled by security.

c. The following fields must be entered or validated.  In the inquiry mode enter the last 3 of a
DODAAC and a Month and balances currently residing on the ACSS system will display if they are
available.  The balances are for the Ending Balance for each department (grocery, meat, and produce) and are
broken down into Receipts YTD, Sales YTD, and Adjustments YTD by Department.

GROCERY MEAT PRODUCE
Ending Bal

Receipts YTD
Sales YTD

Adjustments YTD

Verify the balances with the VRGC that was closed for the month input and correct any
inconsistencies.

3.8 VRGC WEEKLY

a. To access the “VRGC WEEKLY” screen, the user will select “8” from the
“ACCOUNTING AND INVENTORY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM MENU”, and the screen will be
displayed.

b. This function allows the user to request the weekly VRGC.  The report may be printed or
viewed.  REGION, ZONE or DODAAC selects the report.  The report can be selected only by a region, a
zone, or a DODAAC.  The other select criteria are the period of time.  The beginning and ending period of
time must be within the same month and year.  The system will display the first day of the current month and
the 31st as the last day of the current month even if the month does not have 31 days.  The dates may be
changed as required.  The last select criteria for the report are to view or print or both.  F3 will create the
report as requested.

c. The VRGC Weekly will be used for reconciliation purposes.  It should be run prior to
running the Monthly VRGC.
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d. When the report is selected for view the following commands are used to move through the
report.

1.  Enter moves 1 page
2.  Enter / then select criteria Search for specific data on viewed page
3.  Enter n Next occurrence of specific data
4.  Q or q quits view
5.  Number (enter) Forwards number of pages
6.  –Number (enter) Backwards number of pages
7.  +numberl (lower case L, no spaces) Forward number of lines
8.  –numberl (lower case L, no spaces) Backward number of lines

e. The VRGC is printed at the selected network printer.

3.9 VRGC MONTHLY

a. To access the “VRGC MONTHLY” screen, the user will select “9” from the
“ACCOUNTING AND INVENTORY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM MENU”, and the screen will be
displayed.

b. This function allows the user to request the weekly VRGC.  The report will automatically be
printed.  The user selects the DODAAC.  The system displays the next month to be closed.  When F3 is
selected a message is displayed “Are you sure? Y/N”.  This question must be answered prior to the monthly
VRGC running.

c. Prior to running this report the weekly function should be used to reconcile with the SBCJ
and/or SAL.

 d. After running this report the blocks for a month that has been closed can not be changed.
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3.10 VRGC AUDIT INQUIRY

a. To access the “VRGC AUDIT INQUIRY” screen, the user will select “10” from the
“ACCOUNTING AND INVENTORY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM MENU”, and the screen will be
displayed.

b. The VRGC Audit Inquiry provides the capability to inquire against any blocks that have
been changed.  You may query by DODAAC, DIC, Block Number, Block Amount, Last Modified, or Audit
User.  The Audit User will be the AIMS user that modified the block and the last modified date will be the
date it was modified.

c. Any of the following fields or combination of the fields may be used to query the VRGC
Blocks.

(1) DODAAC
(2) DIC
(3) Block Number
(4) Block Amount
(5) Last Modified
(6) Audit User

3.11 PRINT VRGC MONTHLY REPORT

a. To access the “VRGC MONTHLY PRINT” screen, the user will select “11” from the
“ACCOUNTING AND INVENTORY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM MENU”, and the screen will be
displayed.
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b. The monthly VRGC can be printed or viewed using this function.  Select the VRGC required
by Region, Zone, or DODAAC.  Then select the month required.  Then select if the report is to be viewed,
printed or both.  F3 will create the report as requested.

3.12 MISC ADJUSTMENT ENTRY

a. To access the “MISC ADJUSTMENT ENTRY” screen, the user will select “12” from the
“ACCOUNTING AND INVENTORY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM MENU”, and the screen will be
displayed.

b. The miscellaneous entries may be corrected or deleted from this screen.  (All miscellaneous
entries that need to be added will be added through the Financial Data Entry Screen.)  Use query to bring up
the miscellaneous entry that requires correcting or deleting.  The entry is pulled from the History File and
displayed.  The change is made interactively to the VRGC and the history file. 
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SECTION 4. SIGN-OFF PROCEDURES

AIMS sign-off is accomplished by press “ESC” key  until you reach the “ACCOUNTING AND
INVENTORY MANAGEMENT SYSTEM MENU” screen then press “X” key again, and click the
“EXIT” icon.
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STANDARD FINANCE SYSTEM (STANFINS)

DATAQUERY FUNCTIONAL PROCEDURES

SECTION 1. GENERAL

The DATAQUERY is menu driven with 'PF' keys and command prompters to aid users in selection
and using various system commands.  DATAQUERY permits various authorizations of end users.  A user
can now be authorized as an 'ASSOCIATE' user with the ability to execute existing queries or as an
'CONVENTIONAL' user with full authorization for creating and maintaining queries.

DATAQUERY enhances the authorized user capability by accessing the most up-to-date
information from the STANFINS database.  STANFINS DATAQUERY files may be updated after each
STANFINS daily cycle, weekly cycle, and monthly.  This process is controlled by DFAS-CO.  Access to
these STANFINS DATAQUERY files is controlled by the assignment of a DATAQUERY password.

Currently, users at the ARBU personnel can inquire the AXL File (AVK-252) from the STANFINS
database by using DATAQUERY.  This application is strictly an inquiry system and will display the
information requested by the authorized user.

The bottom of the screen list the 'PF' keys, this translates to the 'ESC' key on the Personal Computer
(PC).  For the numbers use the top line numbers on the keyboard.

The queries written for the AXL File (AVK-252) will show the totaling of the fields.  When a field in
the print statement of the query is in parentheses (), the system will total the field when "F3" key is pressed. 
To return to the detail screen press "F4" key.

The query screen holds thirteen lines.  If your query execution exceeds thirteen lines you can press
"F8" key to turn the page forward, and "F7" key to turn backward.

SECTION 2. PROCEDURES TO SIGN ON OF DATAQUERY

a. To use the STANFINS DATAQUERY functions, the user must first sign on to DeCA
Network Menu and select the “DBMS” icon or click the “START”, “PROGRAM”, “DBMS”, and select
“DBMS”, and press “enter” key.  The screen will be displayed as follows:

At the "LOGON" prompt enter:  af2cipdq or af2cipdo, and press “enter” key, the screen will be
displayed.
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This screen must be cleared, using “Shift+Ctrl+F3” keys then type "cesn" and press "enter" key, the
following screen will be displayed.

CESN - CICS/VS SIGNON - ENTER USERID AND PASSWORD

USERID:

PASSWORD:

NEW PASSWORD:

Type user ID and tab down to type your password then (return).  Type “dqry” then press “enter”
key.  The following screen will be displayed.
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At the "Signon" prompt, the user will have to type their user ID (kli_____) again and tab down to
type "deca" and your last 4 digits of your user ID, then press "enter" key.  The DATAQUERY MAIN
MENU screen will be displayed.

SECTION 3.  HOW TO EXECUTE A QUERY

Type "1" or "DIRECTORIES" on the command line from the DATAQUERY MAIN MENU and
press "enter" key.  The DATAQUERY DIRECTORY SELECTION screen will be displayed.

Type an "X" beside Queries and Terms and press "enter" key.  The DATAQUERY
DIRECTORY OF QUERIES AND TERMS screen will be displayed.
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Hit "tab" key to get to the "Start with" and type "AXL" to move the AXL file queries within the
library.  (To move any queries within library, type in the first 3 or 4 letters of the query name you want) The
following screen will be displayed.

Place cursor next to the query name you want to use and press “F4” (EDIT) key to obtain the query. 
For example, the cursor is place next to AXL-BJM-FCX and press “F4” key and the DATAQUERY: 
EDITOR screen will be displayed.
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 (1) Move the cursor to line 01 and change the Supply Division as required.

(2) Move the cursor to line 02 and change the Document Number as required.

(3) Press "F3" (Execute) key to execute the query and the DATAQUERY:  ONLINE
EXECUTION will be displayed.

(4) Press the "F3” key again to execute query.  The system will edit the query for errors and will
return you to query if errors are found for you to make corrections.
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(5) If query is accepted, it will continue execution and provide you the results.  For example,
change the SUP-DIV-REC=”C”  (line 01) and the document number (line 02) to "HQCCAC8#######" and
the following screen will be displayed.

 (6) Press "F2" key to return or back out, press the "F2” key again to reach the main menu.

SECTION 4.  PROCEDURES TO SIGN-OFF OF DATAQUERY

DATAQUERY  sign-off is accomplished by type "OFF" OR "6" on the command line ( => off or 6)
from the DATAQUERY MAIN MENU press "enter" key.  The following screen will be displayed.

Click “EXIT” to sign-off of DATAQUERY
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DeCA ON-LINE REPORTING SYSTEM (ORS)

ORS FUNCTIONAL PROCEDURES

SECTION 1. GENERAL OVERVIEW

The On-Line Reporting System (ORS) provides a method of storing report data for viewing on-line
as opposed  to the older method of printing hardcopy.  Files for printing reports may be deposited into the
ORS system.

A daemon program (a program that runs all of the time) watches for the appearance of new reports. 
New reports are stripped of unnecessary data such as cover pages and compressed to minimize on-line
storage space.  Reports are stored separately by "Reading Group".  As reports are received, they are identified
in a log file.

A Reading Group is a group of users who are authorized by the ORS System Manager to view a
collection of reports.  Members of Reading Groups are identified by the UNIX group assignments.  Reports
within a Reading Group may be accessible to individual UNIX group(s) or to all users.

The viewer program that you are using now provides security for and access to the reports stored for
a Reading Group by verifying which group(s) may view reports in each Reading Group and if you are a
member of one of those groups.

Many reports are produced for printing in a 132 column wide format while most terminal screens are
80 columns wide.  This viewer program provides the ability to scroll (shift) the report data right and left as
well as up and down to make all data visible on the screen.  Of course, if your terminal has 132-column
capability, scrolling right and left is unnecessary.

This viewer program determines from the computer system and its control files who a user is and
which Reading Groups may be accessed.  It offers a menu to select which Reading Group to access.  After
designating a Reading Group, the program offers a list of reports available for viewing.

The report may be viewed completely by using the up and down scrolling capability.  Rapid access to
specific data is available by jumping to the beginning or end of the report or by searching for specific data
within the report.  Searching for data may be general or limited to specific columns.

In addition to the daemon and viewer programs, ORS has an "expire" program that is executed daily.
 It removes files that have been on-line for a predetermined number of days.

ORS is controlled by two files.  One file identifies reports expected to be processed.  Local
preferences allow this file to be shared by multiple Reading Groups or separately designated and maintained.

A configuration file defines certain values used for overall control of the system.  It also defines the
Reading Groups.  Each Reading Group is named and its files and directories identified.

A general on-line report retention period is set for each Reading Group in the configuration file.  This
may be superseded for specific reports in the report identification file, if desired.

All programs record errors and informational messages in the same log file used by the daemon for
recording report entered into the system.
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SECTION 2. SIGN ON PROCEDURES

To use the DeCA On-Line Reporting System (ORS) function, the user must first sign on to DeCA
Network Menu and select the “ORS” icon or click the “Start”,  “Programs”, “ORS”, and select the option
“ORS HQ” or “ORS CE” or “ORS NE” etc., and press “enter” key.  The login screen will be displayed.

At the “Login” prompt, the user will have to type their login then press “enter” key and at the
“Password” prompt enter your password then press “enter” key again.

SECTION 3. ONLINE REPORTS SYSTEM MENU

After the user enters the login and password, the system will make a security check to determine if
the user can be allowed access to the ORS main menu.  If access to ORS is granted, the “WARNING!!!”
Screen will appear for a few seconds and the “ONLINE REPORTS SYSTEM MAIN MENU” screen  will
be displayed.

ONLINE REPORTS SYSTEM  (v8.1a)
MAIN MENU

         V View a Report
         W What’s New    (New!!!)
         H Help
         T Tutorial
         Q Quit

          Selection?

Type "V" for "View a Report" (Do not press "enter" key), and the READING GROUPS screen
will be displayed.
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At this point, the user can select any of the functions listed above by typing the number at the
"SELECTION" prompt as shown on the Reading Group file above.  For example, type "04" STANFIN (SC
DeCA Headquarters / SF) and the ONLINE AVAILABLE REPORTS STANFIN (SC DeCA
Headquarters/ SF) screen will be displayed.

ONLINE AVAILABLE REPORTS
         STANFIN   (SC  DeCA Headquarters  /  SF)

avk009 F and AO Input Notice
avk015 Supply Input Exception Notice
avk036 Stock Fund History Analysis – Info Only
avk037 Stock Fund History Analysis – Action Required
avk500 General Ledger Inquiry
avk618 Current Status of Inventory Account
avk619 Monthly Status of Inventory Account
avk901 Installation Trial Balance
avk902 Install Fund Entity General Ledger Report
avk965 1080 Bills

Move the cursor to the report you desired for viewing and press the "enter" key.  For example, move
the cursor to the “avk902” and press "enter" key, the cycle dates of  the “avk Install Fund Entity General
Ledger Report” screen will be displayed.
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Move the cursor to the cycle date you desired for viewing and press the “enter” key, and the “avk
902 Install Fund Entity General Ledger Report” screen (left side of the report) will be displayed for
viewing.  For example, move the cursor to (Sep 01 98) and press the “enter” key, the “Installation-Fund
Entity General Ledger Report” screen will be displayed.

Press the “enter” key again to position the cursor to control scrolling.  In order to view the right side
of the report, you will have to press the “        “ key.  Most of the terminal screens are 80 columns wide, the
viewer has the ability to scroll (shift) the report data left and right (press l or r) as well as up and down (press
u or d) to make all data visible on the screen.  For example, press the “         “ key and the right side of the
report will be displayed.
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SECTION 4. SIGN-OFF PROCEDURES

ORS sign-off is accomplished by press "ESC" key until you reach the "On-Line Reports System
Main Menu" screen then press "Q" key again, and click the “EXIT” icon.

SECTION 5. COMMON ACTIONS AND KEYSTROKES FOR VIEWING A REPORT

<d> or <ARROW> SCROLL DOWN 1 SCREEN (NEXT SCREEN)
If YOU ARE MARKING DATA, THE HIGHLIGHT
INDICATOR WILL MOVE TO THE SAME POSITION
ON THE NEXT SCREEN.

<D> SCROLL DOWN 1 LINE.  IF YOU ARE MARKING
DATA, THE HIGHLIGHT INDICATOR WILL MOVE
DOWN 1 LINE.

<u> OR <ARROW> SCROLL UP 1 SCREEN (PREVIOUS SCREEN).
IF YOU ARE MARKING DATA, THE HIGHLIGHT
INDICATOR WILL MOVE TO THE SAME POSITION
ON PREVIOUS SCREEN.

<U> SCROLL UP 1 LINE.  IF YOU ARE MARKING DATA,
THE HIGHLIGHT INDICATOR WILL MOVE UP 1 LINE.

<r> OR <ARROW> SCROLL RIGHT MAXIMUM AMOUNT (COLUMN 132).

<R> SCROLL RIGHT 1 COLUMN.

<l> OR <ARROW> SCROLL LEFT MAXIMUM AMOUNT.
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<L> SCROLL LEFT 1 COLUMN.

<t> TOP (BEGINNING) OF REPORT OR LIST.

<b> BOTTOM (END) OF REPORT OR LIST.

<s> SEARCH FOR SPECIFIC DATA.

<c> SEARCH FOR SPECIFIC DATA IN RANGE OF COLUMNS.

<n> NEXT OCCURRENCE OF SEARCH.

<m> MARK REPORT DATA.
(REF.  TUTORIAL ON MARKING DATA)

<p> PRINT DATA ON SCREEN 132 COLUMNS WIDE.
(REF.  TUTORIAL ON PRINTING DATA)

<o> AUTHORIZED USERS ONLY!!!
 OUTPUT REPORT DATA TO SYSTEM PRINTER.

<x> AUTHORIZED USERS ONLY!!!
 EXTRACT REPORT DATA TO FLAT FILE.

<p> OR <PgUp> PREVIOUS PAGE OF A LIST.

<n> OR <PgUp> NEXT PAGE OF A LIST.

<F1> OR ? OR 1 DETAILED HELP CURRENT SCREEN.

<F2> OR 2 KEYSTROKE SUMMARY LIST.

<g> OR <ESC> QUIT CURRENT SCREEN/FUNCTION.

<BREAK> QUIT THE PROGRAM.

SECTION 6. VIEWING A REPORT

The option to view a report allows you to view reports containing lines of 132 columns.  If the
terminal screen is less than 132 columns, data can be scrolled (shifted) right or left so that the entire report
line can be viewed.  Similarly, data can be scrolled up and down.

When the first screen of data is displayed, you will be given the opportunity to position the cursor to
tell the program what parts of the screen can scroll in each direction.

Normally, the cursor should be positioned on the first line of data below the report heading.  Lines
above the cursor will not scroll up or down.  Columns to the left of the cursor frequently contain data that
identifies the line.  Columns left of the cursor will not scroll right or left.  Placing the cursor in the upper left
corner of the screen (line 1, column 1) makes the entire screen scrollable.
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Scrolling is performed by pressing the first letter of the direction you want to move:  <u>p, <d>own,
<r>ight and <l>eft.  You may scroll right and left single columns using <R> and <L>.  <t> moves to the top
(beginning) of a report and <b> moves to the bottom (end).

You can search for data anywhere in the report by using the <s> key.  A search value is case
sensitive.  Be sure to enter the search value using upper and lower case letters exactly as the data appears in
the report.  The search value may contain blanks and special characters.

A search may be limited to certain columns by using the <c> key.  Once a search has located a record
containing the search value, pressing <n> will find the next occurrence of the search value.

Occasionally, the screen display will contain unwanted characters.  This may happen when a message
is sent to the screen by another process or user such as the system notifying you of newly arrived mail.

Some terminals also behave unpredictably.  This is most evident when the status line does not appear
as the last line on the screen or when scrolling does not remove all of the characters that it should.

To request the viewer to completely redraw the screen while viewing a report, enter either ctrl-R or
ctrl-L.  This is done by pressing the <Ctrl> key and, while holding it down, simultaneously pressing the <r>,
<R>, <1> or <L> key.

SECTION 7. SEARCHING FOR DATA

You may search for a data value of up to twenty characters in length.  The search value may contain
any characters including special characters and blanks.  To initiate a search, press <s> for a general search
key or <c> for a search that is restricted to a range of columns.

The program will ask you to enter a search value (the data you wish to look for).  The search value is
case sensitive.  You must enter upper and lower case letters exactly as they appear in the report data.  If you
make a typing mistake, use the <Backspace> key to correct it.  The left arrow key will not work correctly
here.

A search may be started at any time and from anywhere within a report.  When a search is started,
you are given the option to search starting from the current position within the report or from the beginning of
the report.

A search of a large file or on a busy system will break every 10 seconds to ask you if you wish to
continue or terminate the search.

If you request a column search, a "ruler" displays the column numbers to help identify the correct
column numbers for limiting the search.  There are separate requests to enter the beginning and ending
columns.  If you identify the value only it begins in that column.

When the search value is found, the line containing it is highlighted to make it easy to identify.  The
line will remain highlighted until it is scrolled off the screen.  Press <n> to find the next occurrence of the
search value.

The search value may be in the portion of the data that is not visible if you are using an 80 column
display terminal.  It may be necessary to scroll right or left to see the actual search value.
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The user may specify an initial search direction when performing a data search operation.  You may
indicate search for data in a 'forward' or 'backward' direction.  When defining your search data requirements
you will be asked if the search is to be in a <F>orward or <B>ackward sequence.  If you specify 'forward' you
will see the normal message screen, 'search from <c>urrent screen or <t>op of report:'.  If you specify
'backward' you will see the message screen, 'Search from <c>urrent screen or <b>ottom of report:'.

SECTION 8. PRINTING DATA

There are two ways to print limited amounts of report data:

Press the terminal's <PrtSc> key to print only what you see on the screen.  Printing is controlled
entirely by your terminal.  Normally, this key will not space the paper to the next page when printing is
finished.

NOTE:  If a line is currently highlighted from a  previous search, the <PrtSc> key may produce
unpredictable results beginning with the highlighted line.  To remove the highlighting before printing,  scroll
the line off the screen and back again using the <u>p and <d>own keys.

Press <p>rint to have the program print data 132 columns wide.  The program will ask you to set
your printer to compressed or pitch 17 mode and wait for you to reply before beginning to print.  The
program will space the paper to the next page when printing is finished.  If data has been MARKED then the
stationary report header lines (if any) and the marked data is printed.
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MANAGEMENT CONTROL REVIEW CHECKLIST

TASK:  Comptroller/Resource Management

SUBTASK:  Analysis and Reconciliation Operations

THIS CHECKLIST:  Analysis and Reconciliation Business Unit

ORGANIZATION:

ACTION OFFICER:

REVIEWER:

DATE COMPLETED:

ASSESSABLE UNIT:  The assessable unit is the ARBU.  The assessable unit manager is the resource
manager.  This checklist must be used in accordance with the DeCA management Control Plan and/or other
specific DeCA instructions.
                                                                                                                
EVENT CYCLE 1:  Analysis and Reconciliation of Financial Records.

Step 1:  Receive and review documents.

Risk:  Documents lost or received late adversely affect the commissary account.

Control Objective:  Ensure all documents that effect the commissary account are controlled and received in
a timely and consistent manner.

Control Technique:

1. Ensure DeCA Form 70-12 (SBCJ) is received monthly from the commissary.

2. Ensure DD Form 707 (Report of Deposit) and confirmed SF 215 (Deposit Ticket) are received daily.

3. Ensure DeCA Forms 78-88 (Financial Transaction Corrections) and DeCA Form 70-8 (Request to
Establish Charge Sale Account) are date stamped and distributed to ARBU technicians daily.

Test Questions:

1. Is DeCA Form 70-12 (SBCJ) being received from the commissaries on a weekly basis and at month-
end?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

2. Are the correction forms being distributed to the ARBU personnel on the date they arrive at the
MBU mailroom?
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Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

3. Are the correction forms returned to the ACS/commissary/CDC/OPP if they are incomplete?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

4. Does the accounting technician contact the ACS/commissary/CDC/OPP to request any missing
documents?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

5. Are DD Form 707's and SF 215's received from the store daily?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

6. Are procedures followed for filing all documents received from the ACS/commissary/OPP/CDC by
month code and block number sequence?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

7. Are documents filed IAW Defense Commissary Agency Filing System (DeCAD 30-2)?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

Step 2:  Process financial transaction corrections.

Risk:  Incorrect or missing data posted to the accounting records adversely effects the commissary account.

Control Objective:  Ensure all financial corrections are posted to the commissary account.

Control Technique:

1. Ensure correction forms are being processed IAW DeCAD 70-16.

2. Ensure all corrections are supported by correction forms forward from the
ACS/Commissary/OPP/CDC.

3. Ensure all corrections are reflected on the SBCJ.
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Test Questions:

1. Are financial corrections and reversals to a receipt or vendor credit memo (i.e., SAVES transactions)
being reflected on the SBCJ?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

2. Is a corrected SBCJ submitted by the ACS/commissary/OPP/CDC when requested?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

3. Are correction forms received from the stores processed into SAVES/AIMS/STANFINS and within
the same month that the correction forms are received?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

4. Is it ensured that a copy of DeCA Form 70-88 (Financial Transaction Corrections) is being returned
to the ACS/commissary/CDC/OPP?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

5. If the receipt adjustment caused an overpayment to the vendor, does the accounting technician
forward the supporting documents to DFAS-CO, Commercial Accounts Branch for overpayment processing?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

6. If receipt adjustment caused a supplemental payment to the vendor, does the accounting technician
forward the supporting documents to DFAS-CO, Commercial Accounts Branch for supplemental payment
processing?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

7. Is the SAVES Rejected Transaction Form submitted by the region accounting technician for the
transaction rejected from the Rejected SAVES Records From Daily Cycle listing on a daily basis?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:
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8. Is a copy of SAVES Rejected Transaction Form being returned to the
ACS/commissary/CDC/OPP/Region?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

Step 3:  Charge Sales

Risk:  Improper use of controls may cause losses to the stock fund.

Control Objective:  Ensure accounts due to the Government are processed correctly into AIMS/STANFINS.

Control Technique:

1. Ensure DeCA Form 70-8 (Commissary Charge Account Request) is submitted from activity who
wish to purchase from the commissary on a charge sale basis.

2. Ensure charge sales are blocked and processed by the store correctly.

3. Ensure DeCA Form 70-8 (Commissary Charge Account Request) is completed by the activity,
commissary, and region prior to assigning an APC and customer number.

4. Review the AIMS APC QUERY to ensure all rejected transactions are corrected and processed into
AIMS.

5. Review the Supply Input Except (AVK-015) listing to ensure all rejected transactions are corrected
and processed by DFAS-CO.

Test Questions:

1. Is DeCA Form 70-8, block 1a-1l completed by the customer?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

2. Is DeCA Form 70-8, block 2a-2c completed by the commissary?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

3. Is DeCA Form 70-8, block 3a & 3b completed by the region?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:
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4. Is DeCA Form 70-8, block 4a-4g completed IAW DeCAD 70-16 and forwarded to appropriate
region within 5 working days after receiving the DeCA Form 70-8?
Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

5. Is the APC/Customer Number for each charge sale customer loaded in the AIMS?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

6. Is the APC/Customer Number for each charge sale customer loaded in the STANFINS?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

7. Is a copy of the completed DeCA Form 70-8 sent to DFAS-CO within 5 working days after receiving
the form from the region?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

8. Is an incomplete DeCA Form 70-8 being returned to the region?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

9. Is a copy of the completed DeCA Form 70-8 being returned to the region within 5 working days after
receiving the form from the region?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

10. Is prompt action taken to correct data error on the AIMS?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

11. Is prompt action taken for invalid APCs shown on the AVK-015 (Supply Input Exception Listing)?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:
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Step 4:  Report of Deposit

Risk:  If Cash Sales and collections are not accurately posted, the accounting records will be adversely
affected.

Control Objective:  Ensure that all cash sales and collections are processed correctly into AIMS/STANFINS
daily by stores.

Control Technique:

1. Ensure that correct amounts (by department total) of cash sales are processed into AIMS/STANFINS
 on a daily basis.

2. For each department, ensure that the dollar value on the DD Form 707 is equal to the dollar value in
the AIMS/STANFINS by document number.

3. Ensure that data on the DD Form 707 is correctly processed into AIMS/STANFINS.

4. Review the Cash Sales Reconciliation Report (AVK-963) to ensure all sales and collections are
processed correctly.

5. Ensure corrective action is taken for discrepancies between sales and collections.

6. Ensure the surcharge is being accurately recorded on the VRGC.

7. Ensure that the dollar value of Cash Variance and WIC on the DD Form 707 is shown on the VRGC.

8. Ensure that the food stamp transactions shown on the VRGC.

Test Questions:

1. Are cash sales (DIC 51R) transmitted daily by the commissary?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

2. Are all data on DD Form 707 processed into AIMS/STANFINS correctly and on a daily basis?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

3. Is the accounting technician reviewing the Cash Sales Reconciliation Report (AVK-963) on a
monthly basis?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:
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4. Is the accounting technician notifying DFAS-CO when the amount of the collection on the AVK-963
is incorrect?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

5. Is the Cash Variance on the DD Form 707 recorded on the VRGC?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

6. Is the amount of WIC on the DD Form 707 recorded on the VRGC?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

7. Is the amount of Food Stamps on the DD Form 707 recorded on the VRGC?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

8. Are Cash Sales (by department total) on the DD Form 707 recorded on the SBCJ?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

Step 5:  Transfer In and Transfer Out

Risk:  Improper controls may cause inaccurate data posted to accounting records.

Control Objective:  Ensure all transfer in/out are recorded correctly into AIMS/STANFINS.

Control Technique:

1. Ensure the gaining and losing activities are processing the transfer within the same accounting period
and at the same dollar value.

2. Ensure the gaining and losing activities are using the same document number.

3. Ensure the region director is notified of the transfer problems in their stores.

4. Review the AIMS Unmatched Transfer In and Transfer Out report daily.

Test Questions:
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1. Are the gaining and losing activities processing the transfer within the same accounting period and at
the same dollar value?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

2. Has the accounting technician contacted the gaining/losing activity for the unmatched transfer in/out?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

3. Has the accounting technician reviewed the Unmatched Transfer In and Transfer Out report daily?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

4. Is a consolidated report of transfer in/out problems forwarded to the region director on a monthly
basis?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

Step 6:  Accountable Inventory

Risk:  Improper controls will cause the commissary to lose accountability.

Control Objective:  Ensure that all before inventory accounting transactions are processed correctly into
SAVES/AIMS/STANFINS.

Control Technique:

1. Ensure all blocks received for the inventory period are on the correct SBCJ.

2. Ensure the cutoff date for inventory VRGC is the inventory date.

3. Ensure the reconciliation of before inventory SBCJ to the VRGC is completed within 30 days after
receiving inventory results during an accountable inventory month.

4. Ensure the before inventory SBCJ is received from the commissary within 8 working days of the
inventory date.

5. Ensure the MEMO ENTRY letter is received and is processed into AIMS using an A, B, or C block.

6. Ensure the cash sales transactions prior to the inventory date have been processed correctly into
AIMS/STANFINS.
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7. Ensure the inventory certification was signed by the contractor or the commissary officer.

8. Ensure the physical inventory figures are processed into AIMS/STANFINS correctly.

9. Ensure the total dollar value of the inventory account GLAC 1521.3* on AVK-902 is equal to AVK-
618/619.

10. Ensure the D, E, or F block is used to process pre-inventory transaction after inventory VRGC has
closed.

11. Ensure a Journal Voucher is prepared at the end of each for all D, E, or F blocks process during the
month.

12. Ensure the Consolidated Statement of Gain/Loss, DeCA Form 70-23 is prepared and faxed to the
appropriate region within 30 calendar days after receiving the inventory results.

Test Questions:

1. Are all before inventory blocks transmitted from the store reflected on the before inventory SBCJ?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

2. Are all after inventory blocks transmitted from the store reflected on the after inventory  SBCJ?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

3. Is the inventory date being used as the cutoff for the inventory VRGC final?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

4. Is the reconciliation of SBCJ to VRGC completed within 30 working days after receiving the
inventory results?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

5. Is the before inventory SBCJ received from the ACS within 7 working days of the inventory date?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:
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6. Is the MEMO ENTRY letter received from the store within five working days and entered into
AIMS?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

7. Is the MEMO ENTRY shown on the before inventory VRGC as an A, B, or C block?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

8. Is the reversal of the MEMO ENTRY shown on the after inventory VRGC as an A, B, or C block?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

9. Are all cash sales transactions prior to the inventory date verified against the DD Form 707 (Report
of Deposit)?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

10. Is the inventory certification signed by the contractor or the commissary officer?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

11. Is the inventory certification received from the contractor or the store within 3 working days after the
inventory is completed?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

12. Are the dollar values shown on the inventory certification for each department entered into AIMS and
shown on the before inventory VRGC?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

13. Is the total dollar value of the inventory account GLAC 1521.3* on the AVK-902 balanced to the
AVK-618/619?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:
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14. Is the D, E, or F block being used for all pre-inventory transactions?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

15. Is a Journal Voucher prepared at the end of each month for all D, E, and F blocks transactions
processed during the month?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

16. Is the Consolidated Statement of Gain/Loss (DeCA Form 70-23) prepared and faxed to the
appropriate region within 30 calendar days after receiving the inventory results?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

17. Is a separate file established for accountability inventory records?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

18. Are all months preceding the inventory month VRGC closed before running the final inventory
VRGC?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

Step 7:  Reconciling monthly financial transactions

Risk:  Inaccurate data posted to the AIMS/STANFINS will cause the inventory account to be out of balance.

Control objective:  Ensure that all financial transactions on the SBCJ are posted to AIMS and STANFINS
correctly.

Control Technique:

1. Ensure the reconciliation of SBCJ/AIMS/STANFINS is completed within 45 days after the end of
each month.

2. Ensure all blocks on the SBCJ are posted to the VRGC and reflected in STANFINS.

3. Ensure the ending inventory figure on the SBCJ agrees with the ending inventory figure on the
VRGC.
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4. Ensure the adjusted SBCJ/VRGC figure on the SBCJ/VRGC/STANFINS Reconciliation Worksheet,
DeCA Form 70-65 is in agreement with the current month balance on the AVK-619.

5. Ensure the error suspense is cleared prior to running a monthly VRGC.

6. Ensure the DeCA Form 70-65 is completed for each DODAAC.

7. Ensure a journal voucher is prepared after the monthly VRGC is closed for the total amount of D, E,
and F blocks processed on the VRGC.

Test Questions:

1. Is the reconciliation of the SBCJ/VRGC/STANFINS completed within 45 days after the end of each
month?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

2. Are all blocks on the SBCJ posted to the VRGC?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

3. Are all blocks on the VRGC posted to the AVK-619?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

4. Does the Beginning inventory figure on the SBCJ RECAP agree with the beginning Book inventory
on the VRGC?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

5. Does the total dollar value of receipts on the SBCJ RECAP agree with the total dollar value of
receipts on the VRGC?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

6. Does the total dollar value of sales on the SBCJ RECAP agree with the total dollar value of sales on
the VRGC?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:
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7. Does the total dollar value of adjustments on the SBCJ RECAP agree with the total dollar value of
adjustments on the VRGC?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

8. Does the dollar value of Ending Inventory on the SBCJ RECAP agree with the dollar value of Ending
Inventory on the VRGC?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

9. Does the correction form received for the adjustment reflected on the SBCJ?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

10. Are the blocks on VRGC that have not been processed into current AVK-619 annotated on the
AVK-619?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

11. Are the D, E, and F blocks processed into current month AVK- 619 annotated on the AVK-619?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

12. Are the JVs that have not been processed into current AVK-619 annotated on the AVK-619?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

Step 8:  Stock Fund History Listing AVK-037 (Action required) & AVK-036 (Information only)

Risk:  Improper controls may cause inaccurate data appearing on the AXL file at the month-end.

Control Objective:  Ensure all daily history listings are worked as soon as they occur to prevent the error
from appearing on the AXL file at month-end.

Control Technique:

1. Ensure that the Stock Fund History Listings (AVK-037 & 036) are being worked on a daily basis.
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2. Ensure that the detail unmatched transactions are researched and corrected within the same month
which the error occurred.

3. Ensure that a type action code "C4" (Write-off) is processed into STANFINS for the supplemental
payment made after the original disbursement cleared.

4. Ensure that the erroneous document number is reversed and input the correct document number.

5. Ensure that DFAS-CO is notified when the duplicate disbursements occurred.

Test Questions:

1. Are the AVK-037 and AVK-036 being worked on a daily basis?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

2. Are the unmatched detail transactions on the AVK-037 and AVK-036 corrected within the same
month which the error occurred?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

3. Has the accounting technician notified DFAS-CO when duplicate payments appeared on the AVK-
037?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

4. Is the TA "C4" processed into STANFINS when a supplemental payment transaction is made after
the original disbursement is cleared?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

5. Is a duplicate transaction being reversed?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

6. Is DFAS-CO being notified when the disbursement document number is incorrect?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:
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7. Is an erroneous document number being reversed and a correct document number input for the
transaction processed under an erroneous document number?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

EVENT CYCLE 2:  Coupon Redemption Program Administration

Step 1:  Receive coupon collection data from individual commissaries.

Risk:  Loss of funds

Control techniques:

1. Sequentially number each transmittal document or electronic transmission at each commissary.

2. Review input from commissaries for completeness and correctness.

3. Immediately contact commissary when errors or omissions are detected and corrections are
necessary.

4. Maintain record of commissaries that consistently provide invalid information and inform applicable
region to resolve the submission errors.

5. Report suspected fraud immediately.

6. Use DeCA Form 70-3 (copy 1) to track coupon shipments to the coupon clearinghouse.

7. Input corrected data into the automated coupon system.

Test Questions:

1. Is each transmittal received, whether by hard copy or electrically transmitted, sequentially numbered
by each commissary?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

2. Is the transmittal sequence number checked to ensure all previous submissions have been received?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

3. Is immediate action taken to obtain transmittal documents for missing sequence numbers?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:
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4. Are actions taken to obtain missing transmittals placed in a suspense system to ensure they are
received or to trigger follow-up actions?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

5. Is the input from commissaries reviewed for completeness and corrections?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

6. Are commissaries immediately contacted when errors or omissions are detected and necessary
corrections made?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

7. Are records maintained of commissaries consistently providing improper information or committing
omissions?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

8. Is the appropriate region informed of commissaries submitting unacceptable transmittals and
required to resolve the problems?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

9. Are actions taken to obtain region assistance in resolving issues with commissaries suspended to
ensure resolution or trigger follow-up action?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

10. Are all instances of suspected fraud reported through management channels?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

11. Is copy 1, DeCA Form 70-3, used to track coupon shipments to the coupon clearinghouse?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:
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12. Are mathematical computations on the DeCA Form 70-3 checked for accuracy and changes made
when necessary?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

13. Is the correct data entered into the automated coupon system?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

Step 2:  Receive payment information from the coupon clearinghouse.

Risk:  All monies owed the Government will not be received.

Control Objective:  All monies due the Government are received and proper accountability is maintained.

Control Techniques:

1. Review payment information from coupon clearinghouse (CCH) to determine whether the
transmission is in balance.

2. Enter in balance transmissions in the automated coupon and accounting system.

3. Require CCH to transmit payment data daily and mail the hard copies of checks, advice of credit and
bank deposit tickets.

4. Screen payment data and determine reason for partially paid invoices.

5. Send over-aged invoice reports to CCH on a monthly basis.

6. Resubmit returned coupons to CCH.

Test Questions:

1. Is the payment information provided by the CCH screened to ensure it is in balance?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

2. When the payment information provided by the CCH screened is not in balance, is immediate action
taken to resolve the discrepancies?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:
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3. Are inquiries suspended when an immediate response is not received to trigger follow-up action?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

4. Are all in balance transmissions data reported into the automated coupon and accounting system?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

5. Does the CCH transmit payment data on a daily basis?
Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

6. Are hard copies of checks, advice of credit, and bank deposit tickets mailed by CCH as required?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

7. Are payment data screened to determine reason for partially paid invoices?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

8. When appropriate, are reasons for partially paid invoices identified and correct measures taken to
resolve the issue?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

9. Are averaged invoices forwarded to the CCH for resolution on a monthly basis?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

10. Are returned coupons resubmitted to CCH using a unique transmittal number to allow for detection
of duplicate charges?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

Step 3:  Processing Management Information
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Risk:  Management information will not be received, issued, verified or used as intended and Government
funds could be lost or credited to the wrong appropriations

Control Objectives:  Research and analyze all management and financial data received or issued to ensure it
is proper, correct, complete, and timely.

Control Techniques:

1. Review data received from CCH for requirement compliance.

2. Generate only correct financial and management reports.

3. Reconcile transmittals with invoices and invoices with payments by initiating a period closing
(transfer function) in the automated coupon system.
4. Generate and maintain a backup of the automated coupon system.

5. Maintain and reconcile the deposit ticket with the bank data received from the CCH and with the
disbursing officer's deposit account.

Test Questions:

1. Is all required data received from the CCH in accordance with the terms of the contract?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

2. Is data provided correct and timely?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

3. Are audited transmittals received in batch order number sequence?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

4. Are mathematical computations in each batch verified and correction made when necessary?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

5. Are out-of-balance batches detected and corrected prior to processing into the accounting system?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:
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6. Are the monthly financial reports produced accurately and timely?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

7. Are the monthly, quarterly and annual management reports produced accurate, timely and distributed
to the proper users?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

8. Is the income and reimbursement forecast provided to DeCA/RMB correct and timely?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

9. Are transmittals periodically reconciled with invoices and invoices with payments by initiating a
period closing (transfer function) in the automated coupon system?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

10. Are functions edited and exception listings investigated?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

11. Is a backup of the coupon system and database generated on a weekly basis?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

12. Is the backup data stored in a secure area in a separate building?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

13. Is the reconciled data filed and maintained as required by the records management systems?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:
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14. Is the deposit ticket reconciled with the bank data and the Disbursing Officer's deposit account and
records maintained?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

EVENT CYCLE 3:  Coupon Reimbursement

Step 1:  Reimbursement of DWCF Resale Appropriation

Risk:  DWCF will not be reimbursed in the proper amounts or on a timely basis.

Control Objective:  Reimburse the DWCF Resale appropriation correctly and timely.

Control Technique:

1. Reimbursement will be based on the availability of funds.

2. Reimburse the Resale appropriation at least once per month.

3. Us SF 1080 billings generated by DFAS-CO as the basis for reimbursement.

Test Questions:

1. Is the availability of funds in the DO deposit account verified prior to preparing the billing
document?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

2. Are reimbursements done at least monthly with the oldest documents, voucher for transfers between
appropriations and/or funds, SF 1080 processed first?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

3. Are SF 1080s generated by DFAS-CO received on a monthly basis for processing?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

4. Is the billing document certified free of duplicate line items?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:
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5. When duplicate line items are found in the billing document, are they lined through and the bill
amount recomputed?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

6. Are copies of all billing documents that have been corrected provided to DFAS-CO?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

7. Is a memorandum to DFAS-CO prepared requesting transfer of funds from the DO deposit account
to the DWCF Resale appropriation?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:
8. Does the memorandum provide a list of all bills to be reimbursed to include bill number, date of bill
and dollar amount?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

Step 2:  Transfer of handling fees.

Risk:  Fees will not be transferred.

Control Objective:  All coupon handling fees are transferred to the DWCF Operating Funds Appropriation.

Control Technique:

1. Use the bank data transmitted from the CCH to determine amount of fees to be transferred.

2. Transfer fees monthly.

3. Advise DFAS-CO via memorandum the appropriations to receive the handling fees and the dollar
amount to be transferred.

Test Questions:

1. Is the bank data obtained from the CCH used to determine the amount of handling fees to be
transferred?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:
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2. Are handling fees transferred to the DWCF operating funds appropriation monthly?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

3. Is DFAS-CO advised by memorandum the appropriation to receive the handling fees and the dollar
amount to be transferred?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

                                                                                                                
EVENT CYCLE 3.  Managing Performance Based Agreement Revenue

Step 1:  Establishing agreements in MBU

Risk:  Loss of revenues earned

Control Objective:  Minimize the lost of revenue due to unsigned agreements.
Control Technique:

1. Agreements made between DeCA/MBU representative and a vendor representative will be
documented in writing, signed, and dated by both parties.

2. All agreements will contain specific terms for a specified period of time with a payment due date.

3. Payment remit to address will be included in each agreement.

4. Agreement will contain a "document number" assigned for accounting purposes.

Test Questions:

1. Are agreements documented in writing, signed and dated by the MBU representative and the
vendor or manufacturer's representative?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

2. Is the signature of the MBU representative authorized to approve the agreements(s)?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

3. Are the agreements contain specific terms for a specified period of time? date(s)?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:
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4. Do the agreements include the payment due date?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

5. Is the payment remit to address :  First National Bank of Chicago, Defense Commissary Agency,
P.  O.  Box 93251, Chicago, IL.  60673-3251?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

6. Is a six (6) digit agreement number (consisting of 3-digit alpha category code and 3-digit sequential
number) assigned to each agreement?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

7. Is the appropriate document number assigned to and annotated on each agreement?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

Step 2:  Performance Based Agreement Documents Flow in  Marketing Business Unit

Risk:  Loss or input of documents from one location to another could result in failure to receive
earned revenues.

Control Objective:  Ensure timely distribution and control of documents.

Control Techniques:

1. Ensure all original signed performance agreements are transmitted from the contracting officer to the
financial management area.

2. Ensure a performance agreement control log is maintained and all original agreements are
recorded upon receipt and all payments to agreement are posted.

3. Ensure appropriate performance agreement number is assigned and printed on all agreements.

Test Questions:

1. Upon completion, are original signed performance agreements forwarded from contracting officer to
financial management area?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:
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2. Are incoming performance agreements recorded on document control log?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

3. Are payments received recorded on document control log?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

Step 4:  Accountability of Agreements

Risk:  Earned revenues will not be properly accounted for/collected

Control Objectives:  Ensure earned revenues for performance agreements are accounted for and payments
are recorded.

Control Techniques:
1. Accounting for earned revenues.

2. Ensure accounts receivable(s) are established.

3. Ensure checks (payments) are received timely.

4. Ensure deposits are made.

Test Questions:

1. Is the required information provided to DFAS-CO for establishment of accounts receivables?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

2. Are payments received at Bank of Chicago and confirmation of deposit submitted from bank to
financial management?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

3. Are original DD Form 1131, transmittal letter, copy of check and deposit confirmation forwarded to
DFAS-CO for recording collection in the finance system?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:
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4. Are copies of DD Form 1131, transmittal letter, check and deposit confirmation in pending file?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

5. Is automated DD Form 1131 received from DFAS-CO and attached to copy in pending files for
completion?

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

EVENT CYCLE 3.  Analysis and Reconciliation Operations Administration.

Step 1:  Analyzing and reconciling accounting transaction data between the SAVES, AIMS, and STANFINS.

Risk:  Improper and inaccurate data posted to the accounting records may result on an out-of balance
condition between the inventory management system and the official accounting system.

Control Objective:  To review, reconcile, and correct accounting transaction data submitted from the stores
and system generated reports.

Test Question:

1. Were policies and procedures published and distributed to standardize and assign responsibilities
within the ARBU?  (HQ DeCA/RM)

Response:  YES____NO____NA____
Remarks:

____________________________________________
Explain rationale for YES responses or provide cross-references where rationale can be found.  For NO
responses, cross-reference to where corrective action plans can be found.  If response is NA, explain
rationale.

____________________________________________

     I attest that the above-listed management controls provide reasonable assurance that DeCA resources are
adequately safeguarded.  I am satisfied that if the above controls are fully operation, the management controls
for this subtask throughout DeCA are adequate.

________________________________________
Director, Resource Management
FUNCTIONAL PROPONENT
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     I have reviewed this subtask within my organization and have supplemented the prescribed management
control review checklist when warranted by unique environmental circumstances.  The controls prescribed in
this checklist, as amended, are in place and operational for my organization (except for the weaknesses
described in the attached plan, which includes schedules for correcting the weaknesses).

                                                                                    
ASSESSABLE UNIT MANAGER
(Signature)
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